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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
The advent of television within the realm of American 
entertainment has asserted itself to such an extent that today 
it has created the largest theater in the history of man. 
But now television has reached what may very well be 
its most critical moment. The Federal Communications Commis -
sion is confronted with Docket Number 11279 - considered by 
many as the most voluminous and controversial docket in the 
annals of American broadcasting. The polemical question 
before the members of the FCC is whether or not to authorize 
subscription television, which is also known as pay-TV, box-
office TV, toll TV, and pay-as-you-see TV. 
The perplexed FCC asked all interested parties to sub-
mit comments on the proposals to authorize subscript i on t ele-
vision. The FCC will base its decision upon legal, t e chni cal 
and all other evidence submitted on the formal record. How-
ever, since the "public interest" is of primary consideration, 
the public's reaction towards subscription television may 
influence the final decision. With this factor in mind, the 
opponents and proponents of pay-TV have launched vigorous 
campaigns in an effort to capture the favor of the American 
people. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement of the probl.em. It is the purpose of this 
2 
study (1) to examine the public relations approach employed 
by the Zenith Radio Corporation in behalf of subscription 
television; (2) to review the arguments against subscription 
television; {3) to review questions of law; (4) to evaluate 
the results of existing surveys pertaining to subscription 
television; and (5) to evaluate the over~all effect of 
Zenith's public relations campaign in bringing about the 
understanding and support of public opinion and its influence 
upon the Federal Communications Commission. 
Importance of the study. The public relations cam-
paign of the Zenith Radio Corporation is both unique and 
challenging for several reasons. 
The main opponents to pay-TV, the Theater Owners of 
America and the TV networks, represent very powerful and in-
fluential economic groups. Because of their strong e conomic 
position it is safe to assume that the pay-TV opponents al s o 
exert a great deal of political weight. 
The local movie house, somewhat of a foundation in the 
entertainment world 9 has become an American institution. 
Theater owner s fee l t hat the dee p-rooted tradition of patr on-
izing the mo tion p i ctur e theate r should rightfully be pro-
tected from any group wh i ch may upset t he status quo. Here in 
lies one of the several obstacles confronting the pr oponents 
of pay-TV. Ho w does a new and unpre cedented system like s ub-
scr ipt i on t elev i sion penetrate the bar riers of an e s t ablished 
industry? 
The television networks constitute another diffi culty 
that hinders the pay-TV proponents. Today the most success-
ful means of communicat ing to the public is through the use of 
television. Zenith has ende avored to reach the public through 
this medium 1 but on a few occasions the TV networks have re-
fused to give them broadcasting time. With the main channel 
of communication not at the ir disposal, Zenith had to employ 
other means of reaching the public. 
Finally ? there was the pr oblem of educating the publ ic 
about subscription television. Although pay-as-you-see TV 
has become a much d iscussed topic among people in the enter-
tainment field 9 the general public knows little about the 
system. 
From a public relati ons viewpoint it is important to 
understand how Zenith has been able to cope with these situa= 
tions, and the techniques used i n attai ning their ob jectives . 
There is one limitat i on to this study. All favo r able 
public response to t he Federal Communications Commi ssion con-
cerning pay-TV canno t be attributed di rec tly to the public 
relations campai gn of the Zenith Radio Corporati on . Two other 
organizations, The International Telemete r Corporation and 
Skiatron TV Inc. , also have subscr iption te l evision systems . 
A c ertain amo unt of response to the FCC is due t o the acti-
vities of the se pay- TV pro ponents. 
However 9 the reader should bear in mind that Zenith 
p ioneered subscription te levision and has been ins trmnental in 
br:i.nging it to the public. 1 s attent ion. Therefore 9 although 
there cannot be an exact ·~orrelation between Zenith 0 s publi c 
relations c ampaign and its inf luence upon the FCC, general 
assumpt ions can be made from the overall public response . 
II. DEFINIT IONS OF TERMS USED 
Subscription television. "Subscr:i.ption television11 -
more simply known as 11 pay·-·TV11 - is the name applied to al l 
systems by whic.h TV viewers can select a program being 
broadcas t i n garble d fo r m and~ through a co de furnishe d to 
them for a fee~ unscramble the program and see it . Those 
who pay for t h e program can see the program; those who do 
no t pay cannot se e it . 
4 
UHF and V.Hli' stations . TV stati ons p like radio sta-
tions, have to 'be"11 assignea" by the F'edera l Communic a tions 
Commi ssionv just ar.:J airplanes ha ·ve to be assigned to certain 
routes and a ltitudes to keep them from flyi ng into each other . 
In the case of radio and TVP these "assignments" are made to 
prevent overlapping of signals betwe en two or mor s t a tions 
in a given area . In TV~ partic ularly, this pre o nts a problem . 
Imagine the availa'ble radio sper.:trum a.s a very lon. ver-ci~al 
r u ler who r:1e marki ng o are the frequenci.ee to which var" otw users 
of th.e spec:trum are t1>f:le:i.gned . Since the numlH.~r of user · of 
t h e s pe ctrum grew like Topsy, a nd s:i.nce the ruler is not tal l 
enough to accommodate all who want the beat parts of itp 
assignments have to be mad. all up and down it. 
No w it is a t~":ie ntit'lc fo.c t that. the lower y u ar·e on 
the ruler the better signal you h£~"Ve . Those stations on t he 
upper par t (UH.B, or ul ·ra. high frequen·,~Y) have difficulty com-
peting with the better signals on the lower part of the ruler 
or spec trum (VHF or very high f'requen.c:y). SirH-::e there is a 
s carcity of s pac.e on the lower pa!"t, it has been necer.n~ary f or 
the Commi:::sion to assign t elevi. :.:don stations on the higher 
part (Channel s 14 ·t:hrough 83), in a.ddit.ion to the r elatively 
few channels in the lower frequent:::y (Channels 2 t brough 13) v 
in an attempt to provide a. nati onwide~ competitive system. 
As these channels ha·v-e come on the air~ the stronger 
signal characteris·ti<;;s of the lower r;hannels have compelled the 
pro gramming source <:: (mainly ne tworks) to prefer them~ leaving 
broadcasters on the hiehe r channels at a serious disadvantage 
in coping with the i:l:-- competitor s . Naturally 9 the national 
advertiser (the primar y f' i na:nc ial s upport o:f TV). wants his 
program on t he se lower channel:::. To compound the problem, 
5 
the manufacturers o:f TV re ceiv ing se t s are loath to make sets 
which will rec:eive all channels, Since t he better programs 
and cov·erage are principally on the lower channels 9 there is 
little demand f or a.n all-ehannel receiver . Moreover 9 an all 
channel receiver is more expensive to make . This higher cost 
and smaller demand mean that the manuf'a.c turer with a more ex-
pensive set that has little market canno t meet his competition . 
The r esult is that if a ci t i ze n wants to receive the 
higher signals 9 he must first buy a set 9 t hen buy a separate 
converter for the same set and a special outdoor antenna . 
Si n ce the programming on the higher channels is less attract-
ive (being poorly financed) 9 there i s no i ncentive for the 
citizen t o make this costly conversion. Hence 9 for the most 
part 9 those stations on the higher channe ls are in dire 
straits . l 
Po s t-freeze televi s ion stat i on. Thi s refers to sta-
tions in Operation after .the- SO-Ca.l l ed 11 freeze II WhiCh tOOk 
place during the latter part of' 1948. At this time the F'ederal 
Communications Commission institute d a "freeze" on appl i ca~ 
tions for television s tations in order to investigate the co-
channel and adjacent channel i nterference problems and 9 if 
necessary, revise geographical allocations before :further 
stations were actually placed in operation. It had been e x-
pected that the engineering studies involved co uld be made 
and the hearings completed so that the f r eeze c ould be lifted 
early in 1949; 'but the engineering work was not f ini shed unt il 
the middle of the year and 9 in the meant ime, other de l a.ying 
fact ors arose. The inadequacy of the v-ery=high -frequency 
channels t o provide a nation-wide competitive television system 
became apparentv and consideration was given to t he allocati on 
of ultra-high-frequency channels to provide for additional 
station s . 2 
It was not until June 2~ 1952p t hat the ":freeze" was 
lifted . 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND 
As early as 1 931, the President of the Zenith Radio 
Corporation , Commander Eugene McDonal d , was meditating over 
the i dea of a pay-as-you-see system for a new di s covery 
ca lle d television . 
Dur i ng the l ate 1930's when televisi on was i n its em-
bryonic stage at the Zenith l aboratories, the Commander , a 
title he preserved from World War I, de clare d that television 
woul d neve r succeed without a "box office". He wrote to 
Walter Giffo rd, then Pr es i dent of the Ame rican Telephone and 
Telegraph Company , that television can never achieve the 
status of a big industry in this country until present day 
mot i on pictures can be del ivered i nto t he home. He felt that 
the enormous cost of pro ducing a mo tion p icture was too much 
of a bur den on the adverti sers; therefore a direct charge 
should be made to subscribers. 
After World War II, when television began to flourish, 
the pay-TV proponents were st ill not technically ready , and 
once again the sponsor system had no competition. However, 
McDonal d refused to conce dep so he hi r ed Dr . Alexander Ellet , 
a forme r University if I owa phys icist. Dr . Elle t had gai ned 
recognition previously by direct ing the wartime development 
of' the Armyus vital proximity fuse. At Zeni t h, Dr. Elle t 
directed about 40 sci entists to work on a pay-TV system~ and 
by 1 94 7 an acceptable method was discovered which led to the 
initial public test. 
""\ 
In 1949, Dr. Millard C. Faught, a consulting economist 
in New York, published a study called , "Some Billion Dollar 
Questions About Televis i on." In his book, Dr;, Faught and his 
staff made certain assumptions concerning the future of tele-
vision: 
1. Economi cs will determine the future of TV. And 
only those cultural·9 social or other of its potentialities 
will come to pass which can be paid for out of whatever 
economic base or bases television as an industry is built 
upon. 
2. On the bas i s of its economics as an advertising 
medium TV will follow a growth and use pattern essentially 
similar to that of radiop except that its higher costs 
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and greater demands all around will set a lower ceiling on 
its growth. That is to say 9 fewer stations will be built , 
fewer sets sold, hours of use will be less and programming 
will reach a level of commonality quicker than has been the 
case with radio. 
3~ If by some means of scrambled signals, locked chan-
nels9 phone-vision, coin operation or other servi ce a "box 
effice" is added so that television can also be used as a 
'oell-and-collect-for-val ue - received di stri but ion medi urn., as 
well as an advertising medium, then TV would have two 
economic legs to stand on. On these we believe it1Weuld 
march to far higher goals and carry the movie industry, 
sports, education, and many other leisure-consuming aspects 
of our culture along with it.l 
This do cument was not originally intended for popular 
circulation s but it was not long before this socio-economic 
analysis of te l evi sion created a ma jor controversy among people 
in radio, televi sion 9 the motion pi cture s 9 government 9 educa-
tion, advertis i ng and ot her groups who learned of i t s existence . 
Eventually, several other editions of the study were put int o 
c irculation. 
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When Commander McDonald obtai ned this tre atise, he was 
jubilant. The study conta i ned the same fundamental concepts 
of television which McDonald had expounded throughout the 
years. However, not being an economist , the Commander was 
unable to express himself in such convincing terms as .Dr. 
Faught. Immediately, Dr. Faught was retained by the Zenith 
Radio Corporation as a ~ onsulting e conomist ~ 
Duri ng thi s same year , the FCC gave 4enith authority 
to conduct its Phonevision experiment during the first three 
months of 1951. 
Zenith obtai ned its t est a udience by advertis i ng for 
people who would l ike to participat e i n the te st, and who 
,would be willing to pay $1.00 each to see motion pictures on 
television. The response was grat i fying, as some 50,000 im-
mediate applications were r ece ived. The National Opinion 
Research Center of the University of Chicago cho se 300 t est 
families on the basis of a scientific cross sele c tion. 
At first, there was the problem of obtaini ng mot i on 
p ic tures. The major movie companies refused t o give films to 
Zenith because of the likelihodd that the movie theater 
owners would be offended. However 9 this situat i on was short 
lived when Le onard. Goldenson of United Paramount Theaters~ 
Inc. was anx ious to see for himself i f this ele ctronic de l-
ivery servi ce was any good . Soon Paramo unt Pictures came in 
and somewhat of a chain reacti on was s tarted a s RKO , M~G-M. 9 
warner Brothers 9 Columbia~ and othe r s soon followe d. 
Zenith used t he Illinois Be ll Te l ephone Company as it s 
·means of unscrambling movies sent over the air waves to its 
audience. Be cause telephone lines were used in the experi-
ment , the first Zenith system was called Phonevision. 
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To unscramble the picture, the subscriber had to tele -
phone an operator at a special switchboard. The operator 
would then send a decoding signal to the subscriber 0 s TV set 
through the telephone l i nes. Once the signal was received, 
the subscriber was b i l l ed one dollar per show at the end of 
the month. There was a good variety of movies on the programs 
which afforded the viewe r s a great deal of latitude in making 
a choice. All of the pi c tures~ which totaled about ninety, 
were at least two year s old. 
Certain difficult i es arose during the experiment, whi ch 
convinced Zeni th that changes were necessary i f Phonev i sion. 
was to be successful. In the first place, there were t hous-
ands of people eavesdroppi ng on the sound tracks of the fi lm 
desp i te the fact that they couldn't see the programs. This 
situation was alleviated when Dr. Ellet and his staff accom-
pli shed a difficult engineering job when they developed an 
effici ent sound s crambl i ng system. 
Ano ther h i ndrance was that t he swi tchboards would be 
swamped with calls anytime t here was any t rouble with the 
picture. Thi s was t he mai n reason why t he Bell Telephone Sys -
tem de c ided a gainst enter i ng t he te l evi s i on business. 
Although Zeni t h was burdened wi th these t r oubl esome 
., 
situations 1 the Phonevision experiment was ostensibly a suc-
cess. The results showed than an average of 1.73 films per 
week were watched. Among the 300 test families, only about 
one - third of' the n i nety motion pictures had been previously 
seen in a theater. This was further evidence of' the poten-
tial market f'or box-of'f'ice f'ilms on home television. 
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"The Phonevision experiment proved to be a million 
dollar test, and although not originally intended as a public 
relations pro ject, the test was immensely valuable f'rom a 
publicity standpoint. 11 2 A tremendous volume of' press cover-
age and national attention was given the experiment as a 
result of dai ly reports which were sent throughout the 
country. 
D~. Ellet and his staf'f' now concentrated their ef'f'orts 
towards developing a method whereby both program and decoding 
signal would be sent over t he air rather than by means of' the 
telephone. Final ly, the Zenith engineers produced a dial 
method which eliminates , the telephone. Since this new system 
involves combination locks, one group of' engineers was busy 
devising combinations, While the other group of' engineers 
attempted to break them. Their constant research developed 
16,000 differe nt comb i nations f'or any given television program. 
Despite this new dial method, the name Phonevision was kept, 
even though it is a misnomer. 
f) - In general 9 the main opponents to subscription tele-
vi sion were paying but li ttle attention to Zenith 1 s 
developments. Even in February of 1955, when the FCC a sked 
all interested parties to submit their comments, it appeared 
that the opposition would remain indifferent. However, when 
the FCC was receiving an abundance of mail in favor of sub-
scription television~ the pay-TV opponents abandoned their 
lethargy and began publicity campaigns of their own. 
Their does not seem to be any immediate decision on 
subscription televis i on» because of the enormous problems 
involved. It certainly would upset the basic patterns of 
broadcasti ng. However, t he public may act as a source of 
pressure, which could hasten the FCC's decision. Wi th this 
fact in mind 9 the Zeni th Radio Corporation unleashed an all-
out public relations campaign to spread the word on pay- TVo 
11 
CHAPTER III 
THE ARGUMENTS FOR SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION 
The arguments advanced by the Zenith Radio Corporation 
have been premised not only on the virtues of subscription 
television, but also on the necessity for a subscription system 
due to the weaknesses in our present television structure. 
The shortcomings of the televis i on industry as they exist 
today, are described in the opening portions of this chapter . 
The remainder of the chapter is primarily concerned with 
the arguments for pay- TV as set forth by Zenithvs active public 
relations department. 
Mr. Pieter E. van Beek, of the Zenith Radio Corporation, 
stated the following concerning Zenith's publicity activities: 
Although most of our promotion has been aimed at the 
general publ ic , specific publicity has also been directed 
on a continuous bas i s towards certain groups who had a 
vital interest in the subject , such as motion picture pro-
ducers, broadcasters , sports interests, and all those who 
can be expected to part i cipate iy the commercial develop-
ment of subscription television. · 
The subsequent i nformation is a good impression of the 
approach Zenith has taken in their attempt to publicize the 
virtues of Phonevision as a form of subscription television. 
I . NETWORKS 
The Zenith publicity f orce s have said repeatedly during 
their campai gn t hat it i s easy t o unde r stand why the mai n net -
works of NBC and CBS are agains t subscri ption televis i on. If 
subscription te l evis ion i s sanct i oned by t he FCC 7 the networks 
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wil l be confronte d wi th something they have consistently op -
posed -- competition. NBC and CBS have constructed a barrier 
around the television industry to maintain the hold and in-
fluence they have over t he industry. 
Ec onomic Power of NBC and CBS . Both networks have ~~~~ ~--~ -- --- ---- ----
prospered throughout the years ~ but unfortunately ·the rest of 
t he televis i on i ndustry has not fared as well. Evidence sup-
ports this contention on the basis of financial data. In 
1954, the networks and their 16 owned and operated stations 
accounted for 52~ of the total revenues of the television 
broadcasting industry. The remaining 48~ was divided among 
the rest of the stati ons which comprised 394. 2 
When fil i ng their c omments to the FCC , Zenith mentions 
the following i nformation in regard to the financial conditi on 
of the television broadcas ting industry: 
During 1954, the networks and their owned and operated 
stations siphoned off all the cream and made more than 
thirty-six million dollars in profits while the 302 post-
freeze stations were accumulating a loss of fourteen mil-
lion dollars. NBC and CBS account for approximately 85~ 
of all televis·i on network bill ings , which serves to 
emphasize the monopolistic hold and influence of these 
t wo networks on the television industry.3 . 
Because of the f i nancial difficult ie s of the television 
industry the additional servi ce of subscription television 
should be approved by the FCC . 
Th e Powe r and Control of NBC and CBS ~ . Pract ically 
every television station attempts t o a lly i tse lf with NBC or 
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CBS. These l icensees have an exc ell ent opport uni ty of making 
their operation a success i f they can induce the large net-
works to furnish them programs. An NBC or CBS affiliation is 
a means of survival for these independent stations throughout 
the country. Approximately 73~ of 266 post freeze television 
stations report ing showed losses during the first 10 months 
of 1954. Of the 27~ showi ng profi ts 6 out of 7 were affiliat ed 
with e i ther NBC or CBs . 4 
As a result of th i s s i tuat i on , NBC and CBS can virtual l y 
dictate policy to its affiliates. Mr. R. E. Dunville, Presi-
dent of Crosley Broadcast i ng Corporation, has recently stated : 
"Networks seem increasingl y inclined to consider individual 
stations as push-but t on operations , automatic outlets which 
cater to programming the networks ' desires. 115 
If subscript i on television can allevi ate the netwo rk 
domination , then it wi ll add to a diversifi cation of control , 
which would then be consistent with the Communication Act. 
NBC and CBS res i st competi t i on. NBC and CBS have always 
r esisted with ever y power at the i r c ommand any attempt by t he 
Commis s i on or Congress to open the br oadc ast f i eld t o compe-
tition whi ch would i n any way threatel>IE.t.the i r e s t abl ished posi-
t ion of domi nance. 
The Cha i n Br oadcast ing Re gulat ions wh i ch was consi de red 
by t he FCC i n 1 941 was oppose d by NBC and CBS. The networks 
ma i ntai ned that t he ir ope r ati ons woul d be h i nde r ed if the ir 
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relationship with broadcasters was l i mited by regulation. 
Although disastrous things were predicted by the networks if 
Chain Broadcasting Regulations went into effect, the networks 
continued their prosperity and defeated the purpose of the 
Regulations with their dictatorial control. 
The FCC stated the following in rebuking the networks 
opposition to the Chain Broadcast Regulations: 
The prophecy that regulations such as we are adopting 
will "result in the eventual destruction of national 
program service rt · and it destroy the American system of 
network broadcasting" .. is, we believe, the exaggeration 
of advocacy. The practices which we find contrary to 
public interest were instituted to restrict competition 
within the broadcasting field, not to protect commercial 
broadcasting from competition by other types of adver-
tising. Everyone familiar with broadcasting as an adver-
tising medium knows that radio reaches a different aud-
ience from other types of advertising and that it reaches 
them in a different way. We doubt that the networks 
have so little faith in the stability of their own enter-
prise as is suggested by their insistency that the whole 
structure of commercial broadcasting wi ll collapse if 
their relations with outlets are modified along the lines 
indicated. It is i ncredible that the industry 0 s footing 
is so insecure. The prediction that advertisers will 
desert radio in favor of newspapers, magazines, or bill-
boards i s s i ngularl y unconvincing.6 
The TV networks are on record as havi ng welc omed compe-
tition among the networks but the comment s they filed with the 
FCC make their statements a subterfuge. 
Economic Crisi s of the Television Industry. The tele-
vision broadcast i ng i ndustry has reached a crisis despite the 
fact that the FCC has a llocated adequat e facilities to a ccom-
plish the obje c tives of its original t elevis ion allocation 
plan . The following facts substantiate the predi c ament which 
confronts the television industry: 
1. Over 70fo of the channe l s a l located by the FCC 
remain unused. 
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2. Over 75fo of the communities to wP.ich the Commission 
has allocated channels .have no local television 
service. 
3. 15 to 25 million members of the American public 
receive no television service whatsoever. 
4. There is only one local service available in 
over 60fo of the 275 communities that now have 
television stations. 
5. Seventy-three per cent of the post-freeze tele-
vision stations are in financial distress, 92 
of which distressed stations are VHF and 104 
are UHF. 
6. In the last three years, 48 UHF stations and 
8 VHF stations have gone off the ai r because of 
inadequate support.? 
There seems to be no doubt that the real cause of 
these conditions is due to economi c conditions. The sta-
tions that have gone off the a ir within the past three 
years have all agreed that lack of e c onomic support caused 
their downfall. The situation became so serious that on 
November 10, 1955, the FCC commenced a study of how tele-
vision stations could be supported. In this connection the 
FCC said: 
The Commission recognizes that some of the present 
hindrances to further expansion of televis i on servi ce · 
in many corrmunities are due to causes which lie beyond 
its contro l . To an apprec iable extent these problems 
are bas ically ec onomic and ari se out of the limits 
beyond whi ch it i s not possible? at the present stage 
of the development of the te levision art , t o obtai n 
suffi cient economic support to meet the high costs of 
construction, programming and operation of television 
stations.8 
In a report prepared for the Senate Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce the television economic 
outlook was viewed as "dim" for those stations beyond the 
first 60 in population , because of a lack of revenues and 
outside program sources. The conc lusion of this Report to 
t he Senate said that: 
The share of revenues and income necessary to sup-
port TV stat i ons ranking below the top ranki ng markets 
falls far short of the minimum necessary to support a 
national competitive industry , and to fulfil l the 
broad objective of the Federal Communications Act and 
the responsibil i ty of t he Congress to the people in 
all areas of the count ry.9 
II . LIMITATIONS OF SPONSORED TELEVISION 
Programs of a box-offic e type are not available on 
television because the advertising sponsor or the broad-
caster cannot compete wi t h the high costs. 
Some people fam i l i ar with the economi cs of broad-
casting, have recognized the fact that advertising revenue 
alone could not support a national televis i on system. 
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High Costs. Although televi s i on adver tising has 
gre a t l y i ncreased, t he cost of broadcast i ng time and tale n t 
has soare d to a st r onomi cal he i ghts . Promi nent names among 
television advert i sers of a fe w ye ars back have been for ced 
to abandon t he ir pr ograms due t o t he f i nanci a l burden . 
Anchor-Ho ck i ng Glas s Cor por a t i on, Mohawk Carpe t Mi lls and 
Textron are but a f ew of t he advert i sers a f fe cted by t he 
r i s i ng c ost of te levision . 
The companies which have constantly been the bulwark 
of television advertising have recently been sharing single 
programs or sponsoring programs on a bi-monthly basis. 
When discussing the inadequacies of sponsored tele-
vision, Zenith does not mean to imply that advertising will 
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not support a substantial amount of television. On the con-
trary, advertising is supporting a great number of programs 
and will continue to do so. However, there are definite 
limitations as a result of the economic factors of advertis-
ing that hinder the true potentialities which television 
contains. 
Public's Desires Unsatisfied. There are many basic 
objections towards the advertisers' use of television. Some 
of these objections are either in the form of parental dis~ 
approval to crime shows or are derived from minority group 
interests in opera, education, certain sports and other 
events not now sponsorable on a profitable basis. A state-
ment of this kind does not go unchallenged since the argument 
is advanced that the programs shown on television are de-
termined by what the public wants. This is an over-simplifi-
cation of what constitutes the public and its wants. It is 
true that more people may want to watch "I Love Lucy" rather 
than watch an opera, but, neve rtheless, a substantial audience 
does exist for a special type of show. 
Television needs something more than just sponsorship 
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by advertisers in order to give full service to the public. 
If television is going to reach all the people who want to 
see it, including the programs they want to see, then a more 
secure financial base is necessary. 
Zenith's systems of subscription television can over-
come these problems. Phonevision will present programs that 
are not now available on regular TV-Broadway openings, first 
run movies and other box-office events at a fraction of the 
cost of going outside the home to see them. 
III. EFFECT OF SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION 
If the opportunity to use subscription telecasting 
would be open to all television stations, what would this 
mean to the motion picture industry, sporting events, legi-
timate theaters, education and all other interests who would 
be participating in its operation? 
Motion Picture Industry. Among the most important 
types of entertainment which could become available at home 
to the television audience are top grade feature length 
motion pictures. Productions of this type are not shown on 
a regular basis through television because oft he enormous 
expense to the advertising sponsor. When one considers that 
a first run movie costs a mi llion dollars and up to produce, 
it is easy to understand that the present television :lystem 
could not afford such entertainment except in unusual and 
infrequent cases. 
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There is a definite role to be played by the motion 
picture industry in subscription television among all three 
segments of production, distribution and exhibition. 
The results of the Phonevision experiment in Chicago 
of 1951 revealed the public's overwhelming desire to view 
motion pictures at home. The families participating in this 
test bought nearly four times as many movies as they would 
normally see in local theaters. 
The 1955 Motion Picture and Television Almanac men-
tions the fact that between 70 and 80fo of every dollar spent 
on spectator events has been spent on motion pictures. 
First run Class A motion pictures from Hollywood pro-
ducers will be made available to broadcasters due to the 
economic support of subscription television. One of the 
major complaints of television viewers today is that the 
films are too old and of inferior quality. 
Although motion picture producers and distributors 
have indicated their willingness to cooperate in contribut-
ing films for pay-TV, the exhibitors feel that subscription 
television fore cast s doom for the exhibition end of the movie 
industry. Dr. John T. Rulef h ead of the Department of 
General Science and General Engineering at MIT and an auth-
ority on certain phases of the motion picture industry, feels 
that subscription televi s i on will increase theater attendance. 
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Dr. Rule stated: 
Consider the 20 million television sets in the country 
• and assume that a new movie adequately advertised its 
premiere over televi sion at 8 p.m. some Tuesday evening. 
Assume again that 10 per cent of the owners pay a dollar, 
totaling $2 million . Top-grade feature pictures now 
receive at least 50 per cent of the box-office receipts 
from the theaters. At the same rate the movie premiere 
on television will gross $1 million for the producer. 
He has recaptured his investment · even before the film is 
shown in the theater. On Wednesday morning there are 
still 140 million people who have not seen the picture. 
Furthermore, it has received the best conceivable ad-
vertising by the mere fact of the successful television 
performance. It is now ready for distribution to the 
movie theaters with 20 million word-of-mouth critics, 
many of whom will want to see it again with the greater 
clarity the movies will always have. With this kind of 
high-powered send-off a successful normal feature picture 
should outdraw the present 13 million average, the Class 
A picture, the present 23 million.lO 
Because of the obvious confusion among motion picture 
authorities concerning the effects of subscription television 
on the exhibitor, no defin i te answer can be given at thi s 
time. 
Sporting Events. The opponents to subscription tele-
vision have claimed that pay-TV would put an end to sports 
programming which the public is now getting free. Based on 
the following evidence , however, unrestricted television 
would rui n major sport s . 
Baseball. The minor league baseball clubs are 
in serious financial difficulty. Many causes might be at-
tributed to this situati on , but t here is accord amongst club 
managers that television i s t h e principal trouble. A few 
seasons back the basebal l c lubs allowed a sponsor to televise 
ball games with t he ostensible hope of attracting fans out 
to the ball park, not to mention that the sponsors' money 
was very attractive. It was not long before club owners 
realized that the sponsors' money could not offset the gate 
loss because of the many fans who found it easier to watch 
baseball at home. 
The major leagues have also been affected by the un-
restricted use of television. A few years ago there was 
widespread coverage by television of big league ball game s, 
but the percentage of televised games has dwindled rapidly. 
Kansas City, Milwaukee and Pittsburgh have banned 
television for all games. Cleveland has stopped televising 
all of its home games. Hank Greenberg of the Cleveland 
Indians stated on August 26, 1955: 
The telecasting of home games, night or day, is 
doomed ... The Cleveland club will screen only 25 games 
off the road this season ... In 1953, (when home games 
were televised) Cleveland 1 s attendance continued to 
drop. I was sure it was television. Last year we 
eliminated home TV and went to the road. We not onll 
stopped the decline of the gate, but jumped 300,000. 1 
Frank Lane, Chi cago White Sox, had this to say: 
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As it is now we~re giving away too much of our product. 
If we continue to sell our games for what sponsors can 
pay, baseball c an 1 t survive. If we don 't get pay-TV 
mos t c l ubs will have to drop telecas t ing altogether.i2 
George Wei ss o:f the New York Yankees has proposed 
that t he Gi ants and Dodgers el i mina t e televising all night 
games . In Detroit, there are only 35 telecasts from Briggs 
Stadium with no n ight , Sunday or ho liday c ont ests s c reened. 
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Another example of how televising ball games affects 
attendance is in the c ase of the Boston Braves baseball team, 
now playing out of Milwaukee. In Boston, with TV, the Braves 
attendance slumped from 944,000 in 1950 to 487,000 in 1951, 
to 281,000 in 1952. At Milwaukee, with television banned, 
attendance in 1953 for the Braves was 1,826,000 and was 
2,131,000 in 1954. In 1955, Milwaukee led both leagues in 
attendance. Of course, people opposed to this type of reason-
ing mention that the Braves were the first major league team 
in Milwaukee as well as i n the state of Wisconsin. It is true 
that a substantial amount of the increase during the first 
year can be attributed to the novelty of having a new baseball 
team, but when a team has continuous high attendance for three 
years straight, then the increased gate cannot be ascribed to 
novelty. 
Football. Most uni versities who engage in football 
are dependent upon the football gate to underwrite most of 
the general sports programs, including basketball , baseball and 
intra-mural sports. 
The National Collegi ate Athletic Association has 
exerci se d strict control over the telecasting of college foot-
ball . This fear stems from t he fac t that the televising of a 
few outstandi ng games would je opardize stadium attendance. 
The NCAA Te l evi s ion Committee reporting to the 46th Annual 
Convention of the National Collegiate Athleti c Assoc i a tion 
stated: 
••• The Committee's faith in the potentialities of 
pay-as-you-see television has not been diminished by · 
its slow progress to date. It should be carefully 
noted that before too long there will be 35,000,000 
television sets in the hands of the public (NBC esti-
mates) and that an event that cancommand just 5~ of 
these sets at $1.00 apiece would bring in almost two 
million dollars a week and would constitute a sub-
stantial subsidy to all NCAA members in the conduct 
of their athletic and physical training programs. 
To this potentiality of pay-as-you-see television must 
be added its economic necessity; costs of presenting 
entertainment on television have become too great for 
advertisers to absorb. The development of pay-as-you-
see television is certain to have a great effect on 
college football and the committee recommends full co-
operation to Phonevision, Skiatron and like develop-
ments.l3 
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Professional football has responded similarly as the 
majority of clubs have dropped telecasting of home games. 
Walter Wolfner, managing director of the Chicago Cardinals 
professional football team, said: "Our clubs have been 
forced to prohibit telecasting of home games because of the 
serious drop in attendance these telecasts caused." 
Wolfner feels that televising the professional games on Sun-
day would put them out of business in a single season. "we 
have a selfish interest in what happens to our box office 
and we admit it," says Wolfner. "After all, without a box 
office, there would be no professional football. 1114 
Boxing. Since 1951 the public has seen only one 
heavyweight championship fight on home television. Theaters 
that are equipped with televis i on have outbid sponsors for 
telecasting rights. The admission prices for these private 
telecasts have reached $6.00 and more. The effect of TV-
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equipped theaters is illustrated in the title match between 
Rocky Marciano and Ezzard Charles on September 17, 1954. 
Seventy theaters in 50 cities with an audience of only 175,000 
were able to offer more money than a sponsor for the fight. 
As a result, the fight could not be seen by an estimated 
100,000,000 viewers. 
After the Marciano-LaStarza ·fight in 1953, the Tele-
vision Editor of the Chicago Daily News stated: "Rocky Mar-
ciano knocked out Roland LaStarza and he very likely knocked 
out home telecasts of the best fights in the future." 
The Legitimate Theater. Subscription television 
could bring legitimate theater and Broadway shows to a far 
greater audience than is viewing them now. 
Ralph Bellamy, President of Actors Equity, is strongly 
in favor of pay-TV and the enormous benefits that can be 
derived from it to both the theater and the public. Mr. 
Bellamy notes that the current Broadway productions are too 
expensive for commercial television. During the course of a 
year, he estimates that 400,000 people might see a top Broad-
way production, but with subscription television 20 times 
that number might see the "opening nighti' alone. Despite 
this broadcasting of .an "opening night" Mr. Bellamy is con-
fident that there would still be audiences for a production 
on Broadway and eventually on the road. As stated by Mr. 
Bellamy: 
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In fact, there might well be a new theater audience 
created in areas where there is little or no professional 
theater ..• and this audience might be stirred to see liv-
ing theater in a playhouse the next time it got to New 
York or another large city, or when a road company 
reached its vicinity. These new forms of TV can be 
theater's best advance men, in fact.l5 
Evidence of Mr. Bellamy's statements is exemplified 
by a report in the "Variety" publication of March 16, 1955. 
This report stated that when the television performance of 
"Peter Pan'' was shown, this had a tendency to stimulate pub-
lie interest in seeing the stage production. Hundreds of 
phone inquiries were made through the "Variety" switchboard 
the day after the telecast of "Peter Pan" requesting the name 
of theater at which "Peter Pan1' was playing. 
Opera would also have an opportunity for broader audi-
ences than at present if subscription television could be 
employed. The Metropolitan Opera House in New York and other 
opera houses throughout the country are confronted with per-
ennial deficits. The Metropolitan usually plays to a full 
house but they still lose money. If just a small percentage 
of the opera lovers in the United States could pay one dollar 
per person to watch a performance of the opera, then the 
financ i al difficulties could be overcome. 
Education. If a Phonevi.sion system were installed in 
any community, it would afford an opportunity for educational 
programs to be televised. At present time there are approxi-
mately 258 educational channels that have been allocated by 
the FCC. However, only around 15 of these channels are being 
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utilized for their intended purpose. The inability of these 
stations to finance themselves has caused commercial inter-
ests to take over these stations as well as educators seeking 
commercial support. 
The Joint Committee on Educational Television which 
represents seven national educational organizations, stated 
its position on subscription television: 
The Joint Committee on Educational Television has 
noted the FCC's recent announcement that consideration 
will be given to proposals :for subscription television. 
The Committee also has taken note of the several peti-
tions that have recently been filed with the FCC seek-
ing the Commission's authority to engage in subscription 
television. These petitions involve numerous legal, 
economic and technical questions which lie outside the 
JCET's normal :field of responsibility and activity. 
However, should one or more systems of subscription 
television be authorized for use on either a permanent 
or temporary basis, the JCET will be deeply interested 
in exploring their educational possibilities. Proponents 
of subscription television believe that it presents a 
method whereby television be made a more flexible and 
varied medium of communication, and whereby the viewers' 
range of choice may be greatly increased. These :features 
are in harmony with educational methods and objectives, 
and accordingly the JCET will urge that the FCC take 
them into account in its consideration of subscription 
television.l6 · 
Many other educators feel that subscription television 
can solve many of their problems. Television is considered 
the greatest educational medium today but its true value will 
never be appreciated until it can work on a sound financial 
structure. 
Television can also act as a correspondence school if 
a pay-TV system coul d be incorporated. Dr. Millard c. Faught, 
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the economic consultant to the Zenith Radio Corporation, had 
this to say pertaining to this topic: 
For a tuition fee of less than the transportation 
costs to and from the campus, not only could thousands 
of living-room learners go to school in the subjects of 
their interest, but the even greater numbers who are not 
interested in education as such could nevertheless par-
take of the knowledge and art, and even enlightening 
entertainment, now hidden behind the ivy on hundreds of 
American college and university campuses.l? 
Subscription television can be the greatest boon ever 
to education by opening the vast storehouses of learning to 
the public as well as increasing meager academic budgets. 
Broadcasters. With revenue being obtained from two 
sources, sponsored television and subscription services, more 
stations will be economically profitable, not only in present 
TV areas but in small communities where advertising revenue 
alone could not support a station. Sponsored television will 
be forced to improve its quality of programs because of sub-
scription television, with the inevitable result of more TV 
sets being purchased. A larger television audience is pre-
dicted when pay-TV and sponsored TV are operating at the same 
time. 
Advertisers. Subscription television i.will not take 
away the advertiser's audience by outbidding him for talent. 
If a pay-TV program is to be successful, it must be superior 
to what has been seen on sponsored television. Many families 
could not afford to pay for every subscription program which 
would keep them viewing their favorite sponsored showo 
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If pay-TV programs of high quality do draw from adver-
tiser sponsored audiences , this will be compensated with ad-
ditional viewers who may themselves augment the sponsored 
broadcast audiences. 
When subscription programs will be of the special 
interest type, sponsored television will still appeal to the 
masses. 
The Phonevision experiment proved that the bulk of 
viewers come during periods of television programs that had 
low audience ratings. The subscribers still patronized the 
major network shows. 
"Zenith does not anticipate using more than 15~ of 
the broadcasting time. In petitioning the FCC to approve 
subscription television , Zenith has recommended that the 
Commission limit pay-TV to 15~ of the annual broadcast t i me. 1118 
Logically speaking, it is not probable that advertising on 
sponsored television would be greatly affected. Actually, 
subscription television will add more income to the tele-
vision industry which ~ill alleviate much of the cost. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE OPPOSITION TO SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION 
The principal opposit i on to subscription television 
comes from the televis i on networks and the motion picture ex-
hibitors . Because of their foothold in the entertainment 
field, these groups represent a formidable barrier for the 
proponents of pay-TV. Moreover, the TV networks and theater 
exhibitors have been conducting anti pay-TV activities of 
their own which has solidified their position. 
Television Networks. The television networks have 
not launched an all-out attack on subscription television, 
out of fear of being confronted with anti-monopoly charges 
by the FCC and Congress. The networks have been and pre-
sently are being investigated because of their domi nati on 
over television broadcast i ng. Despite their oppos i t i on t o 
subscription television be cause of the competition it would 
create, the networks are maintaining a middle-of-the-road 
position in the pay-TV controversy. 
The network ' s me t hod of attack on pay-TV is being 
done indirect ly , and s urpr i s i ngl y enough the publ i c i s bene -
fiting. Expensive and high ca l iber pr ogr ams of the "spec-
tacular" type h ave b ecome regul a r features of sponsored 
television. Thi s i s the networks' answer to charges by the 
pay-TV forces that pr e sent day t elevision is medi oc re . A 
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great deal of publicity ha s been employed for these spec i a l 
network shows which has undoubtedly elevated the networks' 
prestige in the public eye. 
Aside f r om a few televised debates concerning sub-
scription television, the networks have exercised their 
censorship power in keeping the pay-TV question away from 
the public, as we l l as expounding their own points of view. 
This has been emphasized by Janet Kern in her radio tele-
v i sion column of November 29, 1954: 
Friday was the day after Thanksgiving, a national 
holiday dedicated to being grateful for such blessings 
as freedom of expression and belief. However, CBS-TV's 
owned and operated station WBBM-TV celebrated Friday by 
censoring a panelist and topic scheduled for a "public 
service" program called "Looking Forward," produced by 
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by DePaul University. DePaul had booked a representa-
tive of the Zenith Corporation to appear on a panel 
discussing the future of TV. The Zenith man was to 
explain subscription TV - to which CBS apparently is 
opposed. In any event, the CBS station barred the ap-
pearance of the Zenith representative and the discussion 
of pay-as-you-watch television. It seems oddly out of 
tune for a network so devoted to free expression that it 
indulges in "editorials" to air its viewpoints to own a 
station which decides it has the right to act as censor 
and prevent educational institutions from delving into 
topics contrary to its private interests and aims •.... 
Some time ago when the story of a possible link between 
cigaret smoking and cancer was page one news, it was 
ignored on NBC's John Cameron Swayze show. Swayze of 
course is sponsored by a cigaret manufacturer. But so 
is CBS' Doug Edwards and Edwards told the story in full. 
Newspapers headlined the important story, regardless of 
the tremendous revenue they derive from tobacco concerns. 
Soon aft er the i nc i dent, an NBC executive told me: 
11 0mitting t hat story on the Swayze show was the most 
improper, rid iculous thing we ever did!" But apparently 
the lesson was still unlear ned. For a short time ago , 
when a court decision was handed down against NBC's parent 
company, RCA, in a not particularly noteworthy cause, 
Swayze devoted a large portion of his show to an RCA 
statement in opposi ti on to the decision. Those in charge 
of the Swayze prog r am did not bother to present the OTHER 
litigant ~ s poin t of view. In this matter, as in the 
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cigaret cancer story, a major TV network countenanced 
and encouraged news editing on the pure basis of personal 
bias. Friday, a CBS owned TV station employed the same 
reprehensible tactics on a university-produced educational 
show. So long as TV stations and networks continue to 
take over so-called news, educational, discussion, and 
public service programs for conversion into biased show-
cases for their own points of view and private interests, 
TV will have no more right to demand the privileges of the 
press than an 8-year old to demand the right to drive the 
family auto. Both NBC and CBS scream - and rightfully -
against government interference. Yet both networks and 
their stations invite such supervision by acting in an 
irresponsible manner when their private interests do not 
jibe with the public interest. 
In April of 1955, the Zenith Radio Corporation accused 
the Columbia Broadcasting Company of "arbitrary and unwarranted 
censorship" and cancelled its sponsorship of the "Omnibus" TV 
program. The dispute arose when .Zenith wanted to inform the 
public of Phonevision. CBS refused to sanction this pay-TV 
commercial on the basis that Zenith's contract stipulated 
only radio and television receivers, phonographs and hearing 
aids. The American Broadcasting Company also barred a Phone-
vision commercial on the same grounds. 
Motion Picture Exhibitors. The motion picture exhi-
bitors have launched a campaign against the proponents of 
pay-TV under the name of the "Joint Committee on Toll Tele-
vision", also referred to as the "Committee Against Pay-As-
You-See TV. 11 
Whereas the television networks have been campaigning 
indirectly 9 the motion picture exhibitors have openly attacked 
subscription television. The anti pay-TV activities, emanating 
from the publicity parlors of Madison Avenue, have been 
resronsible for widespread news coverage and a myriad of 
speeches in an endeavor to defeat subscription television. 
I. THE ARGUMENTS AGAINST SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION 
The basic contentions of the opponents to pay-TV 
are that subscription television will ruin advertised 
sponsored television, and that toll TV is not in the public 
interest since it will terminate free television. 
These and other arguments advanced by the opposition 
belong primarily to the networks. The Joint Committee on 
Toll Television has echoed the same sentiments but only as 
a means to keep out subscription television as a potential 
competitor. 
The opposition to pay-TV claims that free television 
is made available to the American people and is the finest 
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television service in the world. David Sarnoff, the Chairman 
of the Board of NBC, has said: 
The promoters of pay television would change the 
American system of free broadcasting to a restricted 
system of paid narrowcasting. Their standard of public 
interest is "No Fee-No See".2 
The advocates of pay television say that television 
is not free because the public buys the sponsor's products. 
This is absurd, according to the opposition, because the 
absence of direct charges means that television is not limited 
to those who can afford to pay. Commercial television programs 
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are re c eived by everybody, and are not based on the finan-
cial status of the individual. 
The subsequent material is in essence the reasoning 
of the opponents to pay-TV and is typical of their arguments 
dur i ng their publicity campaign. 
II. THE EF]ECT OF SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION 
ON FREE TELEVISION 
~uality of Programs. The quality of free television 
programming would be adversely affected if pay television 
were approved. Present day television enjoys a wide audience 
which has strengthened its advertising value. With an in-
creased audience, the broadcasters are able to spend more 
money to improve programming. 
Pay television would be seen during the choice evening 
hours to guarantee the largest cash audience. The free tele-
vision channels would then be used by subscription programs 
which will diminish the free television audience by millions 
of people. Therefore, there will be a decrease in money 
a vai lable to the television station and networks . The in-
evita ble r esult of subscription television will be the col-
lap se of free te l evision. 
Subscr i pt i on Televis i on Wi ll Attract Outstanding 
Talent From Free TV. Subscr i pt i on television and free tele-
v i s i on will event ua l ly be b i dding against each other for out-
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standi n g talent . At the outset, the diversion may be negli-
gi ble, but as pay-TV progresses , the outs ·tanding telev i sion 
performers will l eave sponsored programs . 
Commander McDono.ld of' the Zenith Rad io Corp ca :r s.t ion 
mc:tcl.e tl1e following statement to t!J.c nation ' s broadcasters: 
On Mn.rch 7 nix ty-five million people watched 11 Peter 
Pan " a nd tlw r e u.c-Uon from every negment of the industry 
ancl the; pu'blic wo.s overwhelmine; J. y :f'o.voro.ble. 'l'he view --
ing public and reviewen=: see m to have been unanimous :Ln 
the ir enthusiasm. They would like the same type of en-
tertainment , n ot just once in f ive years , but as a regulEJ.r 
eve nt. 
Accord ing tot he figu res that have been quoted to us, 
it cost c:orneth ing mon' th.:m m;GOO , OOO to put 11 Peter Pan 11 
on the ~ ~ . i r. I1'0r'd i c: ~oa i. d to hctve pai c.l le u s than half of 
that :-;um and., as you o.re aware , the networlc ownerf:3 stood 
tbP balo.ncc. 
It i s obvious thut no network or spons or can afford 
the stae; c;cring co;3l: of a 11 Peter Pr:m '' except once in a 
b lue moon. At the so.rne time it is exac tl y the kind of 
cntcr tu.i.nrnent whi c h sut) ~3cr:tpt:ion television could brine; 
t o the home v i ewer , und to your station , as o. regular 
we ekl y event . Wh:L le the sum of ~t.600 , 000 for a Fd '' (n r:l 
proe;ram is sto.r~;g erlnu; to a sponso r , it represent~3 l tJH8 
LJ1a.r1 J( rer vi e wer for the 11 Peter Pan '' audlence. On 
fJUbHcr:lp t-' on tel evis ion and with the El1:1f!le audience I-1 H;\~'llJ!:: 
on J y 251 per set to watc h the attract i on at home, ths 
·bo x office woultl bnve amounted to ~t,5,000 , 000 for d .. lv.i.u:Lon 
amonK producers, distribut ors and broadc a sters . 3 
Thi n F:ta.ternent by Cormrlander McDonald is proof that 
!.he pay-'l'V proponents intend to charge for sponso re cl prognLJnrJ. 
'l'clevinio11. IJ11f: ,JJ the princ.i.po.l a.1· r•:mnents o f the proponent n 
".f:' prr.y- TV i E: 1-,JJ ,r.l .. 1f thir:J ::rvr-Jt··w :1:3 to 'be ::n..:tc .. eBr::fuJ. it mu s t 
prc:::,:nl; 1,ro 1; r:r.Itl:i which I:J.l." r:J un:J. irni.labJ.e on prescnrt clay tel .--
v-'i. r; .lr n. Mnn.Y ::pu r l.itt : •: f'\71.'1!'1.;; a re pr e ~::onted on telev.i.rJlo ll, 
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The President of Madison Square Garden, Mr. John Reed 
Kilpatrick, wrote to the FCC and said 
The type of show the public will be expected to pay 
for will always be somewhat limited such as, for example, 
boxing championships; the Westminster Kennel Club cham-
pionships; the National Horse Show; the great indoor and 
outdoor track meets; the Olympic games; football features 
such as the Army-Navy games; and the various post season 
Bowl games; the professional football championships and 
All Star games; the Davis Cup and Forest Hills champion-
ships; the Derby and the other great horse races - a list 
of events of national and international importance that 
may be expanded.4 · 
Walter O'Malley, President of the Brooklyn Dodgers, 
has expressed his interest in subscription television. Mr. 
O'Malley stated : "Charging 50 cents for every Dodger contest, 
it was estimated that the Club would clear as much as $50,000 
a game via subscription television." 5 
Sports programs offer an excellent illustration of the 
fact that any shows which are successful on free television 
will eventually be used by subscription television. 
Public Service Programming. The proponents of sub-
scription television have not made any reference to free public 
service programming. Apparently, only cash customers are of 
i nt erest to pay-TV groups. 
Today , free television has fulfilled its public service 
responsibilities despite the large sums of money that have been 
expended with no monetary return. 
The television networks have, at their own expense, 
brought tot he Amer i can publ ic major political addresses of 
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Nat i onal, state, and local government officials. Public 
service programming of an educational, religious, operatic, 
and cultural nat ure has also been presented on an unspon-
sored non-profit basis. 
Money will dictate policy under subscription tele-
vision and it will never equal the high standards of free 
television. 
Pay-Television Would Cause Black-Outs for Millions 
of Viewers. There is a heavy c 2ncentration of people within 
areas which have only one television station. Since sub-
scription programs and free television cannot be broadcast 
at the same time, millions of people will have to contend 
with black-outs on their only available channel. Commander 
McDonald dismisses this problem by saying that sub s cri ption 
television will not replace present day programs but will be 
a supplementary service to television viewers. 
The promoters of pay television have made no offer to 
build new station s. They would rather utilize the facilities 
which have been built and supported by free television. 
It is quite obvious that the proponents of pay-TV will 
create a s ituation whereby the public wi ll either pay for 
their programs or watch nothing. 
The Claims About Pay-To-See TV and the Facts. 6 This 
title is the introduction of a pamphlet circulated by the 
"Organizations for Free-TV." It is essentially an answer to 
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the many claims made by the proponents of subscription tele-
vision. The following questions and answers are excerpts 
from this pamphlet. 
Q,uestion: 
Answer: 
Q,uestion: 
Answer: 
Q,uestion: 
Answer: 
Q.uestion: 
Answer: 
Q,uestion : 
Answer: 
What is PAY-TO-SEE Television? 
It is a scheme to make you pay for TV pro-
grams, 99~ of which you are now getting free. 
How does it work? 
Fundamentally, it is an electronic method of 
"scrambling" the reception of your TV picture 
and sound so as to make it absolutely worth-
less as entertainment. The second step is 
to "unscramble" picture and sound, FOR A PRICE, 
to be collected from every TV-set-owner who 
wants to see the program. All proposed systems 
operate on this basic pattern. 
WhY was this it scrambling system" invented? 
It has no value whatsoever in the television 
industry except to make money for its in-
ventors and promoters by taking away free 
entertainment and making the public pay them 
for it. · 
Why do I hear this invention described as a 
"modern miracle"? 
For no reason except, perhaps, that it would 
be a miracle if . the American public tolerates 
such an outright and unwarranted invasion of 
its rights. Today's TV picture-and-sound 
transmission is really a miracle. PAY-TO-SEE-
TV does nothing but DISTORT this picture and 
sound which has been developed only after the 
expenditure of millions of dollars and the 
contributions of the most brilliant electronic . 
engineers and inventors in the history of man-
kind. 
Does PAY-TO-SEE TV represent "progress", as 
its proponents claim? 
No, because in no sense whatever is it creative, 
as were the automobile, the airplane, and 
Claim: 
broadcast facilities. In addition, taking 
something that the public is getting free 
and making them pay for it, for personal 
profit to a few patent-holders, is selfish 
and un-American. 
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As a part-time, new service, PAY-TO-BEE TV 
would add . to regular television by delivering 
"premiums" in entertainment from stage, screen, 
concert hall and stadium, as well as whoJ.e new 
chapters of knowledge usually confined to text-
books, classrooms, or laboratory presentation. 
The Facts: In any given year, there aren't more than 
a dozen "extraordinary" shows - and those are 
the ones meant by "premiums". That raises 
this problem: what happens when they run out 
of "premium" shows? 
Claim: 
Their claim that they are going to bring you 
whole chapters of knowledge usually confined 
to textbook, classroom, or laboratory is mis-
leading. Right at this moment, there are 
scores of outstanding programs of this nature 
being telecast free over networks and local 
stations all over the U. s. 
PAY-TO-SEE TV, described as a supplement of 
free programming, would enter the present 
structure of the entertainment business as a 
healthy competitor. 
The Facts: It is not a supplement but a substitute for 
Free-TV shows. Being in no respect whatever a 
creative arm, PAY-TO-SEE TV is a competitor 
for profit, and nothing else. What we have 
here is an astonishingly frank announcement 
that the PAY-TO-SEE group intends to buck the 
Free-TV structure and, by every means at its 
disposal, seek to de stray it. 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV does not replace TV programs. 
The Facts: How can two programs come over one channel? 
Claim: 
If you don't pay, there is nothing to see. 
The programs which PAY-TO-SEE TV could bring 
viewers are "cultural commodities" now paid 
for outside the home in theaters, movie houses 9 
stadiums, arenas and other public placeso 
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The Facts: Free-TV offers a dozen "cultural commo-
dities", at least, in any week of the 
year. It is pure nonsense to pretend 
that PAY-TO-SEE TV can provide more or 
better cultural programs than Free-TV. 
This certainly holds true, too, in any 
branch of science, music or the arts, all 
of which have been generously presented 
on Free-TV. The best current example is 
the outstanding coverage provided by TV 
and radio to the st()ry of the Salk polio 
vaccine research and results. 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV in bringing fine films and 
plays to millions in the home, would still 
not "do away with the theater." Two box 
offices mean more and better "theater" 
for all. 
The Facts: This claim is ridiculous. A- producer who 
telecasts a movie or a play directly into 
the home clearly and distinctly by-passes 
the theater, making it obsolete and un-
patronized. 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV would help movie producers, 
sports promoters, and legitimate theater 
owners by giving them a gigantic outlet for 
their new products. 
The Facts: The "gigantic outlet" referred to, it must 
be emphasized, was created by Free-TV. Now 
that it has been established, a handful of 
men are trying desperately to take it over. 
These men are fully aware of the appeal to 
producers and promoters - no real estate 
taxes, no unemployment taxes, no social 
security benefits, no payroll to meet. And, 
clearly, the producers and promoters will 
not have to meet these obligations if they 
abandon their theaters, playhouses, and 
arenas. But just as clearly, thousands of 
wage earners will lose their jobs. Thus the 
handful of men will profit tremendously while 
the country as a whole suffers seriously. 
Claim: With PAY-AS-YOU-SEE TV you could experience 
the thrill of an opening night on Broadway 
for a fraction of box-office prices. 
The Facts: A top NBC television engi neer states 
flatly that that claim is an absurdity . 
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1) No Broadway theater is physically 
equipped to transmit a p l ay to t he te l e -
vision audience ; 2) once a Broadway thea-
ter is equipped to transmit a play vi a 
television it is no longer a theate r and 
thus cannot accommodate an opening n i ght 
audience; 3) to convert a Broadway theate r 
so that it can telecast a play, the very 
first step is to rip out the first 25 to 
30 rows of seats ... exactly the seats used 
by the persons who make a firs t night what 
it is. 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV would make avai lable anything 
the public wanted to see at a fract i on of 
the cost of attending. 
The Facts: A recent telecast of "Peter Pan" was 
watched without charge by about 60 mill ion. 
people. PAY-TO-SEE TV proponents ~dmit­
tedly would have charged its subsc.ribers 
25 cents per set to watch i t , in addition 
to which the subscribers would have to pay 
for a gadget costing between (at present 
figures) 75 and 100 dollars. 
Consider the set owner. He must purchase 
the unique and exclus ive gadge t put out by 
the company which is br i nging h im t he play, 
film, or sport event s. Now? with three c om-
panies bidding for "premium" sho ws, t he se t 
owner, if he wants to see all of these shows, 
may have to purchase three separate gadge ts 
to keep up with PAY-TO- SEE TV . The entire 
notion of being compelled to purchase three 
gadgets is ludi c rous. 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV operates on credit, bi l ling 
the viewer on the basi s of holes punche d in 
cards by the decoder, or on a c a sh b~sis. 
The Facts: Do you want a collector in your home ? The 
decoder , by itself 9 i s not enough. In 
addition, t he set-owner must purchase a 
"cash register" which is a t tached to h is se t . 
This opera te s along with a c a rd he has 
bought, t o unscramble the p icture . 
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Nearly everyone is aware of what a sensi-
tive instrument a television set is. The 
unscrambling process may well lead t o 
trouble with the set - t he sort of troub le 
that means loss of the "pi cture". On any 
PAY-TO-SEE TV basisj the set owner wi l l have 
no way yet described to get his money bac k 
if unscrambling results in "picture 11 :failure . 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV is a system whereby t he program 
viewer can make direct payment f or hi gh~ 
quality programs. 
The Facts: To obtain high quality TV programs , there 
is only one place the "slot-machine network 11 
can turn to :for talent - that p l ace is 
Free-TV·. High quality , moreover 1 is a mat t er 
of taste, and thus is impossible t o guarantee . 
The only certain thing here is that the se t~ 
owner will not get h is money back if t he 
PAY-TO-SEE TV program doesn 9t please h i m. 
Claim: Zenith Radio Corporation°s Phonevis ion labora-
tory has produced the devices neces sary to 
make subscription television succe ssful . 
The Facts: Subscriber-vision (SKIATRON 9 INC .) and Tele-
meter (PARAMOUNT PICTURES DEVICE), also i n 
the business of furnishing PAY-TO- SEE TV 
gadgets, just happen to have equipment whiGh 
the set owner may have to buy. 'W1dch wi 11 
you buy? Do you know, or does Zenith know? 
Here an unfortunate and expensive di l emma 
suggests itself'~ A set-owner who is unaware 
of this competition may buy a gadget that 
can bring him only the pr ograms owned by 
the company which p r oduced the gadge t . Al l 
others are blacked out. 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV equipment vii ll n ot interfere 
with the use of a b roadcasting sta tion° s 
transmitter fo r regular commercial traffic . 
The Facts: The above i s just not true. It i s i mp ossible 
to transmit both PAID FOR s hows and FREE 
shows at the same time. The set-owner who 
does not purchase PAY - TO -SEE equipment eann.ot 
receive a nything from t hat stat ion unti l the 
PAID FOR show is ove r . 
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Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV wi ll be operated a s a new~ 
part-time service by UHF TV stati ons only . 
The Facts: In the beginning, maybe, but only an in-
credibly naive person would believe it 
would continue that way. Once establi shed, 
the Pay-To-See group will capture all t he 
talent, and all the networks, Free - TV uses 
today, and sell it bac k at a high pr ice to 
the set owner. There is always the threat 
that television then will become a clo sed 
corporation - open onl y t o PAY- TO-SEE 
subscribers at a price. 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV will be received on TV sets 
now owned by the public. 
The Facts: The attempt in the above claim is t o avo id 
stating the hard fact that a set-owner must 
buy a gadget AND a c ode card or s lot-mach i ne 
device before he can wat ch any PAY-TO - SEE TV 
program •.. both of which are attached to h is 
present set. 
Claim: The actual cost per PAY-TO ~SEE TV program 
to viewers would undoubtedly vary, depend-
ing upon the nature and length of the 
"premium event" that is be ing televised , 
but would be only a fraction of the box~ 
office prices. 
The Facts: The only cost at present t o a set ~owner is 
the cost of his TV set. Under the PAY -··ro-
SEE TV plan, the cost of the gadge t wil l be 
added, the cost of the de c ode r will be added~ 
installation charges will be added 9 and 9 
finally, the cost of each program will be 
added. Thus, t he cost of seeing these so-
called "premium shows" may well run, in a 
year 8 s time, t o from $375 t o $ 1 9 125 per 
family, ove r and above the i ni tial costs f or 
necessary equipment a nd inst a llati on . 
Claim: 
Thi s added e x pe nse is entirely without justi-
fication in vie w of c onstantly improving 
Free-TV programs . 
With PAY-TO- SEE TV as an added service avail-
ab l e to broadcasters? television stat i ons 
would have revenue from both PAY- TO-SEE TV 
and advertising sponsors. 
The Facts: This is an excellent exampl e o~ the many 
misleading claims be i ng made by t he PAY= 
TO-SEE group. PAY-TO-SEE TV is no t an 
added service. Actually , it takes away 
service now available to set~ovvners free 
o~ charge. Broadcasters, it should be 
remembered, will always have t o substitute 
a slot machine program ~or one they have 
been o~~ering ~ree. Furthermore » when the 
same time is used 9 how can it mean add ition-
al revenue? 
Claim: Hollywood, Broadway, and television i tsel~ 
would bene~it ~rom the surge o~ economic 
support ~rom the living-room box- o~~ice 
in PAY-TO-SEE TV. 
The Facts: Let no one ~orget the common practice among 
producers to raise prices when they hav e a 
good attraction. Once PAY- TO-SEE TV has a 
nation-wide audienc e 9 the te l ev i s ion sta-
tions will have to yield to the demands of 
the PAY-TO-SEE TV promoters or no t get the 
product. Moreover, i~ there is only one 
source of distribut ion, who would get what? 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV would g i ve all sports neede d 
economic support with home box~-o J':'fice ~ es-
pecially college athletics and minor league 
baseball, two important victims of the tele-
vising of sports without a box-off ice . 
The Facts: The above contains a transparent fall a c yp to 
wit: the poorer teams who draw no attendance 
at the gate are certainly no t going to draw 
attendance at home . Furthermore 9 people 
still pay to watch football in stadiumsv 
while others still get it free on television . 
Claim: 
PAY-TO-SEE TV' s argument t hat it would be 
only a part - time servi ce is simply no t t rue. 
Baseball, obtained fr ee t oday, almost always 
c onsumes be tween 2 1/2 and 3 hours, meaning 
of course, that a ll other programs on that 
channel woul d be cut off . 
PAY-TO-SEE TV would help the movie theaters 
by stimu l ati ng interest i n mo"t;ie s and greatly 
increas e output o~ films. 
" 
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The Facts: The above contains a basic contradiction, 
since it is a well~established fact that 
·a la.rse output of f'ilmm invariably means 
inferior films, hardly fit to ba ca.lled 
"premium'' entertainment. ·Again, it en-
tirely overlooka the die~atrou~ eoonomie 
coneequenoes to mov1e&house employees and 
to thoue~nds of people employed. in :related 
fields, reeta.ura.nts, tran~portation work-
ere, etc. 
Finally, PAY-TO-Bmm TV in no sense guaran~ 
teen a etimulue for interest in the movies. 
The intereot ia there now •.• and only good 
picturtHJ ca.n bei~ the stimulus. 
Ola1m: Ooll111 etudtntte would find. it possible to 
accumulate aa much a.a half o:r more o:f' the 
neccHIEia.t•y ere eli tEl fo:r graduat :ton at home, 
and with fa.r leas expen~e than When ac-
tually attendin~ eolleges This would make 
degrees poE~eible for thousands who cannot 
afford the time or expefl.ae or four full 
ye~f"(:J of 11 on C:aJfipUtj 11 f'atjitlentJea 
The F~ctftt Ju1t word~ without rhyme o:r reason. It 
would la~d to the most superficial educa-
tional pro~a~(jee imaginable, and establish 
adu~~t1on without standards. Televis i on 
adu~ation ~~fi be u~eful a~ a suppl ementary 
f~ctor, bUt not beyond that, as 99~ o:f' our 
@duo~tor§ will attesta 
OlAimt PAY-TO=!~~ ~V would greatly multiply the 
tot~l ~udien@a for TV, by m~ktng more (:jt&tione po~~ible, especially in smaller 
town~, afid giving more people reasons to 
buy and u~e television sets . 
Olatm: 
w-·· - · 
~ho§e who do not have TV sets today almost 
eel"tainly oan 1t .a:f'ford them 1 whi ch would 
tend to make the above claim nothing 
short of ridiculous. Another point is 
this: if a station can •t operate success-
fully in a "free ni.arketil because it can 1t 
attra~t a l arge enough aYdience; it cer-
t~inly ~an 1 t hope to succeed when programs 
h~ve to be paid tor. 
we have the eolution to the economic prob-
lEHhs that have re d:tHH~d the e tatus o:f' the 
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opera and symphony. 
The Facts: Any lack of status incurred by the opera 
and the symphony is highly debatable and 
would certainly have to be proved. What 
PAY-TO-SEE TV actually is saying here is 
that it, it itself, is going to elevate 
the musical tastes of millions of people . 
That is rubbish. 
Claim: PAY-TO-SEE TV would give the public the 
kind of top entertainment that adver-
tisers cannot afford to sponsor. 
The Facts: Any entertainment that advertisers can't 
afford to sponsor would be so utterly 
unfamiliar to the American people that 
it is extremely unlikely that they woul d 
accept it. Besides, what artist, show, 
or program has failed to get an airing? 
Miscellaneous Contentions. A good portion of the 
arguments against subscription television by the opposit ion 
is based on the following contentions : 
1. The proponents of subscription televi sion intend 
to charge the public for all programs. 
2. The proponents of pay-TV are "discreetly silent" 
as to whether advertising will be prohibited on subscr i ption 
television. 
3. Subscription television will create a monopoly of 
a few favo red stations permitted to carry sub scription pro-
grams . 
4. The proponents of toll TV, once they take over 
free television, will charge the public for programs now 
broadcast free. 
5. The broadcasters might be required to make sub-
stantial i n ves t me nts in a dditional equipment for subscr ip = 
tion t elevis i on . 
6. Subsc r i pt i on t e l e vision may int e rfere with the 
f undamental dut y of the broadcas t e r t o select and control 
t h e programs broadcast ov e r h is station . 
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? . Subscripti on te l e visi on wil l eventually monopo lize 
program distribut i on. 
8. Subscript i on te l ev i s ion is mere ly a plan whereby 
pa y-TV equi pment will be so l d t o t h e public which may become 
obsole te i f toll TV i s unsuccessful. 
9 . Subscri p ti on t e levision should be limi t ed to wire 
s e r v ice. 
The preced ing argument s advanced above by the opposi= 
ti on t o pay-TV hav e been used i n the ma jority of publicity 
emanating from the office o f the 11 0rganizations i~or Free TV. " 
These comments have a l s o b e e n file d with the Federal Communi ~ 
cations Commiss i on . 
CHAPTER V 
REPLY COMMENTS OF TIIE ZENITH RAD I O CORPORATION 
The Zenith Radio Corporat i on claims that the " comments 
of the opponents d i scuss many moot problems since t hey are 
based upon hypothesis and assumptions which have no r e lation-
ship to the proposals advanced by Zenith." 
Zenith has proceeded t o answer the basic allegati ons 
advanced by the oppos ition to t oll TV . The sub se quent under-
scored headings represent the opponents ' a ccusations against 
subscripti on te l evis i on. 
Zenith intends to charge the publi c for all programs. 
Zenith has r ecommended t o the Federal Communications Commiss ion 
that there be a restr ic t ion on the number of hours any broad-
caster may devo t e to subscripti on televi sion . Thi s l:ind. ·•J a.t io ~~ 
shoul d be 15~ of the annual broadcast i ng time . 
As a further assurance a gainst broadcast domination 9 
Zenith also recommends to t he Commis s ion that a broadcaster 
s hal l abide by a three hour se gment limitation . 
These broadcasting restrictions will assure the publ ic 
of always having 85~ or more of sponsored or sustaine d pro -
grams . 
There is no assurance .~hat advertising will not appear 
on sub ~cr ipti on television. The Zenith Rad io Corporation has 
r e c ommended to the Federal Communi cations Commission that a 
rul e be adopted which will prohibi t t he use of c ormnercia.l 
adverti sing messages on subscripti on programs . 
Subscription t elevision will create ~ monopoly of a 
few favored stations permitted to carry subs cription pro -
grams . Zenith has expli c itly stated in its comments to the 
FCC that , " in any community where a Phonevision s ervi c e i s 
established, it will be a vailable t o a ny UHF or VHF stat ion 
ope rating in the community without discriminat ion . 11 1 
The proponents of subscription television will t a ke 
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over free television and charge the public fo~ pr ograms now 
-being received free . Zenith has proposed t o the Commission 
that before authori z a t ion of any s ubscr i p t ion se rvice ~ it 
shou l d b e based on the r equirement that i t will suppleme11t 
and augme nt existing t elevision programs. The type ot p~c; ~ 
grams broadcast by means of pay~TV sho uld be box~offi ce in 
nature and except for subscription t e levi sion, would other~ 
wise be unavailable on commercial television . 
The broadcasters mi ght be required to make substan= 
t i al investments in additi onal equipment fo~ subscripti o~ 
televis i on . ;'.... broadcas ter may use Phone··vi sion eq_uipment 
wi thout any mater ial additions or modific a t ion s i n his 
pr esen t equipment . 
Subscripti on televi sion may i nte r fe r e wi th the fund~-
---"'- . -- -- ---· 
mental duty of the broadcas t er t o se l ect and contro ::i.. the 
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programs broadcast over h i s sta tion. If the Commissio~ 
adopts the program recommended b y Zenith that only box-offi c e 
shows be broadcast , then t he broadcaster will be bound by 
thi s st i pulation. Once the broadcaster has t hese box-office 
types of programs at his disposal, it will depend on h i s 
discreti on in choosing the subscription programs whl.c h he 
belie ves to be in the public i nterest. The broadcaster will 
determine the source 9 quant ity, and time of his subscription 
programs. 
Subscription television will eventually monopo lize 
program distribution. Unde r the Phonevision plan the bread-
casters will obtain subscripti on programs from any source 
they desire. 
Subsc ription televis ion is mere ly ~ p l an whereby 
pay-TV equipment will be sold to the public which may become 
obsolete if toll TV is unsuccessful. As a protec tive measure 
agai ns t obsolete equipment~ Zenith plans to rent de coders o 
the public at a nominal charge of between one and two d'- llars 
a month. 
Subscription t e levi s ior. should be limited to wire 
servi · ... e . Zenith contends that this sugge stion by the upposi = 
ti on is nothi ng but a 11 d ivers ionary and i nsinc ere" a~ti_;; . 
The opponents are ful ly aware that the expense in1?'olved 
in wire service is so great that it would not be f easi le tc 
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utilize it. The "Film Dai ly, " on Au gust 5, 1 955 9 published 
t he fo l lowing story whi ch reflects t he enormous cost of' wire 
service: 
Utility companies us i ng condui ts runn i ng underneath 
New York City take a dim view of the e conomic feas ibility 
of cabling a toll TV system into the city's homes as was 
suggested by the Jerro l d Ele c tronic s Cor po r ation . Thi s 
was learned in interviews with e ng ineers and othe r in~ 
formed personnel of utility f irms he r e. Whether the 
government would approv e a plan which would omi t New York 
City and parts of Chi cago, Phi lade l phia, Lo s Ange les and 
ot her key municipal iti es - i f such c abl i ng prove d im= 
pr actical - is anoth er matte r. Top fac tors i nvolve d in 
maki ng wired TV " t reme ndous l y expens ive" in New York are 
t he high cost of both spec i a l sh i elded cable and ma.i:r.;."-
tenance. Availability of conduit space is another major 
problem that would have to be faced . I t i s kn own that 
some c onduits in Marillattan canno t take any additional 
wires. If new conduits had to be set up for TV ~ co sts 
would soar. For i ns t ancev Consol i dated Edison recently 
spent approximately $ 750; 000 to i n stall a c onduit in 
14th St. from East River to Sev e n th Av e. Thi s amounts 
to $25, 000 per city blo ck! Jerrold estimat e d l aying 
c abl e at $2 ,000 per mile. Two majo r condui ts i n the city 
ar e now operated by Consol i dated Edison Co. of N. Y. and 
the New York Telephone Co. That Jerro l d has not de lved 
t oo far into the mat ter was evidenc ed a t t he press con-
ference here when the electronic f irm 1 s president, Mi lton 
J. Shapp, admitted he had understood t hat New York C:!:.ty 
owned the subterra condui ts. Actually the t wo major 
conduits used by Con Ed i son and the te le phone company 
a r e private ly owned and franch i sed b y t he sta te . Jerrold 
c ontends the job of wiring New Yo r k City for TV would t ake 
six years.2 
The uti lizat ion of the p ublic television spectrum by 
s ubscript i on television is consis t e nt with the p ubli::~ interest . 
If the adverti sers can bri ng programs t hrough t he publicu.s 
a ir for the private int e r e sts of the advertisers 9 then eer ~ 
t ainly pay- TV can us e the fac i lities whic h will bring top 
entertai nment to the American people . 
If a wire servi ce were initiated~ the broadca ster 
would not be benefited f inancially~ whe r eas with a sub -
scr iption service he will. 
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The pay-TV opponents are cognizant of a l l the d r aw-
backs pertaining to a wire service 1 but this is only one of 
their methods in pr otecting their own interests . 
Subscription television will cause b l a ck outs f or 
millions of viewers. If the Federal Communicat ions Com= 
mis s ion approves subscription television~ far mo r e "bl a ck 
outs" of television service will be cured than created . 
The question of black outs raised by t he oppos i ti on 
assumes that the public is ent irely satisfi ed with c omme r= 
cial t elevision programming as it i s t oday and that i t has 
no desire for programs that are unavailabl e on free t e l e= 
vision. 
If a subscript i on television pr ogram draws a larger 
audie nce than a sponsored or sustained show then the charmel 
cannot be considered "blacked out. " Actually 9 t he channel 
is being viewed by a larger portion of the public t han nor= 
mally would be util izing it to vi ew c ommerci al pro grams . 
The opponents fail to mention the many "black outs 11 
whi ch are prevalent today. 
Zenith cite s t he Commission' s "Sixth Re por t and Order 11 , 
which gives "local expressi on" Pr iority 2 i n r e c ognition of' 
t he importance in establishing as many outl ets fo r local 
expressi on as possibl e. I t is i nte r e sting to no te t hat of 
t he 1238 communitie s whi ch have television on c:hannels aJ..~ 
located to them, 956 are "blacke d out " of out le ts for local 
expressi on because they have no t e l evision stations . 
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Many single station communities have no t e l evi sion at 
a l l be cause of lack of programs and economic s upport. Al most 
fort y post-freeze stations have gone off t he a ir, caus i ng a 
"black out" of local v i ewpo i n t . 
National advert i se rs purchase an average of approxi = 
mately 65 markets for t he purpose of broadcasti ng ne twork 
programs , but thi s results i n t he other marke t s havi ng "black 
out s" of many present day network pro gr ams . 
In the one station market s~ thr ee of the fo ur network 
pro grams are not seen. Si milar l y , i n t he t wo sta tion markets, 
pr ograms of two networks cannot be viewed. 
The Columbia Broadcasting System i s one of the networks 
criticizing pay- TV because it will create "black outs" or 
hinder the public 's ab i l ity t o see other programs . Zenit~ men~ 
tions in it s comments to t he FCC that CBS is a l ready ~?.ngage d 
in subscript i on t elevision by broadcast i ng a childrenvs sub= 
scription program, "Winky-Dink and You" , ea-:;h Saturday and 
Sunday noo n . This broadcast by CBS cannot be followed ef= 
fec tive l y unle ss the children purchase a special kit for fi~ty 
cents whi ch must be placed ove r the televi sion screen. The 
New York Dai l y News t elevis i on column had this to say con= 
cerning the pro gram : 
The broadcasters of t he "Winky- Di nk" series ha·ve 
bl i t hely jumped the gun on pay-TV by , i n e f f ect , com= 
pelling millions of children to fo r k ove r hal f-a=buck 
for the privilege of watching t he show. 3 
Zenith contends t hat the most out s t anding "black ou.t 11 
can be a ttributed to the advertisers when t hey pr esent t heir 
messages throughout a broadcas t day . The adve r tise r s 9 in 
many instances exceed the time s t andards established by the 
NARTB Television Code. The Code states that a bro adcast 
station may devote 20fo of the broadcast hour t o commercial 
advertisi ng messages. Based on a 15 hour br oadcast day 9 
the broadcaster may devote three hours to the me s sages of' 
t he sponsor. In conclus i on, Zenith has s t ated: 
We submit that it would be a paradoxial concept of 
public ownership of the broadcast spe c trum to ho ld tha t 
advertisers, under t he NARTB commercial policie s 9 ma y 
purchase up to 20fo of a broadcasterus message s but that 
the publicp itse l f, cannot purchase any portion of the 
broadcast day in order to obtain pr ograms i n which i t is 
interested and which are not otherwi se avai lable to it . 4 
SUbscri.ption t elevi sion wi ll "siphon 11 off all tal~ent 
and programs from television . This i s another inva lid 
as sumpt ion made by the pay- TV opponents . Experience has 
prov ed that the publi c wi ll not pay for entertainment feature s 
of t h e ca l ibre t hey ar e curr ently receiving . 
The ater television has taken away some 1>ox=of'fice t.yp~ 
of programs from television such as heavjw~ight boxing cham= 
pionsh i p s and grand opera . The t heate r t e levision group ~er= 
tain.ly makes no attempt t o lure t elev ision programs such as 
,Ja~kie Gleason, 11 I Love Luc y.. '' , 11 Studio One 11 9 or other pl- o= 
gram f are now broadca st by the network;:, ~ for the simple 
reason t hat t he thea t e r t e l evi sion gr oup r ealizes that th~ 
public would not pay for such progr ams . 
Concerning stars , producers , directors and write rs 0 
tel ev i si on is onl y one phase o f' t he i r a c t i v iti e s and one 
s ource of i nc ome to t hem. Th e most talented do not corr~.it 
thems e l ves t o one med ium . The major ity of t hese theate r 
peopl e appear i n movi e s , on t elevision , and on the stage . 
It is not unre as onabl e to conclude , t he r efore, that the He 
same persona litie s wo u l d appear on subscription as well as 
sponsor ed programs . 
Subscr ipti on t e levisi on will present an opportunity to 
pr omi nent s tar s , pr oducer s and writers wh o thus far have not 
wor ked for t e levi s ion s ponsors . The reas on :for this f.:'ould 
be lack of mo netary r emunera tion or material v.rll:L::·r-l ~" .-, 
artis t ic for present tele vi s ion programmi ng . Premised on the 
11 s iphoni ng 11 dangers of subscription television , t he ppc~_::•.-;l':ts 
would think t hat t he talen t no w appear i n g on telsYi.~ion :l.:l 
all of the talent tha t is or ever will be availab P . 
Compe t ition i s ano t he r f actor ignored "by the oppr ;:;i tlo:u . 
If t:ns pay- •rv proponents at tempted to ·::ha:n~::e t he public ~\ .. :" 
inferior programs then fre e tele"".-i.:.ion ;'::••J.ld. easily mf::\ ,t ~he 
c.:hallenge by t elevising a supe r.· lor program . It is qui t.e a.p -
par ent that t he only way subsc :..- i:;;;t.ion telev ision ,;.an be 
successful is to provide: uni que programming . 
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Zenith charges the networks wi th " siphoning" programs 
and revenues by citing the f ollowing: 
It i s paradoxical indeed for the netvvorks to ment:i.on. 
"siph oning" when :the rec ord d iscloses them as one o1~ the 
gre atest '' siphons" in the history . For a period of yee,rs, 
they have "siphon e d" over 5o% of' t he total t elevis ion 
r evenues from the industry while the r emaini n g 300 or 400 
television stations have had to be content with the _s~ 
mai ning 50%' or less . Fur t hermore p t hei r unilateral rate~ 
making powers he l ped the networks? during the . year 1954 p 
to "siphon" off thi rty-six mil l ion dollar s in pro:fi ts :fJ: om 
t he television industry while the 302 po st -f.. e~ze. s ta.t.:L o: s 
we:ce l os i ng fourteen million dol l ar s . NBC and CBS were 
11 siphoning '1 85%' of' all television n etworks billings \11Jhi l8 
-the r emaining 15fo was left to tb.e othe r two networks. 
Nor have 1-J"BC and CBS been loath to use the ir ec-o~1orrde pov.re. :c 
to " s iphon" off p r ograms and tal ent from "the othe r net-
works . Thus 9 CBS "s iphone d 11 off Jac kie Gleason f'l..~om Dur:tont 
and recently "siphoned" off' the U. s . Stee l Hour t·rore l1BC . 
S i milarly, ABC "siphoned" o f:f Bishop She en from its weaker 
competitor, the DuMont network . Furtherf NBC and. CBS, i.:n 
s u c h communities as Prov iden ce, Rhode Island ~ Tulsa 1 Okla-· 
homa , Little R0·3k v A.rka.nsas, Duluth ~ Minnesota , an(l De.s 
Moines 9 Iowa, vihere they onc e a ffi liate d with UIIB' stati ons , 
have " s iphoned" their affil i ations a way f'rom,..UHF wherever 
and whenever a vl:iF channel be came a vailable . ;J 
I n complete c ontra st to th:i. s type of' a siphoning 11 "by -t.he 
networks subscription t e lev-is :i. on offers addi ti (;:r.u,;,. ~. ~·c. _; · ~·.' i~--' ·:.~•:v:l 
programs to all s tations !, UHF and VHF. The pay=TV cy·--~s::: v·lJ} 
Ftls o offer an oppoY'tuni ty for hundre d.s of st ._.t:i. on s to 1): '2.'1k 
away fr om t he domination o f the ne tworks s rathe r th:1n eontln,Je 
under t heir strict supervision . This type o:f "siphoning!! 
-,vo uld be in the publ i c interest . 
CHAPTER VI 
~UEST IONS OF LAW 
The legality of subscription t e levision may prove to 
be the key question in the FCC's de cision. 
The existing rules and regulations which govern broad-
casting do not include the authorizati on of subscr i pt ion 
television operat i ons. I t is the general practice t oday of 
support ing television programs through the publ i c 1 s indire ct 
payment of the advertisers ' products. Subscript ion television 
which involves a dire ct payment poses certain legal quest i ons 
that must be answered . 
Specifically, the que stions of law are divided into 
four parte: 
1. Whether the Commission has the authority under 
the Communi cati ons Act of 1934, as amended , to 
authorize and regulat e subscription television. 
2. Whether subscription television const itutes 
"broadcasting" within the meaning of Section 3(o) 
of the Communi cati ons Ac t of 1934, as amended ; 
and if it is not "broadcasting" whethe r su -~ 
scription t elevision c onstitutes a co~~on carri e r 
or other type of service , and whethe r the C om~ 
missi on has the authority to permit subscr ipt i on 
te l evision to emplo y channe ls assigned to t l e-
vision broadcasting. 
3 . If, under t he Con~unicat ions Act of 1934 , as 
amended, the Commiss ion does not have the auth-
ority to authorize and regulate ·subscript· on tele-
v ision, what amendment t o the Act would be re-
quired in order to permit the .C ommissi on to 
autho:r·ize and regulate suc h a sel"vice? 
4. What rules and regu1at ione of the Commissi on wou· d 
have to be amended i n order to permit the Com-
miss ion to author ize and regula te subscr i ption 
television operations?l 
I. LEGAL ARGUMENTS AGA I NST SUBSCRIPTION TE~JISION 
The pr i ncipal legal arguments of' t he opponents t o 
subscr iption t elevis ion fee l that pay- TV j per sej i s not 
nece ssari ly against t he public 3 s intere st . As an example ~ 
they feel that a c l osed circuit t ype of' operat ion, uti liz-
ing c ommon carrier facil it i es~ would tend to supplement 
rather t han suppl ant present~day t elevision . The pay-TV 
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proponents want their subscri ption programs on re gu l ar 
broadcast frequencies which t he opposition say would destroy 
free t elevision . The legal r easoning on the toll TV oppon-
ents cla i m that subscription t e levision is not within the 
s c ope of the Communications Act . 
The princ i pal le gal arguments adv anced by t he oppon-
ent s fall into three major ca te gories . 
'rhe Federal Communicat i ons Commi ssion La-::ks Au+.hori tv 
---- .__, ' 
To Fermi t Subscription Television: The Communicati ons A0t. h:: 
it s pre sent form does not have the a uthority to approve s1ib~ 
script i on t e l evision. The Communications Act pertaim'l onl y 
to a "broadca st" and a "c ommon carrier11 • Pay -TV i:s avail= 
able only to those who can afford to pay and as such :it is 
no t comparable to a common carr ier or a broad.:::aster. 
The legi sla ti ve hi story of' the: Oommun:Lc:at ion~ AC'.t l s 
further evi dence that there wa s a Congressional deai re to 
maintain a system o:f " t·ree broadc asting" . The legislat!.~r:; 
c omments on HR 9971, the .bill whic h event ual ly became the 
Radio Act, supports t he ir contention . The Bill itself made 
no spec i fic r eference to a charge upon cons umer s which was 
of concern to some leg islators. 
Representative Davis attac ked HR 9971 as a me ans of 
protecting "radi o monopo ly 11 and s t a te d, " .•. there is not 
<:I 
anything in this Bill which forb i ds a char ge t o l istene rs .. '1 ~ 
Representative White~ the author of t he Billy was asked 
about the possibl e charges t o con sume r s . In reply~ he said 
the fo llowing: 
The gentleman from New York (Mr . Bloom) sai d that 
he spoke to me a few days ago about it and that I laughed 
a t him. I could not then see any more force i n what he 
said to me than I do now i n what he has he re _sai d. The 
l egislation g ives no such ap:thority as he fears. It i s 
import ant to no t e that he never suggested the mat t er 
until t he agreement on3 t h is confe r ence report was almost concluded . (Appl ause) 11 
This statement by the frame r of t he bil l is c onclusive 
i n that t he passage of t he Bi ll g ives assuranc e tha-t a charge 
to t he consumer was not contemplated. 
Aside from t he l on g le g islative history depi~ting 
opposition to d irec t public c har ges in broadcasting? the fact 
that t he Commission i tself propo s ed t he legal question in~~ 
volving subscription television is further proof' that d oubt 
doe s exist in t he minds of t he Commission . 
Subscription Televisiol'! Is Not Broadcasting Within the 
Me ani ng of' Section 3_iQJ_ of the Fe deral Cominunications Aet 
1934, a s ame nded. Section 3(o) of the Communi cat ions Aet 
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defines broadcasting as " t he d i ssemi nat i on of' radio com= 
muni cat i ons intended t o be r e ce i ved by the public v d i r ectly 
or by the intermedi ary of' re l ay sta t ion s ." The r e can be no 
doubt that the r equi r ement s of' a br oadcas ter must b e met wi t h 
t he abil i ty to reach the general public . 
Subsc r i pti on t elevi s i on i s t he ant i t hesis of' the me an -
i ng of' "broadcasting" s i n ce i t i s confi ned to a s e l ec ted audi-
enc e that must pay to v i ew a subscri pti on pr ogr am. If a 
pe r son is locat ed in a one -channe l c ommunity , he will re ce ive 
not hing unless a payment is made t o v i ew a te l evi s i ori program. 
One of' the earliest cases which e xempli f ie d t he Com~ 
mis sion°s s tand on d i re c t char ges t o t he publ ic was the cas e 
of t he Bremer Broadcast ing Company. Thi s c a se i nvolved a 
license renewal for a stat i on that employe d a c ode system in 
broadcasting horse r a ce r esults t o a selected a udience . 
"Intell i gi ble re cept i on ... was re str i cted t o the particula r 
.1 
group which has subsc r i bed t o a so-c alled 0 sc r a tch-sheet 0 • 10 ""' 
The Commis s i on s t ated t hat: 
Thi s was a vi olat i on of t he Commis s ion ° s r egulation""'' 
and t he stati on l icense which author ized di s seminat ions 
to t he general publ i c and n ot particular individuals or 
classes ther eof. 5 
The Commi ss i on based its decision dire ctly from Se c -
t i on 3 ( o ) of t he Commun ic a tions Act . The s..::.rambled pi ,::::tur~ 
t hat sub scription televisi on will prodtlee is essentially 
equivalent t o a code . The Brt:mer case illus trates that th8 
gene r a l publ i c mu st be i nc l uded in broadcasting and not cnly 
s ubscribers who a re r equ i red to pay mone y . 
The case of Scr oggin & Company Bank perta i ne d. to a 
stat i on that allowed astrol ogers and ot he r inte r est ed par-
t i es to use its fac i l ities to give adv i ce and answe r que s -
t ions. The Commis s i on stated: 
It is also to be note d ... t hat the ir pr a ct ices i n 
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vol ved the transmission of point -to~po int or ind i vid.ual 
messages that could not r easonably be sa i d to have any 
general interest f or the publ ic . Broadcast i ng is by 
definition and essential characteristics a servi ce f or 
t he general public. The use of a broadcast stat i on 
for point - to-point delivery of messages i s i nconsist ent 
with the terms of the station l icense and t he r egul ation 
under which licenses are issued . 6 
In the Muzak case 9 the Commiss i on was present e d w." t h 
an appl i cation for an author i zat i on t o expe r iment with sub-
s cri pt i on radio. Muzak proposed coded transmiss i on , spec i a l 
re ce iving equipment f'or de codi ng , and di r ect payment fo r the 
program servi ce by subs cribers. The Commiss i on held t ha t 
"operat i ons of a station i n t h is manne r i s with i n tbe d.e:f"ni= 
t i on of bro adcas ting." 
However 9 t he Muzak case cannot be c ont ro l li ng be caus~'> 
t he Commi ss ion author i zed Muz a k only i n a part of the spe ~ trum 
devot ed. t o other t han broadcast service s , This t ype of opera-
ti on was pursuant to t he mandate of Congr ess to t he Commission 
i n Se cti on 303(g) to "provi de for experimental uses of fre -
quenc ies . " ? In this parti cular ca se 9 it wa s unne cessary for 
t he Commi ss i on t o de c i de whe ther or not t he prospe ct i ve ser= 
vi ce was broadcasting. 
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Finally~ the Commi ss i o:n°s "Repo r t a nd Order " e oncern.~ 
i ng t he use of simpl ex and multipl ex by FM stati ons i s per ~ 
t inent s i n ce it r eaffirms the principl es me n t i oned in pre-
vious cases. 
In t h i s report t he FCC permitted FM s t a ti ons operat i ng 
i n t he broadcast band to engage i n "funct ional mus i c " opera-
ti ons . The Commission s t ated that an undertaki ng of this 
t ype was n ot i n scope within the definiti on of' broadcas t ing 
as conta ine d i n Se c t ion 3(o) of' the Communi cations Ac ·, o 
A better understanding of' the functi onal musi c syste m 
i s necessary so that the Commission 9 s decis ion c an be appraised 
in terms of' subscript i on t e l evision. I n a se rvi ce of t h is t ype 
a r egular broadcas t f re que ncy i s us ed, and t he signal ~ s 
readily avai l able t o the publi c , i.e. ~ f or t he ge neral pu li ~ 
t o hear they need do no mor e t han swi teh on the i r set . Ad-, 
d itionally, however 9 by empl oyi ng a supe r son ic "beep" sign:1l 9 
special r eceivers owned or r ent ed l)y va r ious comme r(;:ial estab= 
li shments (e .g. s factor i es , retail merchant s ~ banks ~ ett3 . ) are 
a c tivated i n such fash i on as to de l e te a l l or certa in aur a l 
announcements or to i ncrease volume i n t he aura l portion 9 
de pende nt upon the desire of' t he subscriber . I n t he multiplex 
operati on 9 sub~carr i ers are i n troduced by ~rirtue of which the 
oper at i on may 9 s t il l ut iliz ing the same f'r equencyy di s semi nate 
t wo or mor e diff erent pr ograms at t he same t ime . In this 
particular instance the gene ral pub l i c cari st i ll r ece i"'ire 
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free the program on the main channel but if the publi c~ d e -
sires, they may have an adjustment made on the ir set t t,:, 
r e c eive sub~carrier signals also. The Cormnis sion in ho l d i ng 
that these services were not broadcasting, reeognized"tha"t; 
the functional music operator has no ob j e ct ion t o and indeed 
8 
pr obably des ires the reception of his message 1 11 b utv further 
Commission comments said, "as demonstrated by the f o rmat 
adopt ed and apparentl y the station ' s sources of revenue v 
the servi c e dire cted to the special points for subs~~ri be rs 
would clearly appear to be the key to t he overall operation . 13 9 
The Commission stated 9 "In summary the main effort of these 
service s is not dire cted to the general public but to listen-
ers at particul ar points or places o" In conc lus ion the Com-
mission said that the "operation ••. must be characterized a s 
predominantly n on - broadcast in nature . nl O 
A re lat ionship does exist betwee n simpl e x a n d Si.A.ti ~ 
scription t elevi sion . They are similar i n that .;;i:mp:e.x , :L ike 
subscription tel evision is beamed to particul a r p l.a : :es o r 
sub s cribers. A fee sys tem is an essential part of thei . 
economic basis. In both systems a specific c l ass o- group 
i s i nvolved during a bro adcast . S i n ce simp lex i s n ot br,)ad~ 
c a s t i n g premised on these facts 9 t hen und ~ubte dly subseriptl c!~ 
tel e vi sion c.annot be s o con strued . The d i stincthre char a ct .. :;t'~ 
istic of the f'un,;; t ional music o p e:t ·a t or is that . an i nte l lig ibJ..e 
si gnal is distributed widely t ·:.. .. ee ly and vvi thou t restrL:: ·t; }. ,.)n 
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as to r e cept ion; t he r efor e , t he gene r a l public~ is no t de;= 
prived of anything . Pay-TV de rives its ec onomi c support 1'iy 
obtaining payments from peopl e who ca n af f ord t o pay . If an 
i nd ividual is unwi l l ing t o subscribe 'to a subscripti on pro-
gr am he must be content with an un i ntelli g i ble picture . 
That notwithstandi ng t he Federal Communi catioJ!S Com-
mi ss ion0s power to author ize subscri pti on t e l e v i s i on v t he 
i ssues i nvolved ~ of such br oad i mpo r t that t he Commissi on 
i n i t s d i scretion should refe r t he mat te r to the Congre S<?_ 
f or i ts considerat ion . Altho ugh it i s t he bel i ef of t he 
opponents t o subsc r i ption t e l e visi on that t he Commi ssion has 
no aut hori t y to authorize pay-TVv ii' the Commis s ion b e lieves 
d i fferently they should await furthe r l egislat i on from Con-
gress . The important social and e conomi c consequence s i n -
v olved i n the adopt i on of subscr ipt i on telev isi on are the 
r easons wh y the Commi ss ion should r eserve i ts op,:';. nion until 
fut ure Congressi onal le gislation. 
II . LEGAL ARGUMENTS I N BEHALF OF SUBSCRI PTI ON TELEVI S I ON 
Subscr i ption t e l evision const itutes " bro adc ast in~ 
wi thi n t he meani ng of Se cti on 3 ( 0 ) of ~he Communi ca tj:_9ns A,:::.:t . 
The statutory language of t he Commun ications Act makes i t 
clear that t he inte n t of the 'br oad'~af"'.lt li~~ena ee and. the 
natur e of t he signal tran smi t ted are t he criter i a i n classif'y-
i ng the se r vice he renders . The Commiss i on r ecently sta ted that : 
The pr imary t ouchstone of a l)roadca st se r·~;ri ~e i s t he 
i ntent of the b roadcaster to pr ovide r ad i o or t e l evision 
pr ogr am service without discr i mi nat i on t o a s many mem-
be r s of the general publi c as c an be inte r este d i n a 
par ti cul ar program as di stingui shed f r om a poin t-to-
point message service t o spe ci f ie d i nd ividuals . I f this 
i s true 9 subscription s e rvices shoul d properly be char-
acteri zed as a t ype of br oadca st service . ~l 
It is apparent that t he type of shows s ub scri ption t e l e-
v i s i on i ntends t o br oa dc a st is e s senti al ly public i n nature . 
Br oadway p l ays, educat ional pr ogr am s and sport i ng event s may 
be v iewed by the gene r al public . 
Se ct i on 3 (o) of t he Communicati ons Act embr a ces sub -
scription programs as il l ustrated by l e g i s l at ive h i s tory and 
t he Commi ss i on °s c on sist ent interpr e t a tion of t he de fini~ion 
of "br oadcas t ing 11 t hroughout t he year s . 
Legi s l at ive h i s tory: The Radi o Ac t of 1927 has no 
s t i pulation whi ch prohi b i t s a char ge made to li stene rs . The 
questi on of a d i re c t charge was r ai se d dur i ng t he d e·bates on 
t he 1927 Act . The heate d di scus s i ons r esulte d in a bill whl ~h 
would have spec i f i cally proh ibi t e d di r e ct cha r ge s to t he 
publ ic . This b ill di e d i n Commi ttee . 
In 1 941 t he Commi ss ion uphe ld a d~re ct charge i n the 
Muz ak c ase . I n this case t he Commission approved an appl:i .. -. a ~ 
t ion for a c onstruc t i on pe rmit fo r the de ve 1,_ pment of an F1iil 
s tation wh i ch employe d sub scri pt ion servi ·::es . The fa ·' t.,. 
conne cted with thi s c a s e c o i nc ide with Zenith 0 s pro po s als ~.n 
t ha t spe c i al re ce i v i ng equi pment is neces ary and program~ 
will be made avai lable to the pu1:> l ic without disc:rimin t io:n . 
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A major revision of the Communications Act was eon-
t emplated insofar as the Commission had included the defini-
tion of "broadcasting" to encompass subscript i on television. 
The chairman of the FCC answered certain congressional in-
quiries pertaining to subscription programs . The Commiss ion 
chairman referred to the decision i n the Muzak case. 
The Sanders case illustrates that Congress was pri -
marily inter e sted in the technical regulation of broadcasting . 
The problem of economic support was there sponsibi li ty of the 
licensees . These facts were made clear i n the Supreme Court 0 s 
decision in the Sanders case: 
(5) But the Act does not essay to regulate the business 
of the licensee . The Commiss ion is given no supervisory 
control of the programs, of business management or of 
policy. In short, t he broadcasting field is open to 
anyone, provided there be an available frequency ove r 
which he can broadcast without interference to other s , 
if he shows his competency, the adequacy of his equip-
? ment, and financial ability to make good u se of the 
assigned channe1.12 
Subscription televisi on is consiste nt with the concept 
of broadcasting. It is impo ss i ble to form an opinion on 
whether a c ommunication is intended to be r e ceived by the pub-
lie on the basis of the number of people who actuall y r e ce ive 
it . A broadcast that happens t o be in color is not conside red 
pr ivate or point-to-point merely bec ause a limited number of 
people have special equipment to r ec:t.dv·e it . The only way to 
judge a program as being "broadcasting" within the confines of 
the Communicat ions Act , is t o vveigh the intent of the l i censee , 
6?' 
and t he external factors which surround the broadcast . 
The principal questions to ask are: 11 v\fu.at in view 
of the private purpose of the sender is logically his desire 
with respect t o the reception of the communic a tion he trans= 
mits?" and "Is t he inherent nature of sende r 0 s message public 
or pr ivat e ?1113 
The service must be considered private if it is point ~ 
to ~point P but i f the gener al public can be expected to -view 
the programp then this service must b e class ified as broad.-
casting. 
Cert ain members of the public are unabl e to r e ceive 
many broadcas t c ommunicat i ons because they have not a cquir ed. 
t he means fo r reception 9 or perhaps they are situated in an 
area which does not receive any signaL 
Color t elevision t ransmiss i ons have no·t bee n c on~ 
sidered non- broadcast because only a few members of the 
publ ic have i nstalled color re ceiving set s . Fe eign 
l anguage stations have not been cons idered non-b.r()a;'.i. . ;a.;::+, 
even t hough it is clear that the American public is not 
mult il ingual . Nor have programs transmitted by broad-
cast s tations been cons idered non-broadcast be caus e ~he 
station or t he one ma1ntaining a proper t y right has pro -
hibi ted a pr ogram recepti on f or commercial use i n pv.blic 
places . l4 
There can be no doubt t hat subsr~ri ption televl.sio:n 
endeavors t o obtain a wi de spread coverage of their p rogram2 . 
The fact that special equipment is needed to recei7s 
subscri pt ion programs do es in no way aJter the legal i?itatus 
of pay-TV under t he Communicat ions Act, This doe s not mak.::; 
the broadcast private nor doe s a coded signal affect t he 
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pr ogram service from being anything but public . The " i n t ent " 
of' t he br oadcaster i s stil l t he same i n tha t t he general pub-
l i c is being served. 
The Muzak case illustrated that a d i re c t payment was 
c onsistent with the definition of' broadcast i ng. 
Any other c onclusions whi ch conc lude that subscripti on 
t e l evision is not broadcasting would not be i n a ccord wi th the 
legislative background whi ch has approved programs on a sub= 
s cript i on basis. 
If subscription telev i sion is not "broadcasting~_ within 
the meaning of the Aet 9 it would not p r e clude t he a uthor ization 
of subscription t elevi s i on. Subscription t e l evis i on could sti l l 
operate on the broadea st band if t he Commi s sion e xc l udes su'b~ 
s cript i on services fr om t he defi nition of "b r oadcasti ng " within 
t he mean i ng of the A(~t . The Commiss i on s t ate d it "may author-
ize othe r services on t he br oadcast bands if it "'fe:t-r1..:.ne,3 
t hat t he publi c i n t e r e st wi ll be served thereby . nl5 
The Commi ss i on has r ecently exen'!i sed similar powero in 
i t s recently adopt ed r ul e pe r mitti ng FM broadcast stations 
t o engage in spe c ifi ed non- broadcas t a c tivities in the 
f unctional music f i e ld . l6 
Si n ce FM lic ensee s were allowed to broadcast to allevi -
a te their financial difficulties, the same policy could bE 
applied to subscription serviee s whi ch vJoul·i supply additional 
reve nue to the financ ial di f fi culties confronting the tele -
vision industry t oday . 
CHAPTER VII 
REVIEW AND EVALUAT ION OF SUBSCRIPT ION TELEVISION SURVEYS 
Surveys pertaining to subscri p t ion television have a c-
counted for an a bundance of mail to the Federal Communi c ations 
Conuni s sian . 
The pay- TV opponents are confident that surveys which 
are against sub s cription television are indi cativ e of t he 
public 9 s reacti on . On t he other hand ~ Ze n ith c ites evidence 
of p·ublic opinion polls whic h have resulte d in a favo rab le 
attitude towards pay- TV . 
Man y subscription t elevision surveys have been conducted 
by newspapers, magazines and private research organizations . 
The auth or has a ccess t o the samp l es and t abulated 
results of several surveys both pro and con in conjunction with 
pay - TV. -m.lhere this specific information is avai lable p the 
author will review and evaluate the construction and. :.:esvJ_t<:< 
of' each survey . In conne ction with some of the ec-:t.~LJ..b.t' s·~r­
veys p only the r esults could be obtained . 
I. SURVEYS FAVORING SUBSCRIPT I ON TELEVISION 
Surveys pert aining to subscription te levision have bs2n 
c:ondue;tecl as ear l y as 1 948. At thi s time La.salle. Bxten8),))1. 
Universi ty conduc ted a survey of' 9341 TV set ovmer.s in Ne.w 
York, Philadelphia ~ Chicago and nearby d i stri cts . Those: 
intervi ewed were aske d if the y v~\) Uld 'be willing to pay f' :)r 
f' i rst~run movies~ Broadway plays ~ a n d other special event s 
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unavailable on sponsored te l evision. The response was en-
couraging as 62~ of the interviewed answered in the aff irma-
tive . 
The following year , LaSalle Extension Univer s i ty con~ 
duc ted a post card survey of telephone subscribers in several 
c ities throughout the country, of whom 80~ expressed a will-
ingness to pay $1.00 for first~run mo tion pictures. 
In 1950 the St. Paul Baseball Club conducted a tele-
phone survey inquiring if the publ ic would pay fo r sports 
programs that would ordinarily be unavailable on regular 
t elevision. Over 50~ were in fa·v:or of a subs cript ion service . 
A postcard survey of 100 , 000 television set o~~ers in 
the Chi cago-Milwaukee a re a was conducted by Purdue University 
in 1953. Of those repl ying 65~ expressed a willingness t o 
vie w a championship fight by means of subscription te levision . 
Tele - Census Surveys : Of more recent interest are t he 
Tele-Census sur veys which have been pr esented semi - annual ly 
since 1949. These surveys have been conducted by c ol lege 
students and their instruc tors . They reflect t he opinions 
of t e levis i on set owners of different citi es in Oregonv Utahv 
Iowa, Colorado, and California . 
The primary purpose of these surveys was to determine 
t elevision°s impact on our living habits . 
The l as t three surveys from Novembe r of 1954 to Nov-
embe r of 1955 will be reviewed. This will afford the reade r 
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an opportunity to examine the type of questions asked of the 
respondents. 
Survey -- - -------- - - - - - Tele-Census No. 12 
Date ------- ---------- - November 1 1954 
Area ------------------ 16 economic districts of 
Los Angeles 
No. of interviews ----- 2500 television set owners 
1. How long have you had ~television set? 
Less than a year 
Mo r e than a year 
1 set 
2 sets 
RCA 
Hoffman 
Packard Bell 
Admiral 
Phil co 
Silvertone 
Others 
4. Screen Size 
12-14 and under 
16- 1'7 
1 9-20-21 
24 and over 
12 . 6 
8'7.4 
91.3 
8 . '7 
20 . 9 
12 . 5 
8.9 
8.0 
'7.'7 
6.5 
35.5 
14.2 
40.0 
44.3 
1.5 
Compared with 5 years ago (reprint from Te1e -
Census 1949) 
10 and under 
12-14 
16 a nd ove r 
58 . 6 
34 . 2 
'7 . 2 
5 . Are you more eager t o have a co l or set now than 
you we re l ast year?-- ---- --- ----
Ye s 
No 
No answe r 
29 . 8 
60 . 8 
9 . 4 
6 . If you are more eager to have color TV now 
tnan be:rDre, why? - - -
More color programs 
Co lor is more en j oyable 
Pri ces are lower 
Screens are bigger 
Other answers 
27 . 5 
20 . 6 
1 0 . 6 
6 . 9 
34 . 4 
7 . Compared t o last year, do you f£.2_ out to the 
movies this year? 
More 
Less 
Same 
16 . 0 
24 . 4 
59 . 6 
8 . Compared t o last year, i s y our interest in 
movie stars? 
Greater 
Less 
Same 
12 . 3 
15 . 4 
72 . 3 
72 
9 . Would you ~ l!_ per program t o ~first quality 
movies on your home televi s i on set ? 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
58 . 7 
35 . 0 
6 . 3 
1 0. If the price ~ the same P would you Qre f':::..r. .to 
~for first quality movies via home TV ~ a.t 
a movie theater ? 
Home TV 
Movi e Theater 
Neither 
59 . 4 
16 . 9 
23 . '7 
11 . Which wo uld you prefer: To ~ ld:. to see the 
USC-UCLA game .2.£ home TV or to ~ the regular 
admission and see the game at the coliseum? 
(Asked of football fans) 
Home TV 
Coliseum 
No answer 
72 . 3 
~~3 . 1 
4.6 
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1 2 . Now that the novelty of owning ~ te levis i on set 
has worn off , do you find TV programs? 
Less interesting 
More interesting 
Same as when first owned 
1 7 . 5 
42 . 8 
39 . 7 
13 . On anaverage, how many hours each day do you 
watCh televlsion? 
An hour or less 
Approx imately 2 hours 
3 hours or more 
39 . 8 
29 . 6 
30.6 
14 . How often is there a conflict in your house 
COri'cerningchoi c e of TV programs? - - -
Seldom 
Oc casi onally 
Of ten 
33 . 8 
59 . 7 
6 . 5 
Survey - ------------------------- Tele - Census No . 13 
Date - ---- --- - - -------- ---~ --- --- May , 1955 
Area - ------------- - ------------- 16 e c onomic dist-
ricts of Lo s Angele s 
No . of i nterviews ----- - - -------- 2600 television 
set owners 
1 . How l ong have you had a t elevision s et? 
3. 
Less than a year 
More than a year 
1 set 
2 sets 
Is this t h e 
have owned? 
First s e t 
Se cond set 
Th ird set or 
f ir s t, 
more 
se cond, or 
1 3 . 0 
8'7 . 0 
84 . 9 
1 5 . 1 
t hird 
64 . 6 
28 . 0 
7 . 4 
set ZQ_~ 
4 . What make o:f TV set do you ovm? 
RCA 
Hoffman 
Packard Bell 
Admiral 
Phil co 
Si lvertone 
Others 
18. 6 
11 . ? 
8 . 2 
7 . 8 
7 . 2 
5 . ~fuat woul~ induce you t o buy a color TV set ~? 
Lower price s 
More co lor pr ogr ams 
No thing or not intereste d 
Other answers 
55 . 4 
8.4 
25.9 
10 . 3 
6 . GeneraTiyspe aking , has TV 's effect on your 
children been 
(asked only of parent s wi th children between 5 - 14) 
He l pful 
Harmful 
No answer 
'74 . 4 
15 . 5 
10 . 1 
7 . ~1ich of the :following personality categories 
wo uld you like to see more often on TV? 
Movie stars 
Sport s s tars 
Political leaders 
Religious leaders 
Educators 
Other answers 
29 . 0 
19 . 1 
8 . 9 
7 . 9 
5. 6 
29 . 5 
8 . Apart :from t he cast o:f actors on your TV set , 1.Lo 
you find scr een credits (~roducer ~ director~ 
make-up , wardrobe, et c . ) 
Interesting 
Dul l 
No c omment 
34 . 6 
38 o3 
2'7 . 1 
9 . ~you generall:y familia:r with ;_pay - As : You- See or 
S~~scription Televi sion? 
Yes 
No 
59 . 6 
40 . 4 
'75 
10. In addition to your regul ar free TV progr ams 
subscription TV _would _bring i nt o your home fo r 
~fee about ll ~program, fi rst quality mo v ies 9 
first run Broadway plays and Q!.emi um sport s 
events , on a take it or leave 1t basis . The 
Federal Comiiiunrca:t IOnsCommi s siOn i s considering 
the matter of subscr1pt1on telev1sion. Should 
they? 
Approve it 
Deny it 
Other answers 
6'7 . 2 
1 9. 3 
13 . 5 
11 . Would you ~ a .l1_ ~ :Q!Ogram to s ee f irst 
g,uality movies on your home t elevi s i on set? 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
61.6 
31 . 9 
6 . 5 
Compared with f i ve years ago (reprint f rom 
Te1e-Census 1950) -
Yes 
No 
No answe r 
5 9 . 0 
34 . 0 
7 . 0 
12 . If the price were the same, woul d you pr efer to 
~ for fir st g,uali ~z iii.O'Vles v i a home TV or at 
a mo v ie the a te r? 
Home TV 
Movie the ater 
Ne ither 
5 9. 6 
1 8 . 4 
22 . 0 
13 . Woul d you ~ ~ ll ~ pro gram to see a first ~ 1·un 
Br oadway stage show of _you.r. cho i ce on you::c 11ome 
TV set ? 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
60 . 1 
21 . [) 
18. 4 
14 . Woul d you ~ ~ ll per game to s ee the fo o-tbal l 
g ame of your choj_ce on your:_ ~orne TV set? · 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
5,J, . 'l 
32 . 9 
12 . 4 
Survey ------- - -------- -- - Tele-Cens us No. 14 
Date --- - ------------ ---- - November, 1955 
Area - ----- - --- ---------- - 16 economic disiricts of 
greater Los Angeles 
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No . of intervi ews --~----- 2500 television set owners 
1 . How long have you had a television set? 
Less than a year 12 . 1 
More than a year 87.9 
2. Is this the first, second , or third set ;you 
have owned? 
First set 62 . 5 
Second set 29 . 1 
Third set or more 8 . 4 
3. Mechanicall ;y:, has your se_! given satisfactor;z: 
servi ce? 
- ---
Yes 85 . 6 
No 14.4 
4. What make of TV set do you ~? 
RCA 
Hoffman 
Packard Bell 
Admiral 
Silvertone 
Phil co 
Others 
1'( . 2 
9 . 8 
8 . 3 
7 . 9 
6 . 7 
5 . 0 
45 . 1 
5. ~ your interest in owning a c ol or television set ? 
Great 
Lukewarm 
Small 
19 . 4 
43 . 2 
37 . 4 
6 . Are you interested in having a television set 
in your car? 
Yes 
No 
2 . 1 
g r; . 9 
7. What ~your movie going habits this year? 
Once a week 
Once a month 
Once a year 
Other answers 
16.9 
34. 7 
32. 1 
16.3 
8. More and.m?re, movie personalities are appearing 
on telev1s1on. Compared with movie theaters , 
do you find them? 
More entertaining on TV 
Less entertaining on TV 
About the same 
23.8 
22.9 
53 .. 3 
9. Are you generally familiar with Pay- As - You- See 
~ Subscription Television? 
Yes 
No 
Not sure 
64.5 
25.4 
10.1 
10. In addition to your regular free TV programs, 
SU'bscription-r'V would br1ng 1nto your home f'or 
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a f'ee about $rper program, I'"fr'St quali"'t"Y"mOvre s , 
~irs-f run Broadway plays and premiun1 spor ts 
events, on a take it or leave it basis. The 
Federal COmmunfCatfOnsCommissiOn is consi'd:'ering 
the matter of subscription television. Should they? 
Approve it 
Deny it 
Other answers 
65.9 
20.6 
13.5 
11. Would you ~ a l! per program t o see fir st quali.t;y 
mov1es on your home television set~ 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
60. 7 
30 . 8 
8 . 5 
1 2. If the price ~ the ~' would you prefer to 
12ai for fir st quality movie s via home TV or at 
a mo vie theater? 
Home TV 
Movie The ater 
Othe r answers 
58 . 5 
20 . 4 
21 . 1 
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13. Would you ~ ~ ~ ~ program to ~ ~ first-
run Broadway stage show of your choice on your 
home TV set? 
Yes 
No 
No answer 
ASKED OF LAWYERS ONLY 
61.4 
22.7 
15.9 
14. Are you generally familiar with Pay-As-You-See 
or Subscription Television? 
Yes 
No 
91.8 
8.2 
15. Who should make the decision in matter of Sub-
scription TeleViSIOn? --- ---
FCC 
Congress 
Other answer 
86.7 
7.3 
6o0 
The nine Tele-Census surveys prior to May of 1954, 
with essentially the same questions asked, indicated between 
55 and 65fo of the respondents would be willing to pay for 
first-run motion pictures and major sports event s n ot avail~ 
able on regular television. Furthermore, one of t he sur ve y s 
indicated that 50% of those interviewed would pay fo r formal 
educational programs. 
Evaluation: Generally speaking, the Tele-Census s ur -
ve ys appear to be valid in all respects. The objectivity 
and impartiality in the question cons t ruc t i on subst a ntiate s 
the author's contention. 
It is interesting to note that many people would p r e -
fer . to pay for entertainment at home, whether it be a mot ion 
r{g 
picture or sport ing event. This a tt itud e coincides wi "'";h. the 
opini ons of the proponents of pay- TV that a home box-office 
does exi st. 
One of the principal reas ons why more than h a l f of 
the respondents (surveys 13 and 14) were familiar with sub~ 
scription television could be due to the Intern a tional Tele-
meter Corporation. Telemeter, one of the pay-TV groups, has 
its headquarters in Los Angeles . This group c onducted a 
pay-TV e xperiment in Palm Springs, Cali f ornia, similar to the 
Phonevision operat ion in Chicago. Undoubtedly a substantial 
amount of press coverage was afforded this event whi ch i n turn 
contributed to the publ ic's awareness of subscript ion t e le-
vision. 
As more surveys are reviewed, the reader will have a 
c learer picture concerning the meri t s or demerits o:f the Tale -
Census surveys . 
Saturday Rev iew Survey . A subscr i ption tele-.ri si on su::-·-
vey was c onducted by the Saturday Review magazine on April 28 9 
1955 . The re fml ts of the pol l were obtained in hvo -rw.:ys : 
direct mai l ball o t of a cross section of subscribers and f· on 
a coupon publi sh e d in the Saturday Review. 
Dallot Report : Fol lo,·,o .i.~1~ .i.. .: t·: 
of SR's 8ub s ~ ri~ti on TV ballot. Tb£ nume ral s in the third 
c ol unm refer to per centages i n the rep li e s of -chose to 7.'hC··.~ 
the ballot was mailed directly; t h e fourth colunm t o t ho se wh o 
cut the ballot out of the maga z ine . 
~uestion 1 : Do you live i n a com-
munity that receives t elevi sion 
bro adcasts regularlyt 
~uesti on 2 : Do you now own a tele-
Vl Slon set? 
Question 3: Does the idea of sub-
scription TV appeal to yo u? 
Que stion 4 : If "Subscription TV" 
we r e available, would you install 
a connection in your home? 
question 5 : ~~at do you think is a 
fair price to charge for a single 
show seen via "Subscription TV" ? 
Recognizing that different shows 
may vary in cost, please check two 
of the fo l lowing prices to indi-
c a t e what you think would be an 
a cceptable price range for your 
family budget. 
Ques tion 6: How much do you think 
you would be willing t o budget a 
week to watch "Subscription TV?" 
Question 7: How many hours a week 
a.o you watch TV now? 
Yes 
No 
No Answe r 
Yes 
No 
No Answer 
Yes 
No 
No Answe r 
Yes 
No 
Indef i nite 
No Answer 
25¢' 
50¢ 
75¢ 
$ 1 
$1 . 25 
$1 . 50 
$1 . 75 
$2 
$ 2 . 50 
Nothing 
Indefinite 
No Answe r 
50¢' 
$1 
$2 
$3 
$5 
$10 
No t hing 
Indefi nite 
No A..n swe r 
Othe r Amt s . 
1=2 
3 - 4 
5 - 6 
'1' - 8 
9- 10 
11=14 
1 5 -18 
19=22 
23 =more 
98 
1 
1 
59 
39 
2 
64 
25 
11 
5 '7 
24 
g 
10 
28 
40 
16 
32 
6 
10 
1 
6 
3 
1 
20 
10 
2,j 
2.2 
1 2 
5 
l 
8 
4 
18 
12 
11 
10 
5 
9 
5 
4 
4 
4 
80 
99 
l 
8 3 
1. 6 
1 
74 
25 
1 
·3 
21 
1 
5 
51 
34 
37 
10 
14 
11 
6 
14 
8 
14 
25 
25 
3 
1 
1 5 
g 
9 
l l 
11 
9 
14 
8 
8 
8 
Question 8: In what area of enter-
tainment do you think "Subscription 
Television" could contribute most 
to expand present TV coverage? 
Question 9: Are you satisfied with 
the children's programs now shown 
on TV? 
Question 10: What other kinds of 
children programs would you 
welcome: 
Que stion 11: Would you pay to have 
your children see the above 
programs: 
Question 1 2 : If YES , how much would 
you pay aaily for such programs~ 
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None 21 8 
Indefinite 3 l 
No answer 12 4 
Theate r 65 76 
Musi c 38 56 
First-Run 
Films 38 57 
Sports 13 25 
Education 9 11 
Spec ial News 
FeFl,tures 3 2 
Lectures 2 2 
Pub.Affairs 2 2 
Science 2 
Arts , Culture 4 
Others 8 10 
Yes 
No 
Indefinite 
No Answe r 
r-; 1 2 
48 52 
6 1 
39 35 
Educational 13 16 
6 
9 
5 
Dr ama 8 
Music 6 
Science 6 
Walt Disney 
Cartoons 3 
Arts,Culture 6 
Nature 4 
Trave l , Geo ·-
5 
·4 
graphy 3 3 
Fai r y Tales 2 
Movie Cla.s -
'7 
'·· 
s ics 
Books 
Yes 
No 
Indefini t e 
No Answe r 
25 ¢ 
50¢ 
75¢ 
$1 
$1 .50 
$2 or more 
Indefinite 
No Answer 
1 
.•. 
4 
4 
1 
35 43 
1 2 13 
1 1 
52 43 
42 45 
28 31 
6 6 
13 10 
1 1 
3 3 
3 
4 4 
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Que stion 13 : Do you feel "Subscription 
TV 11 sho"tJ,ld be authorized by the Fe de r al 
Government so t hat the TV audience can 
at least choose between network shows 
and paid TV? 
Yes 72 
No 12 
81 
16 
Indefinite 2 
No Answer 14 3 
Q.uestion 14: What do yo u consider your f avor i te TV program 
n ow on the air? 
Answer: "Omnibus " (26,33), George Gobel (13, 14), "See It 
Now" (12,15), "Toast of the Town 11 (11,10), Sports y 
Fights, etc. (11,14), Dramas (8 , 13), "Disneyland" 
( 7, 6) , 11 Studi o One 11 ( 7 , 9) , Ed Murrow (no show 
specified) (7,14), . News commentators (7 ,8), 
"Person to Person" (7 ,7), Robert Montgomery (6,5), 
""What's My Line?" (6,3), "You Bet Your Li fe" (5 ,6), 
"U.S. Steel Hour" (5,8), "Meet the Press" (5,8) , 
Philco, Goodyear (5,5), "Kraft Theatre" (4,4) , 
"Adventure" (4,8), "Voice of Firestone" (4,4) ~ 
Jackie Gleason (4,6), "Dragne t " (4,-), . Mus ic , 
Operatic (4,6), "You Are There" (3,4), "Medic" 
(3,3), 11 Halls of Ivy" (3 ,3) , Sid Caesar . (3,3), 
"Now and Then" (2,4), "I Love Lucy" (2,3), "Mr . 
Peepers" (2,2) , "Mama" (2,2), Chicago Symphony 
(-,2), All Other Programs (36,37 ) , Indefini t e 
(3,3), No Answers (28,14). 
Evaluat i on: Prior to this survey the Sa t urday Re vi ew 
readers were well informed of the arguments fo r and against 
subscription television. 
The fol lowing facts were mentioned in v iew of the oppo-
sition to subscri pt i on t elevis i on: 1 
1 . A decoding machine is relati ve l y expen sive (ar ound 
$80 a unit). In order to d is t ribute the mechanisms to 
enough homes to make the system workab l e , a capital in-
ves tment of many millions will be necessary. 
2. Proper business procedure wi ll ur ge a reasonable r eturn 
on this large investment . Hence 9 instead of servi cing a 
selective publ i c, with things it is n ow getting, it wil l 
tend to bid away from the f ree medi a the programs of gr eat-
es t appeal, t hus the quicke st return- 11 1 Lo ve Lucy 9 " 
pr ofess ional baseball, colle ge football, et c . If , fo r 
example, 500,000 units were distributed in New Yor k or 
/ 
Chicago and a fee of twenty-f i ve cents per game estab= 
lished for TV broadcasts free from commercial chatter, 
a ball club might receive as mpch a s ~~25 , 000 a game 
rather than the fraction of that amount it is now 
getting from a sponsor. 
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3. The result, on balance, would be t o transfe r the 
charge for TV sponsorship from an advertiser to the pub-
lic. Not much would be gained in program richness or 
variety. Some portion of the public would benefit, that 
being the portion able to pay for the luxury of enter -
tainment minus irritation. A larger portion, not so 
affluent or so discriminating, would be deprived of 
entertainment it nowreceives without charge. 
Aside from the opposition to subscription television, 
the viewpoint of Mr. Irving Ko~odin , the author of the pay- TV 
articles, was definite ly in favo r of subscript i on television . 
His entire reasoning was based on the fact that "No one can 
know until a trial has been made. " 
The author does not take issue with Mr. Kolodin 1 s 
arguments in .behalf of subscription television, but it can be 
said that his personel opinions might have influenced the 
final tabulation of the poll. .Premised on this f' r_.~. ct alone , 
many professional researchers would probably invalidate the 
survey. 
Nevertheless, the author contends that the readers of 
t he Saturday Review would have voted fo r pay-TV even if no 
personal comments were expressed by Mr . Kolod in . 
The a ·verage Saturday Review reader is not the average 
American ci tizen . As Elmo Roper 1 the pollster 1 poi n ts out 
in a subsequent arti cle in the Saturday Review, "How ave rage 
2 is the SR average?" The author is i n comp l ete ac c ord wi th 
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Mr. Roper in considering the Saturday Review readers a 
minority in this country. For the most part, they are 
better educated than the national average and have a greater 
interest in programs dealing with the theater and arts. 
Moreover, the Saturday Review readers are probably weal thier 
than the average citizen. 
The answers in the Saturday Review's questionnaire 
support the author's views. The results of the survey indi-
cated that a considerable number of respondents do not now 
own television sets, but would purchase sets if they could 
choose their own programs. 
The Saturday Review reports that many people who 
answered "No" to buying a TV set for subscription programs, 
based their reasons on the fear that eventually the pay-TV 
proponents would dominate the networks , present mediocre 
shows, include advertising AND charge a fee . 
Another si gnifi cant factor in concluding that the 
Saturday Review readers are in a minority is exempl ified in 
the ratings of television programs . According to the results 
of the survey the "I Love Lucy" program was ranked 29th . Thi s 
tel evision program has consi stently been a. top rated show 
among the average televi sion vi ewer . 
W'i th ·the ae fact e in mind and the ype of anew :r 
throughout ·t he complete surve y , the author fil~mly believe a 
that the Saturday Review poll i s not representative of ~ 
true crose- oect ion of Amer ica. 
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Despite this magazine's 11 minority11 representat i on, 
the survey cannot be discounted altogether. It does un-
cover a large audience of subscription television sub -
scribers, even though they may be only a small segment of 
society. The effect these select groups could have on sub -
scription television will be discussed in the final chapte r . 
Tide Leadership Panel Survey: In the issue of July 
30, 1955, 70% of the Tide Leadership Panel voted for sub-
scription television. The Leadership Panel of this trade 
publication is composed of the nation's leading advertisers~ 
agency men and public relations executives. They represent 
many of the companies that purchase televi sion advertising . 
The following questions were asked oft he panel: 
1. Who should decide whether the airwaves c an be 
""SSld"? -- --
FCC 
Congress 
Other 
54% 
34% 
12% 
2. If you were a FCC Commissione r or member o f Con-
gress, would-you vote for or a gaTnst fee TV'?--
For 
Against 
Evaluation: Unlike other surveys which dealt wi t h the 
general public, it was unnecessary for the Tide survey to 
discuss the mer its and demeri ts of subscript i on television. 
These top markete rs were well acquainted with the fundamentals 
of pay-TV. 
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The overwhelming majority for the toll system is c n~ 
trary to the arguments of the opposition to pay - TV. The 
opponents, especially the networks, have prophes ized that 
advertisers would abandon sponsored television be cause of 
the competition from subscription television. 
The primary reason behind the Panel' s voting f or 
pay- TV is premised on the belief that: 
1. Fee TV, like any new idea in a free ente r pri se 
system, deserves a chance to meet commercial televis ion 
in open competition. There, at least 9 it c an stand or 
fall on its own merits. 
2. The public is gradually getting fed up with 
current commercial TV fare. These viewers - and every 
advertiser is also an individual viewer - deserve some= 
thing better, which fee TV may offer. 
3. Subscription television would have little~ i f any , 
effect on commercial television, might even help it b y 
forcing it to raise its standards and improve what the 
Panel calls mediocre to idiotic programmi ng .3 
The Panel also expressed the be li ef the publ i wil l be 
the final judge of subscription televisionr regardle s s of 
t he FCC's decision. 
The negative comments towards pay-TV were e sent i ally 
the same that were voiced by the television n etworks and 
theater owners in a previous chapte r . 
The Chicago Daily Ne ws Survey . The Ch iccgo Da~ly Ne ws 
polled i ts reade r s on subscript ion televisi on wi th the f inal 
vote being 1,414 in favor and 602 opposed. The author has r1o 
information pertaining to the questi ons aske d by the Chicago 
Daily News. 
, 
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II. SURVEYS OPPOSING SUBSCRIPTION TELEVISION 
It appears that the number of surveys that oppose 
pay-TV outnumber the surveys that are for subscription tele-
.. 
vision. 
The "Organizations for Free TV" have supplied the 
author with several news releases that contained information 
pertaining to surveys in opposition to subscription tele -
vision. 
Probably the most active group in the "Organizations 
For Free TV" is the Motion Picture Theater Owners of Ameri c a. 
As mentioned previously, they have filed briefs with FCC 
under the title of the Joint Committee Against Toll-TV. 
Included in their comments to the FCC, the Joint Com-
mittee on Toll TV discounted the validity of the surveys 
favoring pay-TV. They claim that Zenith and other propon-
ents of toll TV "in none of these instances suppl ied t he 
Commission with the plans, specifications, or tabulat ed re-
sults of such surveys." 
The Joint Committee on Toll TV continued their denunci -
ation of these polls by saying that: 
As the Commission is probably well aware the art of 
public opinion polling is one beset by the possibilit i es 
of biases and uncontrolled sampling errors ei ther of 
which can invalidate the results of surveys. Any sampling 
error of publ ic opinion should be hel d up to close scru-
tiny as to methodology before its results are accorded 
even tentative validity. 
Despite the proponents' l ack of candor respe c ting the 
pedigree of their sample surveys, h owe ver, one ma j or 
error is so obviously present in all of them a s to 
warrant forthright rejection of the r esul ts quo ted . 
This error relates to the phrasing of que st i ons. Al l 
the surveys relied upon by proponent s appe ar to h ave 
assumed that the named program types about ~hi ch 
respondents were being queried woul d be the only tele-
vision programs for which they would have to pay. I n 
short, the public wa s being queried with the a ss umption 
being plante d in the respondents' min ds that Pay-TV 
wa s something which would be adde d to sponso r ed tele-
vision.4 
As i n the Knox ville survey, t h e El Pas o readers were 
also exposed to a biased survey. Once a gai n no information 
was given as to the type of programs tha t would be made 
available through pay-TV. 
The fact that the local TV stations opp ose d pay- TV 
had no bearing on the issue a t hand, but neverthele ss it 
undoubtedly sensitized the readers to wards the i r ne gative 
think ing of subscription television. 
The 23 readers f a voring toll TV might be attribu t e d 
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to previous knowledge of this subject, but t he a utho r cannot 
c onceive of these favorable comments de r i vin g from the ob -
vious b iased questionnaire. 
The Columbus Dispatch Survey: An other sample of a 
ne ws release from the opposition reads a s follows: 
I n a poll conducted by Robert Conno rs , TV-Radio ~ditor 
of t he Col umbus Ohio Dispatch t o det e1Tiine what stand the 
reader s i n t h a t are a are taking wi th re gard to Pay-To-Se e 
TV, ove r 500 le tters were recei ve d , a nd al l but 3 or 4 
protested any system of co in box tele v ision.5 
The ne ws r elease then c ite d some of the 11 500 11 comment s 
whi ch e xpr essed their feelings agains t toll television . 
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Actuall y , no organi zed survey was conduc te d by t he 
Co l umbus, Ohio Dispat ch . The paper printe d three arti c le s 
e xplaining subscript ion t e l evi sion and t hen i nvi ted c omments 
.fr oru any interested readers . 
The television editor wrote t he aut hor and stated: 
11 Ae: tually I only r ece i-ved five response s (one was wri tten 
on behalf o .f 26 people) whi ch i s , I .fee 1, a poor respon se . ii 6 
The ,; Organizat i ons For Free TV 1i ha d taken t he excerpts 
f rom t he f i ve r eaders oppos e d t o pay -TV and i nse r te d the Be 
statements in their news r e l ease . This conve yed t he typ i cal 
at t itude of hundreds of reade rs ! which of c ourse , nere r di d 
e x is t . This is i l l u s t r a t ed by the t yp ical answers to t h is 
s ur vey. Some of the commen t s were~ 
If we want t o pay fo!' ent e r t a inment t h en let 1 s go 
to t he movies 1 but ple a se l e t is k eep TV FREE .1 
1 think a TV se t is high enough wh en you buy i t , t 
alone pay fo:r' it when you wat ch it. The y show the oca.rne 
programs over and over anyway , 
Advertising fi r ms should be will i ng to bear exp ens e s 
incurred, 
I t's bad enough t o p ay fo r i nf e rior movi e s without 
pay ing fo r inferi or TV shows . 
These comment s are fairly r epresentati ve of the Knox-
v ille News-Sentinel reade r s. Many expressed their dissati s -
f a c ti on vvith current t e l evis ion programs; therefore, why pay 
f or s omething that is i nferi or . 
Based on the many comment s exami nedv the author i s con -
fident that a good portion of t h e Sent inel r eaders woul d. pay 
f r special television shows . 
tha~ the El Paso Heral d-Pea ~eaders ~reteste d 15 to 
against pay - TV. 
The actual vo e count was 3~0 :c BZ . The fi llowing 
is an example o:f the que s · i onna.. i re use d in thL.J s~J.rVI3J' : 
DO YOU WANT' TO PAY TO WATCH TV? 
The tel v i ion indu try to oonlid ri ng uy programs. 
TV sete would be equipped with metera and f r ·ert ln 
programs et owner s would drop coins in he me er to 
see the pr gram . The vi w Ol the screen would b 
scrambled without th P'"Op r c. n i n e me ~ r . 
Loc l TV a t a io~ nrns t .• r y pln , 
For I'r 
For Pa 
ent' Free TV 
TV Pl' n 
·v r. · .h <)U [ nd e opl- i. 
Ho s · n P T x: e und tl i · owrw and cl ieH fl v . -~ " X · 
p t•es ed t;heir opin:ions n the subj:-~t. of su sc.:ript · on tele-
vis ion. 
f l p092 questionnaires received in t he ne wspaper's 
i nformal survey, 856 were oppo sed to p y- TV and 115 were 
f ever ble towards it . This meant th.t 1~1 i ndividu 1s re-
maine· on t ak i ng a defini e t1t.n.nd on tl18 .i.ssue . 
Tl e · nL.'.c••ril'r. :;tuee iono w r~ · t. ! llf!<.L : 
1. How )i!u..lt' r ou· a [1 Wt' I" [ tl Y'Hl 
WP, ,.c l T ! IJ OW? 
y -: ur f .i 1 y 
2. W tt d. y .> 1 be will ' 11 ~; t 1 y f o .. s pe c.·' al TV 
U ~'t)( d•~n,c t: : ".:' 
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3 . How mu . oh do you think ycu might "budge t. ea::.h 
w-s e k f or su'h shows ? 
4. VFould yo u p ay o have spec ially sele cted 
chi l drenvs programs brought :i. nto your home? 
5 . \\r:ha t type s 
wil ling to 
Sports ( ) 
fi lms ( ) . 
o f shows do you think y u might 
pay to see? 
Theater( ) · Opera ( ) F i ·st. run 
6 . \11.1J:1at do you think woul d be a fair fee for 
t hese shows : ( ) 50 ~ents ( ) 75 c ents 
( ) $ 1 . 0 ( ) $ 1 . 50 or more 
e 
7 . Woul d you prefer a comb ination of TV a s we now 
know it and s ubscripti on TV which would offer 
attracti ons no· · now availabl e? 
8. Would you ·be willing to pay f or current at tra~: 
tions witho u·~ ·ommerc ials ? 
The breakdown was as fo ll,..,wE ~ 
In fCI "T.tor of' No . '7 115 
Against No . ? 8 56 
No opi ni · n lfr. 
For Hour s Aga. ' nst 
No . 7 with No . 1 115 325-:3 356 
For No . 7 ans -
wers on No .2 77 1972 3 97? 8 .3 4 
A 1 No . 2 
answers 84 21~~ 6 980 3027 8 28 r735 
For No. 7 ans - Amount Persons Amount Persons 
No . 3 --- 41 2 . 50 3 wer s on 
. 25 1 3 . 00 1 0 
o5 0 '7 3 . 50 ., ..L 
. '75 1 ~1 . 00 4 
.L .OO 14 5 o00 . 1 ... . 
l. 5 0 5 ~~ . 00 1 
2 . 00 15 1 0 . 00 ., . .L 
According ,::> these ·-cat.Iu. 1t G D t he pay- TV opponern 
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would respect the f iner princ "ples cf sampl ing . Und.c ub .ed .... y 
~he cppoaition would ecruti~ize the ~a li di .y 0f survsya 
··· lt ·· for publica,tion . 
With this in mind , the autho will ex· mine he su:r'-
veys against p ,y - TV o.s mem·b i oned · n the news re 1 "El. e s of 
the "Organizations For Free - TV. 10 
The Knoxville News:~enti.nel Surv~el, : The "Or e; ni zo,-
tions :£Po r ]'ree TV" repor te d that this newspaper condue:ted 
a :Jurvey a mo ng its reader .. and th t , th fino.l vo· was 81 4. 
to 0 . 
'l'he author wrote to the C:ldi tor of the Kno xvill e pap er 
.~. ... . <1U fi:l ·ting :Lnf :rma tl on h1 r.oroec t: · .~ th ~ typ • f u~r,· io ~ c 
askd. of the :r'~;, J.e"'r:; , The com1 1 · ,0 l''~tlLU. 'n ;;J W~l ' ~;; J: 1~wrt. "' 1l o < 
lo t l e !J. trl~ or with ·t.ll r:J f lrlt>~.l ~ ~ u . ·! • 
.C p 't"til :.t' t;;; r i'l" L~ " TV 
I pt' liLf'A l" 1! - 11 TV 
IJo ~ 0 t lmow 
• • e. e II! ~ e a & ' . 
l:f adopted , would be thE. method whereby the viewe1:· pay::: h ; 
see programs~ a:c.d theJ:-:;:; will be no co::runer,:;ial s on such :r:·:.. ;; -
grams . 11 
There was no mention of the special programs whi~h 
might be seen via pay,- TV . The reader wa s giv·en a false 
impression of subscri ption television. 
Breakdown on 115 for No . 7 
For A~ainst No Opi n ion 
No . 4 32 68 15 
Sports Theater Opera Fi!·st Run Films 
··----
No. 5 55 61 3? 80 
50¢' or 
Under '75 f{ ~l . Ol $~_E.Q_ or m re 
No. 6 42 20 3':.( ..... 8 
Fo r Against Conditional No Opinion 
30 6·~ 2 
-· 
Evaluation~ The unbiased type of questions i1. -:;t,e 
Houston Post Survey ceem ·.:;o make this render opinic n pol:. 
valid . 
One outs tanding factor . however ~ aasily in alidatee 
the Hous tc n Pest surv·ey. Prior to thr· ;t(bl :i :;:ation of' this 
op inion poll, fo-ur articles we re puL:Li shed on subs .ri.pt:i.on 
television . These art.ic~les, i:rh.:luding an edit.o_ ia.l, .:rere-
originally published in "Age:r~cy " magazine~ whi·.;h is opposed 
tr.:~ pay-TV. 
The edi toria.l written in opposition to toll-'rV was 
entitled., "Simple Case Against Toll-TV . " This editori.al 
afforded its readers an opportunity to visuali z e the dis-
astrous effe cts subsoription television would have on their 
regular eommer·~ial television . 
Another story was headed " Time 'Norking Against To1l .. ·'I'V 11 • 
It was this a r ti:::;le that explained to the Houston Post reader;:~ 
ho·w the television networks are spending enormous sums or' 
money to bring the pul)li.:~ the f'inest prog:r·amming . Examples 
of the 11 specta:.!Ul9.r" programt=; were cited as evidence . 
The third report written in the Houston Post :i.nforme d. 
showed. tha.t more than 90 per c.e:o.t of thc..se :lnt~ervievve d 
l.~e cently heard . ~' Other examples o:r s~1~·veys b.l so J. , · 
this report . 
J)Oll resul '.::ed hl /:'))~ o:f the re turn~; oppode d. to subscription 
t,e levi si on . 
"'al'd the fo·~; ,.,.,-1 ·r-· g "".l·J,·.J·ut. th."" :.•,-.w '-~or· lc Heru.ld T .. :i bt1n0- ~ ~- -_,,-;r.l c, li(.~ 0 - ...l. •''-...! ".C. .. ) <...C • ~ -'-' • - J. 
opinion poll~ 
This poll was in marked contrast to surveys con-
ducted in other ci t ies before the controversy became 
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a public issue . The SATUHDAY REVIEW had repor te d that 
65 per cent of' its polled readers were in favor of' sub-
scription TV, with only 25 opposed. Tele - Census had 
f'ound that more than 67 per cent of 2600 set owne r s 
polled in Los Angeles were for a pay -- a.s-you-see system, 
with about 19 per cent against . 
The opening statement in these coneluding comments 
:i.s some what; e rroneous . Subscription t e levision be came a 
public issue in February of 1 955: at whi ch t ime the Federal 
Communications Commi ss i on i nvited comments f:com the general 
publ ic . 
Tele-Census surveys 13 and 14 were conducted in May 
and No-vember of 1955 y respe c tive ly . The Saturday Revi ew 
survey was init iated on April 28, 1955. 
I t is quite o bvim.:ts t hat tl:J.e Tele --Census and Sat urday 
Review s urveys were taken when the controversial topi c of 
subscription television was a publie issue . 
Despite t he fla grar1t biELS of the IIo u st o11 -;:-'o !~~. :~ ~ = . ._ .. . "~-...7-J ... 
in oppos i ng pay~TV, 115 of itf:l readars woul d welcome a. stf> -
scr i p t ion sys tem . This leav es the author t o wonde r w£1at t h e 
rmrv-ey outc ome woul d have -been had bot.h s ides of t he pa,y ·- ·rv 
question been objectively reported by the Houston Post . 
The Minnesota Poll : The Niinneso t a Poll :is a home -
inte rview s"J.1·vey on what Minneso tans think about leading 
topics of the day . It is condu-::: t ed and maintained as a public 
service by the Minneap e: lis Tribune . 
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There have been t hree surveys taken since 1951. The 
lates t poll which was reported on June l9 p 1955 is the one 
referre d to by the "Organi zations For Free TV," in their 
news releases . The questions.and results of all three sur-
veys will be reviewed . 
The first survey was reported on September 23 , 1951. 
The primary interest involved was whether TV fans would pay 
to se e sports . Minnesotans with TV sets (most of them in 
the 'rwin Cities metropolitan area, where the state's two 
television stati ons are situated) were asked in the survey: 
11 Suppose that football games , boxing, basketball and 
other sports were put on television for people who were 
willing to pay something to see them on their TV sets. 
Do you think you personally would or would not be will-
ing to pay to see sports events on TV?" 
The answers: 
Yes, would be willing to pay 
Yes, if it didn °t co s t too much 
No, ·would not be willing to pay 
Other or undecided 
Nearly _two - thirds of the men intervi ewed said 11 ye s 11 
as compared with les s than half of the women. Pe ople 'in 
the upper and middle economic groups are much more willing 
to pay for sports on TV than those in the lower economic 
group, t he results a lso show. 
Pe ople expressing will ingness t o pay were asked : 
"What kind s of sport s events would you be most 
willing to pay t o see on television? 11 
"What kinds of sports events do you think you would 
not be interes ted in seeing if you had to pay?" 
1 
TV' set ovvner s j are most willing to pay to see these 
sports , li sted in descending order of po pularity : fo otball, 
bo xing , baseball , basketball, wrestli ng . 
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They are not inter e sted in seeing these kinds of events 
if they have to pay (the one s ment ioned most frequently are 
listed f'irst): wre stl ing , base ball , golf, t ennis, basketbal l, 
football, and tra ck meets. A fe w also say they would not 
pay to see roller skating races, horse races or hockey on TV. 
Several TV set owne rs . insist they would be wi 11 ing to 
pay to se e any kind of sports event on their sets. 
The date for the second report on the Minnesota Poll 
on pay-TV was October 18, 1953 . This was similar to the first 
survey in that it was primarily concerned with audien poten-
tial for sporting events. 
Men and women in al l TV homes were asked: 
"How much interest do you have in watching fo ot llal l and 
baseball, fights and other sports on television - a great 
deal of interest, just an average amount, or very little?" 
The replies: 
Gre a t deal or average 
Little or none 
Men Women 
65% 
~ 
"IC>O% 
The r ema ining quest ions we re asked only of the 78 per 
cent of the TV ·~t:Jt ownc r o who h nv .:.. c.:t J. co.r~ t mo derate interest 
in sports event s on televis i on: 
11 Suppose there were a television system opera ting in 
such a way that only people who paid a spe ci a, l charge 
could pick up sports events on their TV se t s a t home . 
If it were up to you, would you be willing to pay $1 to 
see a championship fight on your -TV set , or not? Wo uld 
you pay $1 to see a Bi g Ten footb all game on your h ome 
TV set, or not? Would you pay $1 to see a professional 
basketball team, like the Minne apoli s Lakers, play a 
game that would be televised, or not? ~~uld you pay $1 
to see a championship wrest ling match on TV , or not?" 
The answers (percentages based on the 78 per cent . 
having any interest in sports telecasts): 
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Proportion of all 
TV set owners 
A. Championship fight 
Would Pay 38~ 
Would Not Pay 38~ 
Undecided ' ~ 78% 
B. Big Ten football game 
Would Pay 41% 
Would Not Pay 35% 
Undecided ~ 78~ 
c. Professional basketball game 
Would Pay 23% 
Would Not Fay 53% 
Undecided 2% 78'f; 
D. Champi onship wrestling 
Would Pay 1 6~t 
Would Not Pay 601; 
Undecided 2% ?8% 
Men wo uld be more willing than women to pay $1 per 
eve nt to wat ch title fights or Big Ten football contests; but 
there is little difference in the answers of men and women 
concerning professional .basketball games or championship 
wrestling events . 
Willingness t o pay to v1n.tch champ io nship fights on home 
TV sets is shared in simi lar degrees by TV set owners in city, 
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t nvm ar1cl farm areas. , and in al l age gr oups . 
But town and. farm 1;V vie wers are mOl"e re a dy tha:n. eity 
re s idents to pay for champ i onship wrestling matches on TV. 
Farm peopl e · expr 'e 'ss· tes·s· int~re .st t i1:an city or town dwellers 
in seeing Big Ten f ootball games on thei r TV set s , but more 
inte r es t than t he others in witness ing televised ge~me s be-
t ween profess ional basketball te ams . 
- - - - - - - - - - - -
The l as t s urv·ey on subrncript i on t elevi s ion by tht::: 
Minne sota Poll was conducted in June o:f 1 95 15. Unlike t he 
othe r surveys , the public we:~.s not r.l.s kecl to comment on .9-ny 
spe cific event they pr e f e rred on pay-TV . The ma in objective 
in thi s s urvey was o s t ~}m~ ibly to obtai n t he publ ic ' c o\rerall 
opinion about the wi ll i ngnes~ to pay fo r the ir TV v ~o grams . 
In Mi nneE-w t a. homes with ·rv ae t r!, po ll i nt erv l.~~~··~:!r t.: 
n.sked. "tb:in quec tion : 
11 8evernl c ortlJ'"~ [tld e8 W'trrt. tc• m·ta1· t mub~H~ irt i on , ·) r 
' pu.y-1..~· : -you- 1:.1ee ' t.el •l Vi~3 ion i n the Un i't~ od 3tt.a.t e r. . ~l'hey 
thinl< trJ.tll,n y p\~Ppl ~ would pay 50 c~ ent t:l C'l'l." u. d.ol.ls.r to t:H!)e 
I'.J, l:H!lW movi e , n p l~1Y' t L\ 1)i f1, Elp Ol"'t S 0Vt')rl 'i; , N '' f~ (l l)IQ Othe r 
type (> :t' 11.tt . IJ.e-lj 'i. ou , on tlJei 'J.'V Gi:.: 'lir: r1:i; lJ.O.nlX: . 'l'hone 
vvlw dhl. not p1.;1.y ·woul ·l. not 'bo u. t•l o br1 f1t'!c1 ·l:,1ittb p1.~ ·t icH1 v.l~ 
event on the ir Aeta . 
"Are you in favo r of some sort of subsc riptio n TV 
r.tya t e m in t he Unit~~ d Sta tes , or a (:l you ·~1 £p.i :ns't it~; n 
In :f'f.tNor o:f' J. + 
Ag~l. i ne ·t i 't 
Q,u£;.1 i fied 
No opiuion 
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Evaluation: The author takes issue with the type of 
question asked of the respondents in the last survey. The 
question is far too broad and general for the average person 
to obtain a significant understanding of subscription tele-
vision. 
The phrasing of the question does not mention the 
possibility of seeing a heavyweight championship fight, a top 
Broadway play or special educational programs, not now avail-
able on regular sponsored television, except for a few iso-
lated instances. The latter part of this statement is ex-
tremely pertinent since its omission tends to leave the 
respondent with the impression that he val l be paying for his 
present television progra~s . 
Furthermore, the question should have stated that the 
subscription service would be in addition to regular commercial 
television. 
The importance of being specific in interviewing the 
public is exemplified in the first two surveys. 
The results of these surveys clearly indicate a great 
number of Minnesotans would be willing to pay for special 
sporting events on television. The questions asked were speci-
fic and definite, and did not leave the respondent asking 
,, 
himself, "What kind of big sports e v e nt s?" 
'mat can be the explanation for the first two surveys 
resulting in a potentially large audience for major sport 
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attractions via subscript i on television, while the latter 
poll gives no indication of this type of audience? The 
televisi~g of sporting events has decreased on sponsored 
te.levision rather than increased, while the public's interest 
in sports has remained constant. The author contends that 
there would have been a close ·correlation of sports interests 
on the last survey to the results on the first two polls 
had the question construction on the last poll been more 
detailed. 
If there had been a greater clarification of the word 
"play" or the phrase "some other type of attraction" then 
the author feels that there would have been a more favorable 
response towards subscription television. 
The New York Herald Tribune Survey: This is one of 
the most often referred to by the pay-TV opponents. 
The arguments for and against subscription television 
were reviewed before the reader answered the questions asked 
in the survey. 
The questions and their answers were as follows: 
1. How many hours a week is the family television 
i n use? 
Answer •.. The · average proved to be 2? hours with 
normal extremes running from ten hours 
to ninety-two hours. There were ex-
ceptional extremes of one-half hour to 
well over 100 hours. 
2. Would you be willing to pay for special TV 
broadcasts? 
Answer ... Yes--24fo 
No ---76fo 
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3. How much would you budget a week for such shows: 
Answer ... Here was an average of $2.35 for those 
answering the second question affirm-
atively. 
4. Would you be willing to pay for specially selected 
children ' s programs? 
Answer ... Yes--9fo 
No--9 l fo 
5. What types of shows would you be willing to pay for? 
Answer ..• 701o refused to specify. The following 
categories were mentioned by the following 
perc entages of viewers: sports, 15; 
theater, 28; opera, 15; first-run films, 
25. 
6. What would be a fair fee for one of these shows? 
Answer •.• Among those who had expressed in Question 
2 a willingness to pay, the following 
amounts were stipulated by the following 
percentages of viewers: up to 25 cents, 
31; 50 cents, 32; 75 cents, 12; $1, 21; 
and $2 or more, $4. 
Some who replied in the negative to 
Question No. 2 nevertheless submitted 
amounts for Question No. 6 and these were 
stipulated by the following percentage of 
viewers: up to 25 cents, 70; 50 cents, 
21; 75 cents, 4; $1, 3; and $2 or more, 
2 per cent. 
7. Would you prefer a combi nation of TV as it is now 
and as it would be under subscription? 
Answer ... Yes ..... ... .. . ...... 271o 
No or no answer ..... 73fo 
8. Would you be willing to pay for current attrac-
tions without commercials? 
Answer ..• Yes ... ll~ 
No .... 91~ 
Among those who replied to the survey, 42 per cent 
were men, and 44 per cent were women. 
The replies originated from the following areas: 
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New York City, 34fo; elsewhere in New York State, 27~; New 
Jersey, 30~; Connecti cut, 8~ ; Pennsylvania, 1/2~, and else -
where l/2~. 
The Newsday Survey : "Newsday", a Long Islan d daily 9 
conducted a pay-TV poll in which 5,228 readers responded. 
Except for a questionnaire, this survey was similar to 
the New York Herald Tr ibune poll in that the pros a nd cons of 
pay-TV were given before the reader was asked to submit his 
vote. 
The final tabulation, according to the television 
editor of "Newsdayn, was 5,036 readers against subscription 
television and only 1 92 for it. 
Evaluation of the New York Herald Tribune and Newsday 
Surveys: In both surveys the majority of people who voted 
against subscription television expressed downright indigna-
tion. Hundreds of dollars are spent on a television set, 
they say, and now somebody has the nerve to suggest that they 
have to pay to watch the programs. This typical answer illus -
trates that the main purpose of subscription television is 
not being conveyed to the public. 
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The seventh question in the New York Herald Tribune 
survey should have been the leading question in the question-
naire because it gives the respondent an opportunity for a 
choice of programs - sponsored or paid. In other words, 
the respondent will not think he has to pay, but rather, 
pay-TV will be on a take it or leave it basis. 
The answers to question seven in this survey reveal 
that 27~ are for subscription television while 73~ answer 
no or no answer at all. The percentage of readers who have 
given "no answer" remains a mystery. On this basis, it is 
unfair to conclude that 73~ do not want toll TV. 
The "Newsday" survey also revealed that the public 
should not be forced to pay for their entertainment. On the 
same page of the arguments for and against a subscription 
system, "Newsday" used several pictures to show how pay-TV 
would operate. One picture was scrambled, but once payment 
was made the picture became clear. The illustration used 
in the picture was the master of ceremonies of sponsored 
television's top variety show- Ed Sullivan. Undoubtedly, 
many respondents assumed that this was but one of their 
favorite programs which would require payment for viewing. 
Between both surveys one fact was quite prevalent. 
The public expressed fear that eventually they would be paying 
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for everything. This att itude indicates a lack of confidence 
in the proponents of subscription television. This view 
might also be attributed to the cynical reasoning advanced 
by the opposition, who predicted the end of free viewing, 
among other disastrous effects due to pay-TV. 
An understanding of the type of television programming 
in New York and adjacent areas could be another explanation 
for the overwhelming vote against subscription television by 
these two surveys. 
The largest television market exists within the New 
York area and nearby localities. There are more television 
sets per capita here than anywhere in the United States. 
Because of this enormous television audience, the heaviest 
concentration of television programming is scheduled. 
The public may view almost every conceivable type of 
sporting event. Baseball, college and professional basket-
ball, hockey, bowling, wrestling, football and horse racing 
are regular attractions to the New York public. 
College forums and other educational programs also 
have their place on the television schedule. It is in this 
area that the public can view the best of sponsored tele-
vision. 
This situation is fine for those who have eight or 
nine television channels at their disposal, but the rest of 
the country is not so fortunate. 
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There are large segments of the population that are 
not afforded this televi s i on coverage. It is the old story 
of the economics of commerc i al television working against the 
national interest. A sponsor , who has his budget to consider, 
is unlik.ely to pay for added coverage if there is not the 
largest possible audience. 
The crux of this whole situation is demonstrated by an 
article in the New York Times. The television editor reported 
the following: 
Dr. Sander H. Wax, a physician living near the Marine 
Corps base at Camp Lejune, N.C., has scant patien~e with 
any complaints that New Yorkers may have about the 
quality of television programming. 
Although within range of three North Carolina network 
stations he writes that he does not see such programs as 
"Meet the Press," "You Are There," "Omnibus," "Playrights 
56, 11 11 Television . Theat~e" or the United States . Steel-
Theatre Guild drama hour, among many others. Neither did 
he have a chance to see such special programs as the 
Sadler Wells Ballet or the Festival of Music. 
Dr. Wax is one of the countless victims of the eco-
nomics of Network TV. Although 60,000 persons live within 
this area, many sponsors do not choose to buy the facili-
ties of the stations with smaller audiences; others, of 
course, do. In consequence, the ~ocal stat ions often 
substitute old movies from which r evenue may be derived. 
The better cultural and education~l presentations are 
omitted. 
The complaint of Dr. Wax is by no means unique; after 
almost every special presentation letters are received 
from viewers out of town noting that their stations did 
not c~rry the given program. In cases where there is only 
one station it is inevitable that not all the better pro-
grams will be carried. 
But Dr. Wax' plight does point up the heavy responsi-
bility of the advertis i ng world in the television age. 
A sponsor may have altogether sound business reasons, 
based on his marketing and distribution needs, for not 
buying time on a c ertain station. Nonetheless, it 
cannot be overlooked that such action also involves 
depriving a whole community or section of the country 
of very real cultural benefits that could not exist 
in the first place without use of public property: 
i.e., the airwaves. 
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For the good of free broadcasting, perhaps further 
thought should be given to the problem of true nation-
wide dissemination of television. Certainly, a sponsor 
cannot be forced to buy stations he doesn't want, but 
it is difficult to see how this also should give him 
the right of veto over further distribution of kine-
scope of cultural material that presumably already has 
served his advertising needs. Might not local sponsors, 
paying a fair fee be willing to present major TV dramas 
if national advertisers did not choose to do so? 
When networks and sponsors join forces to control 
not only production but also distribution, even to the 
point of keeping an attraction out of some areas in 
perpetuity, they would seem to be inviting inquiries 
from the Washington watchdogs only too eager to pick 
up the scent of monopoly. At the very least, viewers 
not enjoying New York's varied TV diet would seem to 
deserve more industry consideration.? 
The accurate report b~ the New York Times TV editor 
convinces the author that the results of the New York Herald 
Tribune and Newsday surveys cannot be viewed as an overall 
public view per se. The one-sided vote of these surveys 
has a tendency to be misleading. 
The Radio - Television Daily. This publication repre -
sents a tra de magazine of the television industry. Ques-
tions to this pol l have not been obtained by the author. 
As reported by the "Organizations For Free TV", "The nation 8 s 
television broadcasters have rolled up a five to one margin 
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against Pay- To-See TV ~ accordi ng to a poll conducted by 
Radio Televis i on Dai l y, national trade journal of the 
industry. 
This report came in the form of a news release and 
further stated : 
The surve y revealed that 75fo of the country's broad-
casters are against slo t machine video, with only l5fo 
in favor. Ten per cent were i nd i fferent. 
Among comments re ceived by the trade paper was that 
of Barbara Snyde r .of Station WXEL in Cl eveland, who 
said, "Toll TV is arbitrary dunning of viewers after 
they have bought a set and already have free choice of 
viewing." 
Several other stations were mentioned as opposing to 
pay-TV including stations f rom Texas, Florida, Illinois, 
South Carolina and Illinois . 
Evaluat ion: There were a total of six television 
stations used as examples in this news release and after 
investigation, the author found that each of these stations 
is affiliated with e i ther NBC, CBS or ABC. 
In regard to this vote of the country's broadcasters 
it is important to note that the publicity director of the 
Ze nith Radio Corporat ion charged that the NARTB had sent 
out to i ts members excerpts from oppos ition comments only 
and had failed to relay favorab le c omment s. This accusation 
could very well be justified in lieu of the fact that the 
NARTB television board is domi nated more than 90fo by netwo rk 
affiliates or controlle d stati ons. 
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The Co l umbus Oh io Survey. This survey was conducted 
by Elmo Roper, the we l l known statistician and pollster. 
Mr. Roper and h i s staff i nterviewed a cross-section 
of 504 adults in Co l umbus, Ohio. Of those 504 people, 449 
owned television se t s, and it was to these people that the 
questions were directed. Mr. Roper s a id the follo wing in 
reviewing the out line of his study: 
The basic approach used in the study was to paint 
different pictures of subscription-or-pay TV which 
first put pay-TV in its most favorable light, and then 
by degrees in a mo s t unfavorable light. The reason 
for painting these d i fferent pictures was to insure 
that at least one of them would present pay-TV as it 
might ultimately be - there being no agreement among 
the experts as to jus t how it might ultimately develop. 
After ~ach of t he d i fferent pictures of pay-TV was 
presented the respondents werep in effect, asked whether 
they would li k e i t i f this were the way it was to be. 
After it wa s determined whether or not a person owned 
a television set, all owners were asked: 
Are you well satisfi ed with the kinds of programs 
you get on televis i on, or do you feel there are 
changes or i mpr ovements you would like to see made ? 
Well satisfied ....................... ·-... ?Ofo 
Would like change s made •.•.....•...•.••• 28~ 
No answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2fo 
Subsequently, al l televis i on owners were asked the 
followi n g questions , a l engthy quest i on whi ch wa s re a d to 
respondents as many t i mes as t hey felt necessary to grasp 
all of the essential facts: 
There's a new idea or i nvention for television that 
would let you see the best Broadway plays, the newest 
moving pictures, c hamp i onship fights, opera, and other 
things you don 9t s ee n ow. These things would cost you 
50¢ to $1.25 a s how - de pending on the show. In any 
case, they would cost much less than it would cost you 
to go out to see them. 
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In Columbus, these top-notch programs might be shown 
on Channel 6 for a few hours each night in place of the 
programs on Channel 6 that are now shown. 
One way to receive these top attractions would be to 
have a coin box attached to the back of your set - at 
no cost to you. Another way would be to charge it and 
have them send you a monthly bill. If there was a play 
or something you wanted to watch, you'd just put a coin 
in the box or have them charge it. If you didn't pay, 
you'd get no pi c ture on channel 6, but you'd still have 
the other two channels . 
Would you be i n t erested in having an additional ser-
vice like this which would bring you at low prices pro-
grams tha t you c an °t n ow get , or wouldn't you be inter-
ested in havi ng thi s s e rvi ce? 
This quest i on produced t he following results: 
Interested •••. 
Not interested • • 
• 0 • 0 • • 
0 0 • • 
Volunteered reason for disinterest: 
Satisfied with present s ystem, programs. 
Don't watch or like TV enough to make it 
worthwhile • • o • • • • • • • • • 
Initial cost and upkeep of TV sets is 
enough;shouldn't have to pay more to 
. . 
Per cent 
27 
62 
14 
13 
watch programs • . o • • • • • • • • • • • 8 
Too expens i ve ; can °t afford it; not willing 
to pay the added cost • • . . . . . • 8 
Prefer g o i ng out to see kinds of shows, 
events that would be offered • • • • • . • 3 
Reception too poor to make it worth while. . 2 
Just don't like it (no further information) 2 
Woul d soon have to p a y to s e e all programs 1 
want t o see anyth i n g on TV without paying 1 
It ' s just a n other money-maki ng scheme for 
somebody ...• o • • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
Would cause too much confus i on, disagreement 
in home a bout what to see. . . • . • • 1 
They should leave channel 6 alone, put on 
another channel for pay-TV • • . . . • 1 
All other . . . . . . -. . . . . . . • . 2 
No answer as to wh y • • • • . • • • • • • . 2 
Don't kno w i f dis i n t erested • • . • • • 11 
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Following this quest i on, the respondents were shown 
a sample week's schedul e for the hours from eight to ten in 
the evening as it might look if pay-TV were an accomplished 
fact on one of the three Columbus television channels and 
the other two (the NBC and CBS affiliates) continued on a 
free programming basis. The schedule for channels 4 and 10 
were actual schedules for the week following the interview. 
The schedule for channel 6 was a hypothetical schedule for 
pay-TV. The prices of the pay-TV schedule were indicated 
to the respondent. 
The respondents reviewed the schedules and then 
answered the fol lowi ng: 
Now that you know a little more about the kinds of 
shows you could see and the prices they would cost, do 
you think you would want this service on Channel 6, or 
would you rather have 6 stay a free station with the 
,_/ kinds of programs it has now? 
This question produced the following results: 
Would want this se rvice .......... 22~ 
Would not want it ..•.••......••.• 70~ 
Don't know or depends .•.••.••.•.. 6~ 
No answer .. o o o •• o o • o o o ••• o • e o •• o • 2fo' 
During this study it was found that people in the 
middle and lower income brackets were much more opposed to 
the pay-TV system than wealthier people. Lower income peopl e 
expressed themselves as quite satisfied with television pro-
gramming as it is now. 
Evaluation. A substant i al majority of people in this 
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survey seem to be against subscription television even when 
it was presented in a moat favorable light. 
There appears to be no indication in this survey that 
the results are not valid. 
The Gallup Polls: George Gallup, Director of the 
American Institute of PUblic Opinion, conducted several pub-
lic opinion polls on subscription television. These Gallup 
polls were not used for publicity by the opponents to sub-
scription television. 
The first opinion poll was a nation wide survey which 
asked the following questions of TV owners: 
Do you think the Federal Communications Commission 
should or should not turn over a few channels to the 
pay-as-you see television group? 
Should •..•..•.•••••••••.•• 369t 
Should not •••••••.••••••.• 49~ 
Undecided •.•••••••••.•..•• lo~ 
The second opinion poll was primarily designed to 
measure ''audience potential" for subscription television. 
The qu®~tion wan pomed by ~xpari~nc~d lnntituta inter-
viewers in the following m~nner: 
I am going to read you a 1 ist of different kinde of 
programs. Would you be willing to pay to see any of 
these, if this were the only way yo u could see them on 
your television set? 
A new movie? 
A Broadway show? 
A World Seri es game? 
TV HOMBIS 
l!!_ Cent Millions of Homes 
40 
40 
40 
lo.5 
l3.o 
l3.o 
A Champi onship 
boxing mat ch? 
A big football game 
"Toast of the Town"? 
A ma jor league 
ballgame? 
A symphony concert ? 
An ope ra? 
A French cooking 
l esson 
Per cent 
31 
31 
31 
27 
19 
1'7 
7 
113 
Milli ons of Homes 
10.5 
10.5 
10.5 
9. 
6.5 
6. 
2.5 
Accord ing to George Gal l up, there are estimated to b e 
approximately 34 million ho mes in the United States with 
t elevision sets. 
Evaluati on : The se figures a re very encouraging for 
the pay-TV pro pone nts . G:ne fact that should be kept in mind 
is that this second Gallup poll re flects the number of 
people who would be willing to pay as of the time of the 
survey. Just how many mi ll ions would actually pay when the 
time came to see a particular show is another matter. 
Assuming that only half of those who say they would 
be will i ng t o pay for a new movie, a ctually did pay when it 
was being shown , it would mean that revenue wo uld come from 
somewhere in the neighborhood of 7 to 8 million television 
sets . 
Supporters of t he subscription plan maintain that an 
audience of t h i s size would be more than adequate to make 
the showing of a new movie on t el.evision financially feasib le . 
The Ci ncinnati Post survey: The only inf.ormat i on 
available to this survey are the results which were 2~132 
to 68 against subscription television. This information 
was received in a news r elease from the 11 0rganizati ons For 
Free TV." 
III. S I GNIFICANCE OF THE SURVEYS 
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The overall survey results which oppose subscription 
television cannot be minimized. Still unanswered is the 
question why some publications presented a distorted pict ure 
of pay- TV to its readers. 
During the course of investigation, the author dis-
covered that as of January 1 955, newspapers had interests 
in more than 30~ of a ll t elevision stations. 9 Newspape r 
interests are equally extensive in radio stations. 
With thi s knowl edge i n mind, the author attempted tc 
see if any relationship existed between the preceding biased 
newspaper surveys and the broadcasting affiliations, if any~ 
of these publications. 
The Houston Post. Station KPRC-TV in Houston, Texas 
is licensed to the Houston Post Company. This station is 
owned and operated by t he publishers of the Houston Post. 
It is affiliated with t he NBC network and the station has 
filed briefs wi t h t he Federal Communications Commiss ion in 
opposition t o subscr i pt ion television. 
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The Knoxville News Sentinel. This paper is a Scripps -
Howard publication, which is a subsidiary to Scripps - Howard 
Radio, Inc . . Stat i on WNOX in Knoxville, Tenneessee is licensed 
to Scripps-Howard , Inc. This station is affiliated with the 
CBS network and has membership in the National Association of 
Radio and Television Broadcasters. 
The Cincinnat i Post . This is another Scripps- Howard 
newspaper. It is affiliated with station WCPO in Cincinnat i 
which has membership i n the National Association of Radio 
and Television Broadcasters. 
It would be appropr i ate at this time to mention some-
thing of the National Association of Radio and Television 
Broadcasters (NARTB). The majority of the board of directors 
representing this trade organization are executives of the 
· large networks, who are, of course, opposed to subscription 
television. Because of the i r official capacity in the NARTB, 
these directors are able to formulate policy for the nation 1 s 
broadcasters, whi ch i s designed primar i ly to safeguard their 
own interests in respect to pay- TV. Many stations througho ut 
the country who depend on network pr ograms for survival would 
obviously not jeopardi ze their own position by voicing opin-
ions contrary to the hand that f eeds them. It is also il -
logical to assume that newspaper interests in money making 
network affiliated stations would publish material that could 
be detrimental to the i r own f i nanc ial security. 
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The quest ion of newspaper ownership in broadcasting 
stations has been a cmn troversial t op ic throughout the 
years. 
While television was i n its embryonic stage of 
development~ the effects of press=radio jo i nt ownership 
create d two oppos i ng views. 
Those who fear t he march toward monopo l y acc ept the 
premise that if a relatively small group holds in its hands 
a substantial share of t he instruments through which the 
public gets its news 8 then i t will color the news in its 
own interest. Therefore, according to this view, they 
will inevitably make us all the i r mental slaves by givi ng 
us only the pi cture of the world they want us to have. 
The oppos i ng point of view is that the experience 
and honest endeavor of jour nali sm in its search for the 
truth make it compatible to operate the broadcasting faci-
lities. 
Morri s Er nst , t he author of the "First Freedom" is 
more i nc l i ned to hold the former of the two preceding views 
on press interests i n broadcasting. Mr. Ernst des cribes 
the a ctivities of the Nat i onal Associ a tion of Broadcasters 
during the years when r adio was being i nvestigated by the 
Federal Communications Commis s ion for poss i ble regulat ion : 
The netwo rk mouthp iece~ the N.A.B. circulated re-
port s, bulle tins and quanti ties of colored news to 
the 900 stations~ the press - often more than f ri endl y 
on the s core of ownersh ip i nterrelations - and the 
legislators of state and nation. One example of the 
untenable but persuasive publicity put out by the 
two big networks and the N.A.B. was the cry of 
"radical refo r m leading to the overthrow of Ameri c an 
broadcasting , " whi ch ran all through the FCC hearings 
and subsequent legal proceedings on chain broadcasting 
practices from 1938 to 1 943. To all of this and much 
more the publ ic never was given the other side of 
the debate. The r e was no market place open to all 
po ints of view. One third of the stations have finan-
cial affiliat i ons with newspapers. The pipeline to 
the public was less than adequate for an informed 
people which musti or rather should, be the mainspring 
of public act i on. 0 
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There is no conc r e te evide nce that the situation de-
scribed above is prevalent insofar a s subscription tele -
vision is concerned ; however 9 the large percentage of 
newspaper affiliat ion i n broadcast i ng stations creates a 
skeptical attitude in the author 1 s mind i n respect to 
objective reporting on the topic of pay-TV. 
Compet i t i on among communication media. Ano ther 
reason for the b iased newspaper surveys could be attr ibuted 
to the fear of compet ition in the communications field from 
subscription television. 
Competition for the advertisers' dollar has never 
been ke ene r than it is today. Te l evision has obvi ously 
taken away some of the newspape rs ' advert i sing revenue. 
Although the pay-TV proponents cla i m that pay-TV will be 
without adve r t ising, they do believe that greater television 
audiences will develop due to a subscription system t hat 
would bring to the public quality shows. The proponents of 
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pay=TV contend that on a n i ght a subscription program will 
be b r oadcast, many people who or dinarily do not view spon-
sored shows would become part of t his new audience. It is 
reasonable to assume, say the pay-TV group, that many of 
these new viewers would also devote part of their evening 
to free televi s i an shows. 
The rise of t he news magaz i ne, the radio, televis ion 
and the picture magaz i ne has meant an i nvasion of the realm 
of the newspaper as a purveyor of news, comment, and inter-
pretation. 
Cons i der ing all t hese facts, the newspapers may be 
apprehensive about subscr i ption televi s i on because of the 
potential competi tion i t might create, due to an intensi-
fied television audi ence . 
In the preceding comments on the sign i f icance of 
the pay-TV surveys the author has not attempted to rat ional-
ize for the general oppos i tion to subscription television. 
On the contrary, the above facts are pertinent if an ob-
jective surv~y evaluat ion is to be made. It also affords 
the r eader greater ins i ght into the area of controlled 
media by a f ew vested interests. 
VI II . SUMMARY 
Subscr iption television is assured of having the dis-
tinction of being the most controversial topic in broad-
casting's three de c ade s . 
A subscription se rvice constitutes a completely new 
concept in the broadc ast ing field. Since 1922 the public 
has been entertained or enraged through the courtesy of the 
advertisers. It is now suggested that the public pay for 
i ts viewing. 
The Zenith Radio Co r poration claims that its pay-TV 
system of "Phonevision '' wil l open new hor izons in television 
entertainment and culture. Other proponents of subscr i pt i on 
video are the two companies with pay-TV systems of the ir 
own - International Telemeter, Inc . and Skiatron , Inc . 
Representation on the "pro" side also includes many Holly-
wood, theatrical and sports interests that fore s ee new 
markets for the i r wares . 
The opposition to pay- TV envis i on an end to the free 
television system and the ext i n c t ion of movie houses. The 
pri nc i pal opponents include the Columbia Broadcasting System , 
the National Broadcasting Company 9 the American Broadcast ing 
Company and the Joint Committee Agai nst Pay-As-You-See TV , 
comprised of mot ion pic ture theate r owners. 
The toll TV dispute has its greatest effect on the 
125,000,000 people who watch television. It is the homes of 
these viewers that the proponents of pay-TV consider a 
pot ential box=o~~ice. 
For the entertai nment worldp the possibility o~ 
enormous receipts is overwhelmi ng. 
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For the advert i s i ng world, this year's program spon-
sors will spend close to a bi l lion dollars in television. 
The major disputes are not only involved in the 
e c onomi c fields, but also i nto vast legal, technical, social, 
and cultural spheres. Regardless of what approach is taken 
to pay-TV, only one definite fact emerges: There are but ~ew 
issues in which there is any agreement. 
The present set-up. Today, television stations broad-
cast over twelve c hannels (Nos. 2 through 13) in what is 
known as the very h i gh fre quency band (V.H.F.) and over 70 
channels (Nos. 14 through 83) in the ultra high f requency 
band (U . H. F.). 
These channe l s are subject to physical limitat i on 
because there is not enough room on the air ~or everyone who 
might want to broadcast i n every community . In addition, 
cer tain channels have a te chnical advantag e over others. 
Therefore, some communities may have seven choice channels ; 
others only one. 
The best use of the available channels is the responsi-
bility of the Federal Communications Commission, which has 
the power to grant or withho ld the permit necessary to broad-
cast. 
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In the subscr i pt ion television debate, the problem 
confronting the FCC is to determine whether it can author-
ize pay-as-you-see to use broadcasting channels, and if so 9 
under what conditions . In February, 1955 the Commission 
invited comments from the public with the deadline set for 
July llp 1955. The Zenith Radio Corporation and the pay-TV 
opponents commenced feverish public i ty and public relations 
campaigns to enlighten the public on subscription tele-
vision. 
How to ll-TV works: The fundamental theory of sub -
scription television is to produce a program that will be 
available only to those who are willing to pay for it. The 
main technical problem of keeping non-subscribers from 
viewing has been achieved by the Zenith engineers. The 
Zenith Radio Corporation 9 considered the pioneer of sub-
scription television 9 has deve l oped "Phonevision" which is 
one of the three leading toll systems. The principle of 
"Phonevision" is to scramble the picture and sound at the 
t ransmitter. Actually 1 the components of the image and 
voice are mi xed up ele ctroni cally so that on today 1 s con-
ventional receiver the picture would be only jagged lines 
and unintelligible sounds. 
On the receiver equippe d to receive 11 Phonevision" 
there would be a device with five knobs, each of which 
could be adjusted to one of seven positions. A designated 
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program would be given a coded number. The dial correspond~ 
ing to each digit would be set accordingly; a normal picture 
and sound would then be received. 
The necessary code information under the Zenith plan 
is obtained from a program card. Punching out an inset on 
the card containing the digits for a specific show would 
represent a record of what was seen. A viewer would then 
mail in the used card and receive a bill. 
Zenith plans to lease their decoder at a nominal fee 
of one or two dollars a month. This will protect the sub-
scriber from any obsolete decoders. 
No definite predict i on has been made concerning the 
cost of subscr i ptionprograms, which is part of the basi c 
argument against pay-TV. 
The legal issue. The legal controversy ove r sub-
scription television centers on the question of what is 
"broadcasting". It also raises the matter of whether the 
FCC has the power to a c t on toll TV or whether the whole 
issue must go to Congress. 
Section 3 of the Federal Communications Act of 1 934 
defines broadcasting as "the dissemination of radio commu-
nication intended to be received by the public, directly 
or by the intermediary of relay s tations . " 
The opponents of toll t elevis i on argue that a program 
that is unint el ligible and garbled is not intended to be 
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received by the publi c, but is intended to be withheld f r om 
all members of the public except those able and willing to 
pay. The toll TV opposition also contends that subscription 
service constitutes a discriminatory use of the airwaves, 
which is public property, as opposed to advertiser-sponsored 
television, which is available to everyone on an equal basis. 
The proponents of pay-TV, who believe the FCC has 
complete jurisdiction over the final decision, argue that a 
box-office program is intended to be received by the entire 
public. The purchase of equipment necessary for pay-TV, 
they maintain, is legally no different than asking the pub-
lic to purchase a receiver in the first place. 
The case for pay-TV. Here is a resume of the argument 
in favor of subscription television: 
Television broadcasting today is governed by an ad-
vertiser's budget and by what he believes will increase the 
sales of his product. If a market does exist for a sponsor 9 
then that specific area will have the advantage of program-
ming; but there are many areas throughout the c _ountry that 
are not within the sponsor's market or area of television 
coverage. Subscription television will eliminate this dis-
criminatory situation by creating a national competitive 
television system. 
One of the major attractions via subscription tele-
vision would be full length motion pictures without commerc i a l 
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interruptions. Present day advertisers cou l d not affo rd such 
a venture. 
Sports are another form of entertainment in the toll 
TV plan. Sports promoters have blacked out many sporting 
events due to the weak f i nanc i al returns at their box-offices. 
There has been only one heavyweight championship bout on home 
TV since 1951; theater television has been able to outbid 
the advertiser. Football and baseball are restricted in c er-
tain areas. Subscr ipt i on television could restore the economi c 
vitality of sports and at the same time retain themfor home 
viewing. 
Full length Broadway plays could be brought to the 
television audience at only a fracti on of the cost of attending 
the play in pe rson. This offers another example of prohib itive 
cost to an advertiser. 
Programs of a specific i nterest could be rece i ved by 
the television audience by means of pay-TV. At present~ the 
advertiser must cater to the largest audience in order to sell 
his product. Toll TV offers a bright future to those groups 
which enjoy symphony concerts, opera, ballet, educational 
programs, and other special interests unavailable on f r ee 
television. 
Subscription television offers no threat to free TV. 
Obviously, the r e i s a limi tation to the amount of qual ity 
programming that can be pr e s ented. In addition, Zenith has 
requested the Commi ss i on to r estri ct toll TV operations 
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t o 15fo of the annual broadcasting time. 
The healthy compet i t i on from subscription programs 
will improve free pr ogrammi ng, as evidenced by the fact that 
today the mere threat of pay-TV has improved free television 
programming. 
Toll TV will not necessarily be a detrimental factor 
in single station communities. While temporarily a pay-TV 
program might black out the only free program, the intro-
duction of public f i nanc i ng of television could lead to the 
industry's expansion in areas that do not have sufficient 
population to interest advertisers. 
There are many communities where there are black outs 
of free programs because of the advertisers' unwillingness 
to pay for added coverage. Pay-TV will put an end to the 
inadequacies caused by the e c onomics of distribut i on under 
the present television setup. 
Before judgment can be passed, subscription television 
deserves an opportunity to prove itself to the American 
people. 
The case against pay-TV. The following is a summary 
of the argument s in oppos i tion to toll TV. 
The pay-TV proponents are a t t empting to deceive the 
American publi c . The bas ic economic s of the entertainment 
world will i nevitably r e sult in sta rs , producers , and wr i te rs 
i n sho w bus i ness going where t he most money is to be found . 
If toll televi sion c an out b i d. advertising sponsored 
television for attractions on the screen, then it can cer-
tainly outbid. free-TV for attractions that are presently 
being shown. Pay- TV will go beyond Hollywood and Broadway 
for the source of entertai nment; it will raid the top pro -
grams on present-day television. 
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Free-TV and fee - TV are inc ompatible. Advertisers 
will have less incentive to sponsor programs because of a 
divided audience between free TV and pay-TV. The loss of a 
few evening hours to toll televi sion is the beginning of the 
c ollapse of free t e l evi s i on. 
The so-called " c ultural" attractions proposed by the 
pay-TV proponents i s unreal i st i c and sheer fantasy. The 
greatest financial return at the box-office will dictate 
programming unde r pay - TV . Henc e , the attractions wi l l a p -
peal to the masses and pr ogr amming of opera and ballet will 
not be seen. 
Public service programming on free TV is a by-produc t 
of advertiser-sponsored programs. Si nce the income from 
sponsored shows would diminish with a subscription system, 
likewise s pe c ial news and political events would decrease, 
because of a lack of financial supp ort from other programs. 
Much of the p r ogramming the pay-TV proponents claim 
they will brin g to the public are now offered on free tele -
vision. Broadway p l a y s , major sporting events such as the 
World Series and the Army-Na vy football game, and ninety 
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minute spectaculars have become regular f eatur es on commer-
cial television. 
As for movies, better and newer releases are being 
shown. Were it not for toll TV, present day television might 
obtain newer releases in a greater amount. 
When a subscript i on program is broadcast, it may blac k 
out a program that has been received by millions of homes 
without a charge. 
If subscription television is given an opportunity to 
prove itself, it will be a foot in the door. This will lead 
to a domination over the t e lev i sion broadcasting industry 
and result in the payment f o r all television programs. 
The effec t s of s ubs cript i on television. Toll TV wou ld 
affect other fields of ent ertai nment . 
The motion p i c ture industry. The i mpac t of pay- TV 
would be different for the motion picture industry's two 
principal divis i ons : (1) the film producers, i.e. Hollywood ; 
( 2) the motion picture exhi b i to r s , i . e . t he mov i e houses. 
Toll television would present to Hollywood the most 
effective me thod of distributing films. 
For the e xh i b i tor , a pessimi st i c view is held. They 
maintain it would d oom the movie houses. The Joint Committee 
on Toll TV believes subs c ription television is the economic 
evil of all t i me. 
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The Broadway Theatre. Prominent personalities rep-
resenting actors and drama guilds believe toll TV could be 
a tremendous impetus to the l egitimate theater. Skeptics 
have wondered, however, if the dialogue in many plays would 
be suitable for television 9 s mixed family audience. 
Educational broadcasting. Subscription television 
is envisioned as a great boon to education. The majority of 
the allocated educational channels are unused due to a lack 
of economic support. Pay-TV could alleviate this problem. 
College courses on pay-TV programs could afford an 
education to those who ordinarily could not meet the high 
tuitions of many schools . At a nominal fee, the classroom 
could be brought into the living room. 
Surveys. The majority of the surveys evaluated re-
sponded with a majority of the respondents opposed to pay-TV. 
The surveys brought out the fact that there exists a 
high percentage of newspaper affiliations with broadcasting 
stations throughout the country. This in turn could be 
the reason for biased reporting in respect to subscription 
television. 
Another reason advanced why newspapers might oppose 
pay-TV was due to t he c ompetit ion for the advertisers' 
dollar. Subscription television could create larger tele -
vision audiences which i n turn wouldlure an i ncreased numbe r 
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of advertisers. The ne wspapers have also been c oncerned over 
competition from other media. 
A survey among broadcasters resulted in opposition to 
pay television. Further investigation revealed that the 
trade organization of the television broadcasting industry 
(NARTB) has acted as spokesman for the broadcasters, as 
well as formulating policy. The majority of the board of 
directors of the NARTB are executives among the large tele -
vision networks - one of the principal opponents to toll TV. 
I X. CONCLUS I ONS AND RECOJ!MENDATIONS 
The conclusions of t h i s study will deal primarily with 
the author's main purpose of the thes~t~ - to discover some of 
the basic principles and techniques employed by the Zenith 
Radio Corporation in bringing about the understanding and 
support of public opinion. 
During the course of this discussion the tactics utilized 
by the opposit i on will also be examined. 
Accruing from these find i ngs will be an overall evalu-
ation of the Zenith public relations campaign in obtaining 
subscription televis ion . 
I. TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED BY ZENITH 
Social psychologist s have conducted many experiments 
to determine the most successful techniques in mas s persua-
sion . The find i ngs of these studies resulted in general 
principles and practices which have been frequently recog-
nized as characterizing the more successful campaigns i n 
influencing public opinion. 
The extent to which Zenith's public relations campai gn 
adhered to these techniques and principles will be examined 
by the author. 
Offeri ng of rewards. A very successful technique in 
influencing publi c op i nion is the "offering of rewards." 
This form of mass persuasion is considered by many social 
psychologists as of primary importance in successful com-
munication. 
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The Zenith public relations campaign has consistently 
mentioned the entertainment rewards that can be possible 
through subscription television. The idea of a heavyweight 
championship fight, Broadway plays, new motion pictures, 
symphony concerts , ballet and educational programs have been 
the fundamental theme expounded by the Zenith publicity 
forces. These events seem even more rewarding when one con-
siders that financially it would involve only a fr a ction of 
the cost of attending in person. 
The entertainment appeal to the public offers both 
psychic and tangible rewards, considered by social psycho-
l ogists as prerequisites to any successful persua si on through 
the offering of rewards. 
The tangible reward may be the actual viewing of the 
special events or the financial saving incurred through sub-
scription television. 
The psychic reward is gained through the enjoyment 
derived from viewing box office attractions in the home , and 
the satisfaction of knowing that problems of transportation 
and parking are eliminated as a result of pay television. 
Zenith enjoyed most of its success as a result of 
specific applicat ion of this principle in its camraign to 
win new follower s . 
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Canalization. The t heory behind "canalization" is 
that people are far more willing to have their existing 
needs implemented than they are to develop new needs. 
Although subscription television is a new concept of 
broadcasting, the basic idea of payment for top entertain-
ment events is a standard procedure . Pay television would 
supplement existing television fare by charging for events 
that would ordi narily be seen outside the home. In other 
words, the principl e of "canalization" offers a new outlet 
for an existing behavio r pattern. 
Exploiti~ the p restige of media and spokesmen. 
People are apt to join a campaign due to the prestige of a 
speaker, writer or any person attempting to convince the 
public on the soundnes s of an idea. 
Zenith ut ilize d this pr i nciple extensively by recruit-
i ng the nat i on's big names i n entertainment, education, and 
culture. 
Various studies pertaini ng to the success of public 
opinion campaigns have illu strated that the media themselves 
are determinants in influencing public opinion. Some social 
psychologists re fer to this as the proce ss of 11 status con-
ferral. 11 They have said the follo wing on this subject: 
The mass media confer status on public issues, per-
sons, organizations and social movements. 
Common exper ience a s we ll as research testifies that 
the social stand ing of persons or social policies is 
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raised when these c ommand favorable attention in the 
mass media. In many quarters, for example, the support 
of a political candidate or a public policy by THE TIMES 
is taken as signi ficant ~ and this support is regarded 
as a distinct asset for the candidate or the policy. 
Why? 
For some, the editorial views of THE TIMES represent the 
considered judgment of a group of experts, thus calling 
for the respect of laymen. But this is only one element 
in the status conferral function of the mass media, for 
enhanced status accrues to those who merely receive at-
tention in the media , qu i te apart from any editorial 
support. 
The mass media best ow prestige and enhance the auth-
ority of individuals and groups by legitimizing their 
status. Recogni ti on by the press or radio or magazines 
or newsreels testifies that one has arrived, that one 
is important enough to have been singled out from the 
large anonymous masses, that one's behavior and opin-
ions are significant enough to require public notice. 111 
The Zenith publici ty act i vities have resulted in a 
myriad of publ ished articl es in the nation's leading news-
papers and magazines. The Chicago Phonevision t est of 1951 
provided the impetus to this wide press and magaz i ne cover-
age. One achievement which was accomplished by Zenith was 
in having a speech, made by their consulting economist , 
published in the Congress i onal Record. 
Except fo r certain i nstances of censorship by the 
television networks, Zeni th has initiated information on 
subscription t e l evis i on through the mass media. The prest-
ige of the Zenith Radio Corporation was undoubtedly an in-
fluencing factor on p ublic op inio n as well as the ubiquity 
of the media. 
Use of appropriate media . Although all types of medi a 
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can be used for effective persuasion there is a difference 
in the efficacy of each medium. Many groups conducting 
campaigns must contend with a budget, which in many instances 
prohibits the use of a 11 media. Apparently Zenith was not . 
too concerned with this problem. It was the job of Zenith 
publicity men to convince the public of the advantages of 
subscription television regardless of the expense involved. 
With such ample leeway, it afforded the use of every con-
ceivable type of media excluding, of course, television limi-
tations imposed by the opposition. The use of multiple media 
has always been prescribed by experts as a likelihood of 
persuasive success. 
Face-to-face contact is considered as the most sue-
cessful means of influencing any group. In this respect, 
Zenith has been extremely active. According to Zenith: 
We concentrated heavily on the making of speeches and 
hundreds have been made before every imaginable type of 
audience, from such high ranking groups as the Washington 
Press ·club to a local women's organization with only ten 
members. Some inquiries pertaining to s~bscription tele-
vision were answered by personal visits. 
Speaking engagements supplemented by the use of mass 
media offer certain distinct rewards to a campaign claim the 
social psychologists. The primary advantages are (l) inten-
sity of appeal; (2) high status to the media spokesman and 
his audience; and (3) recognition of a campaign in national 
media symbolize the legitimacy and significance of the move-
ment because the mass media confers status. 3 
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Zenith took advantage of every medium that was avail-
able to them in their efforts to spread the word on sub-
scription television. 
Repetition and variation. Experts on public opinion 
firmly believe that repetition with variation is a sound 
principle in influencing public opinion. 
Zenith 1 s vigorous campaigning succeeded in creating 
an awareness in the public towards subscription television 
as a result of a continuous flow of varied publicity material. 
Repetition and variation were also accomplished by utilizing 
a diversified type of communication which created different 
approaches to the same topi c . News release, news stories 9 
magazine articles, brochures ~ .speeches and a motion picture 
on subscription televis i on all played their part in b r i ngin g 
variety and repetition to the various publics. 
Monopoly propaganda. Prior to the opposition entering 
the campaign, Zenith enjoyed what the social scientists refer 
to as "monopoly propaganda." In terms of mass persuasion, 
monopoly propaganda is considered the most powerful position 
of any campaigning group. Obviously, in a situation like 
this, there is no counter attack by opposing groups. This 
enviable situation produced excellent results as evidenced 
by the fact that the public response to the Federal Communi -
cations Commi ssion was 6 to 1 in favor of pay-TV several 
months after the Commi s s i on invited public comments. But 
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then the Zenith arguments be came less convincing and the 
mail response to the FCC was turning in favor of the opposi -
tion. The caustic and penetrating attack by the pay-TV 
opponents was reaching the public. 
II. TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED BY THE OPPOSITION 
The opposition to subscription television took full 
advantage of several propaganda devices in influencing pub -
lic opinion. The chief lines along which propaganda suc -
cessfully operates wi~l be reviewed to see to what extent 
the techniques of the opposition coincided with these propa-
ganda methods. 
Misrepresentation of facts and providing false in-
formation. One of the main contentions of the opposit i on 
was that the pay-TV proponents intend to charge for all tele-
vision programs. This type of "card-stacking" - another 
term for this propaganda device - proved to be very effective. 
Many of the negative responses to the FCC expressed a fear 
of complete monopolization of television by pay-TV groups 
who will eventually charge them for their programs. Many 
people displayed complete ignoranc e towards subscription 
television because they tho ught i t meant paying for sponsored 
programs. 
Numerous examples of mi sre presentat i on and false in-
formation can be r eadily found in the arguments against 
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subscription television. Some of these contentions are 
legitimate and sound in reasoning but a good portion of the 
arguments are distorted assumptions whose primary purpose 
is deceiving the publi c. 
Hostility towards the pay-TV proponents. Another 
favorite device of the opponents was to create an intense 
feeling against the pay-TV groups. Those proposing sub-
scription television were depicted as being primarily inter-
ested in extracting money from the public. They were con-
stantly referred to as special interest groups. 
The public's comments expressed a distrust for the 
pay-TV proponents whi ch proved to some extent the effective -
ness of this type of method. 
Emotional aspect. Probably the most popular propa-· 
ganda technique is in stirring up the emotional attitudes 
and prejudices which people already have. Much of the suc-
cess of the opposition can be directly attributed to this 
type of appeal. 
The opposition continually expounded on the principle 
that "the air is free and belongs to the people." Paying 
for television is "anti-American." The decoding device for 
subscription television was re ferre d to as a "cash register" 
and "slot machine." The cont inuous use of the term"toll TV 
or pay-TV" has an unfavorable connotation. The opposit ion 
was skillful in hidi ng be h ind the t itle of "Organizations 
For Free TV" for it did not expose them as private groups 
looking out for their own selfish interests. 
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The "band wagon 11 technique. In this method the pro-
paganda group attempts to convince the public that other 
groups are accepting their program. This was quite obvious 
in the use of survey information by the "Organizations For 
Free TV." These polls, many of which were invalid, tended 
to influence the public in going along with the majority. 
Edward Bernay s ~ the public relations expert, had this 
to say concerning public opinion polls: 
Inaccurate po lls and interpretations are a danger to 
our democratic society because (l) they have as strong 
an influence on t he public as accurate polls; (2) the 
misuse of polls f or biased or venal purposes can be 
extremely harmful; and (3) leaders who misinterpret or 
distort polls are a menace to society.4 
The author 1 s pr i mary intention in the preceding review , 
was to expose the fundamental techniques employed by the 
opposition to subscription television. Undoubtedly the 
reader has been somewhat enlightened to these propaganda 
methods which will afford him an opportunity for a more 
scrutinizing appraisal of these techniques by a close examin-
ation of the arguments by the oppos i tion. 
Opposit ion ' s effect on the Zenith campaign. The ques -
tion now arises as to how Zenith has been able to cope with 
the tactics of the opposi tion. The only variation in the 
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approach by Zenith was an effort to expose the networks and 
theater owners as promoting their own interests. This type 
of counter-propaganda was ineffective because the basic 
contentions of the opposition remained unanswered, namely -
that subscription television would abandon cultural pro-
grams for the "mass appeal 11 type of program - the inevitable 
result being the diversion of talent from sponsored tele-
vision. 
III. EVALUATION OF ZENITH 0 S CAMPAIGN 
To properly evaluate the public relations campaign of 
the Zenith Radio Corporation it is necessary to study the 
effectiveness of Zenith 1 s arguments on the various groups 
who are expected to benefit by subscription television. 
One of the more important groups who are e xp e c te d 
to play an important role in the pay-as-you-see television 
are sports interests. 
Although television has created a greater public 
interest towards sports, promoters are complaining that 
people would rather view sporting events at home, which in 
~ 
turn is affecting the box office of many sporting interest s. 
For years sports promoters have been looking for a 
way to live withp and profit by, the wonder of television. 
Sponsors do pay a f~e fo r telecasting sporting events but 
the financial return i s not wh olly satisfactory. A sub-
s c ription system i s viewed by many promoters as a means of 
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a lleviating thi s problem~ 
Motion picture producers have expressed a will i ng-
ness to provide f ilms fo r use on subscription television. 
Some producers , however D are somewhat reluctant to release 
their top cinemascope productions for viewing on a small 
television screen. Nevertheless, Zenith's campaign has 
been effective wi th Hol l ywood 0 s top producers who have 
expressed a willingness to supply fairly recent films to 
pay television. 
Other groups in the entertainment field such as 
those connected with the stage, ballet, and opera have been 
equally as receptive to the idea of subscription television. 
Because sponsored television is aimed at reaching the 
masses, various forms of art have been lost to the viewing 
audience. Leaders from each of these groups envi s ion sub-
scr iption television as br i ngi ng cultural events to mi l -
lions of people. 
Surveys pertaining t o the broadcaster's attitude 
towards pay-TV may b e s omewhat mi sleadi n g . Although some 
of these polls have resulted in the majority of broad-
casters oppos i ng subscr i ption television, the author has pr e-
viously ment ioned that the NARTB, t o a great extent, dictate 
policy to the b roadcasters. Thi s is logical since the 
NARTB board of d irectors is p rimarily composed of vice-
presidents affil i a t ed with t he major networks. Many broad-
casters would wel come an opportunity to divorce themselves 
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from network domination. This fact was illustrated by Bill 
Davidson, author of an article on subscription television. 
Mr. Davidson stated: 
In constant fear of dependence on personal favor, 
the independents are looking around for another source 
of programs. Pay- TV might provide the source of pro-
grams. At the May convention of the National Associa-
tion of Radio and Television Broadcasters in Washington, 
Zenith exhibited its Phonevision process. As I stood 
outside the door of the exhibition room, I saw a strange 
drama enacted. Station owner after station owner came 
to the door, looked furtively about, and r emoved the 
badges which identified them and their statio ns . Then 
they went inside and eagerly asked questions about the 
new medium. I counted scores of them in a two-day 
period. If enough of the independents break away from 
the associat i on' s stand against pay-TV and put pressure 
on the FCC to authorize the system, the FCC may find it 
difficult to withstand the preeeure.5 
Another development in the broadcasting industry is 
causing broadcasters to view pay television favorably. The 
majority of UHF stations are in a disastrous plight because 
the public has refused to buy the converters nece s ary to 
receive UHF stations. A great number of these station 
owners consider subscription television their only means of 
survival. 
The last group involved in Zenith's public relations 
campaign, but certainly not the least, is the general pub-
lic. Although no final tabulation has been made by the FCC 
concerning the public 0s response , the majority of comments 
seem to be opposed to subscript ion television. 
The author believes that the Zenith campaign dire cted 
at the general publ ic could have been more convincing if they 
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had given the public more assurance as to their real inten-
tions. 
The idea of programming many cultural events on tele-
vision is gratifying , but will the pay-TV proponents abide 
by their promises'? Will Zenith pass up a $10 million box-
office by programming a mass appeal program in favor of a 
symphony concert that will br i ng in only $1 million? What 
guarantee is there that the greatest box-office return will 
not dictate the program fare on subscription television? 
Zenith has promised to give the public stage plays 
direct from Broadway. Is this feasible? The dialogue of 
many stage plays could prevent them from being broadcast to 
the public. If these plays were "cut" to allow televising, 
the play could very well be ineffective as a result of 
changes. 
Another question which arises is whether or not the 
public will purchase tickets for stage plays if the theater 
is going to be cluttered with television equipment. It is 
possible that televising stage plays could hinder the view-
ing by the theater audience. 
Spo rts pose another question mark which needs answer-
ing by the pay-TV proponents. The major sporting events 
are now being televi sed , except for a few exceptions. The 
World Series, the Kentucky Derby, the Bowl games, boxing and 
basketball are among the many spo rts seen on sponso red te le-
v i sion. Will tol l televisi on take over these events ? 
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The Brooklyn Dodgers reported that they would charge 
50¢ a game if pay-TV is authorized. John Reed Kilpatrick, 
head of Madison Square Garden, has stated that subscription 
television would capture many of the sporting events now 
on commercial t elevision. 
This is the type of question whic.h must be answered 
specifically and not with vagueness. A great many people 
opposing subscr ipti on t elevi sion base the i r reasoning sole ly 
on the belief that the hucksters will dominate commerc ial 
television i f pay~TV is authorized by the FCC. Zenith's 
proposal that the Commission limit pay-TV to 15~ of the 
annual broadcasting time was an a t tempt to alleviate much of 
the apprehens i on concerni ng monopolistic control by sub-
scription television. A more significant request could be 
t o have ~he FCC review the caliber of programs on s ub -
scription televis ion. If this were done, the main argume n ts 
of the oppo sition would not only be weakened, but the public 
would be reassured of suppl ementary progr amming. 
Desp ite this shortcoming of Zenith in not being spe ci-
f ic i n their arguments~ t he ir campaign was sti ll strong 
enough to arous e the enthusiasm of thousands of people who 
have expresse d a desire for subscription t elevision. This 
fact alone is indicat i on that there are enou gh interested 
viewers t o meet t he costs of ballet, symphony or educational 
program. 
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One important factor accruing from Zenith's exceed-
ingly active campaign, is the enormous amount of publicity 
received which has been valued at thousands of dollars. 
The inadequacy of sponsored television in providing 
a national television system, the monopolistic control of 
the networks over the television broadcasting industry, and 
the plight of the UHF stations 1 are the main factors which 
favor the Zenith Radio Corporation in eventually obtaining 
subscription television. 
Presently the FCC is reviewing the hundreds of briefs 
concerning pay television. The Commission will then decide 
whether or not to hold open hearings. With 1956 an election 
year, the FCC may turn over this controversial topic to 
Congress on the ground that existing legislation does not 
authorize the FCC to make a decision. 
Regardless of the government's final decision on sub-
scription television, Zenith will continue to have as many 
people as possible view Phonevision on an experimental bas is, 
premised on the belief that this will stimulate public 
interest. 
Zenith is not confining their experiments solely to 
the United States , as they intend to s et up Phonevision in 
Great Britain, Australia and New Zealand within the next year. 
If Zenith wi ll profit by their mistakes in the past 
campaign and give t he public a clearer picture as to the ro le 
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of subscription television in broadcasting , then the aut hor 
is confident that a subscription system is inevitable . 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
THE PHONEVISION PLAN OF OPERATION 
The Zenith Rad i o Corporation has contracted Teco, Inc., 
another Illinoi s corpo r a t i on, to as s ist in the operations of 
Phonevision. The fol l owing excerpts were taken from the com-
ments filed with the FCC by Zenith and Teco, Inc . pertaining 
to the overall plan of operating s ubscr iption television. 
Threaded throughout the numerous factual and public 
interest questions ra i sed by the Commission in its invi -
tation for comment s on s u b scription television is an 
underlying fundamental question concerning the business 
methods and poli cies which the prop onents anticipate 
f ollowing i n establishing a sub s cript ion s ys t em . · There , 
fore, to add dimension and perspective to our answers 
to t h e specific que s tions and issues raise d by the busi -
n e ss r e lationship s wh i ch will most likely occur unde r 
the business methods we anticipate will be followed i n 
the event subscr iption television i s authorized b y the 
Commission. 
The o p eratin g p lans wh ich Zenith and ~eco propose 
he r e in for Phone vi sion have resulted from l o g ical con-
side rat i on of the b usines s circumstances unde r which it 
is anticipated subscription t elevision will operate pur-
s uant to limitations imposed by existin g law. We als o 
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believe that our proposal includes many essential busi-
ness ingredients which, of practical and legal necessity, 
will be included in· any subscription television opera-
tion- Phonevision or otherwise. 
While the creation of an operating system of sub-
scription television involves new economic concepts and 
business relationships, our proposal .contemplates that, 
except for certain esseniial technical and administrative 
functions, subscription television will operate within 
the existing television framework. The technical range 
and flexibility of Phonevision equipment has played an 
important part in shaping our conclusions concerning the 
business methods which may be adopted. Phonevision 
equipment may be utilized by either UHF or VHF te levis i on 
stations and is completely compatible and can b e used 
with theNTSC color s ystem as well as black and white. 
The subscriber require s only one decoder to receive \rrlF, 
UHF, color or monochrome programs. The Phonevision sub-
scriber may secure decoding information by mail, tele-
phone or vending machine and set the dial on hi s de code r 
so that he can receive subscription programs, or, as an 
alternative method, a coin box may be utilized which per-
mits the subs cr i ber to rece ive subsc r iption pro grams when 
he drops a coin i n the box . All four of these methods of 
transmitting de codi ng i n formation to the subscriber utilize 
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the same functional equipment and are interchangeable to 
meet varying requirements from community to community or 
within a single community. 
From a commercial operating viewpoint there are three 
functional organizations necessary to supply subscription 
services: 
1. A local Phone vi a ion organization to e cra.mble pro-
grams for stations; to provide for the installation, ser-
vicing and maintenance of subscriber decoders; to provide 
program decoding information to the public; and to col-
lect and disburse box office revenue. 
2. Broadcast licenses over whose facilities the sub-
scription programs will be transmitted. 
3. Program sources which will supply subscription 
programs directly to broadcasters. 
Zenith and Teco propose to grant franchisee for Phone-
vision in any community which needs or can properly use 
subscription service. Practical business considerations 
have led us to conclude that whenever fea sible, these 
franchises should be granted to organizati on s composed of 
competent and financial ly qualified local groups who are 
conversant with the busines s affairs of the community, 
since we believe such local organizations will tend to be 
more responsible and capable of rendering a high grade 
subscription service to the public and the broadcaster. 
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The local franchise holder's primary function will be 
to provide the Phonevision equipment and the necessary 
administrative service essential for subscription tele-
vision to all authorized broadcasters in the community 
without discrimination. Once established, the local 
Phonevision service will be available to any broadcaster 
(commercial or educational) authorized and desiring to 
use it. 
The local franch ise holder will provide the broad-
caster with all of the additional physical facilities 
necessary to produce revenue from subscription programs, 
as the Phonevision system may be used by a broadcaster 
without any additions to or modification of his pre sent 
transmitting equipment. The local franchise holder will 
also solicit subscribers, provide decoder s to them , and 
carry out the numerous administrative services which are 
necessary to make a subscription system function. De-
coders will be leased to subscribers for a nominal monthly 
fee and they will pay for those programs they select for 
viewing. We anticipate t hat the franchise holder may well 
charge a percentage of the gross box-office receipts for 
the use of these facilitie s and services . 
An inherent part of the Phonevieion plan is that the 
function and duty of t he broadcaster in subscription tele-
vision will be fundamentally no different than under 
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current conditions. There will be no diminution of the 
licensee's control over his station or responsibility to 
the public. Subject to Commission's r e gulations and the 
policy r e comme nded herein that subscription broadcasters 
be limited to broadcasting programs which are of box 
office quality, the broadcaster will select the sub-
scription programs he believes to be in the public inter-
est. Further, t h e broadcaster will determine the s ource , 
quantity and time of his subscription broadcasts. 
In concluding our discussion of the Phonevision plan, 
we would like to briefly state t h e role that Zenith and 
Teco have played in the past, and the role which they 
wi ll play in the future deve lopment of subscription tele -
vision in the event it is author ized b y the Commi ss ion . 
Up to the present time, Zeni t h has assumed the entire 
responsibility and financial burden of developing the 
Phonevi s ion system. Zenith comme nc ed the development of 
Phonevision ove r twenty years ago , and since the war has 
intensified its efforts to develop and improve Phonevision 
equi pment. Zenith has spent millions of dollar s in de -
veloping Phonevisi on and h as b orne the cost of all demon-
strations, exper ime nts, and t ests, including th~ co st of 
necessary equipment. Asi de from its own research , Zenith 
has retained the servi ce s of other organizations , such 
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as the University of Iowa and Remington-Rand, to further 
test the security of Phonevision equipment against un-
authorized reception. Zenith has also financed market 
studies of the economic potentialities of subscription 
televisi on by such organizations as the University of 
Chicago, and some of the nation's leading economists and 
market analysts. 
Zenith contemplates that until initial operations in 
several communities have established the commercial feasi-
bility of subscription television it will of necessity 
continue to play an active part in all development phases 
of subscription television. However, after such initial 
development, zenith does not presently contemplate that 
it will participate directly in subscription television 
in the United States other than as a manufactur er of 
Phonevision equipment and through its contract relation 
with Teco, which contemplates a continuance of Zenith's 
research and development projects. zenith does not pro-
pose to engage in program production or distribution or 
other facets of subscription televi s ion, except as stated . 
In 1949, Zeni"th and Teco entered into an agreement 
under which Zenith granted ·to Teco the exclusive right 
to promote the acceptance and use of the transmitting 
portion of Phonevision and to extend service to sub-
scribers. Zenith, among other things, has granted to 
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Teco the non-assignable, exclusive right to license 
others, to manufacture or to have manufactured and to 
use, but not to sell, transmitters and other equipment 
connected with the transmitting portion of Phonevision 
equipment under any and all inventions and applications 
for patents then owned or which will be acquired by 
Zenith during the term of the agreement. 
Teco will h a ve a twofold function. First, it wi 11 be 
primarily responsible for the promotion of the use of 
Phonevision equipment in various communities and the 
granting of local franch ises to interested and respons -
ible parties. Second, in order to insure that high type 
program product wi ll be available to broad casters desir-
ing to engage in subscription operations, Teco wil l 
obtain and distribute such programs. 
As the ultimate success of subscription television 
depends in substantial part upon the availability of 
appropriate program product, Teco will exercise its best 
efforts to obtain such programs and make them avail a b le 
to broadcas te r s . Zenith and Teco have alre ady be e n 
assured by various producer s that they will make programs 
available. In this re spec t , Teco will endeavor to make 
certain that high class program pro duct will be available 
to broadcaster s who othe vdse mi ght not have eithe r t he 
capital o r the fac i lit ies to obtain such pro grams. iJil.hile 
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Teco will do everything in its power to procure and 
distribute high qual ity program product for subscrip-
tion broadcasts, no broadcast station desiring to 
utilize the service of any local Phonevision franchise 
holder to obtain its subscription program product from 
Teco. Teco's distribution activities will give the 
broadcasters assurance that high quality programs will 
be available. If the broadcasters can obtain high 
quality box-office programs f rom s ource s other than Teco, 
they may do so. Teco, however, will offer an additional 
competitive source to those othe r sources which may have 
high quality produc t available for distribution to sub-
scription t elevision . 
